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FOREWORD

The objective of Work Unit MARKSMAN is to identify methods of improving
marksmanship training. This report describes work accomplished during Phase 1, which
was concerned primarily with basic rifle marksmanship.

The research is being conduute( at Fort Benning, Georgia as a joint effort of the
U.S. Army Infantry School and the Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO)
Division No. 4. Military support and coordination for the research is being provided by
the U.S. Army Infantry Human Research Unit.

Dr. T.O. Jacobs is Director of HumRRO Division No. 4. Dr. James W. Dees was
Work Unit Leader of MARKSMAN. Other HumRRO personnel engaged in the research
were two associates, Mr. George J. Magner and Mr. Michael R. McCluskey, and a
developmental engineer, Mr. Lyman K. Harris.

The following U.S. Army Infantry Human Research Unit personnel participated
directly ini the research: 1LT Marvin J. Pesek, SFC Lucien T. Brewer, SFC Herbert G.
Thompson, SP5 John H. Hubbard, SP5 David D. Myer, SP5 Kevin J. O'Reilly, SP5 Allen
R Searles, SP5 David R. Sennett, and SP4 Richard G. Winslow.

Appreciation is expressed to Major General John M. Wright and Lieutenant General
(then Major General) George I. Forsythe, former Commandants of the U.S. Army
Infantry School, to the present Commandant, Major General Orwin C. Talbott, and
Assistant Commandant, Brigadier General Sidney B. Berry for their considerable interest
and assistance.

Directors of the Weapons Department, U.S. Army Infantry School, during the
conduct of the research have been COL Joel M. Hollis, COL John T. Carley, and COL
Jack L. Conn. The systems analyses of weapons training were conducted under the
direction of LTC Freddie R. Wenck. LTC Barney K. Neal served as Chief of the Rifle
Marksmanship Evaluation Study Group (RMESG) during its first year of operation, and
was succeeded by the present Chief, MAJ Robert W. Faulkender. Deputy Chief of
RMEF during the early stages of research was MAJ Clifton R. Franks; MAJ Peter
Sharber is currently serving as Deputy. Project Officers for the individual experiments
were MAJ William E. Smith III, CPT Gerry A. Harr, CPT Robert L. Newkirk, CPT
Ronald S. Popp, CPT Henry D. Robertson, CPT Ronald E. Saxton, CPT Michael P.
Shaver, CPT St. Elmo P. Tyner II and CPT Prentis D. Wilson.

HumRRO research for the Department of the Army is conducted under Contract
DAHC 19-70-C-0012. Training, Motivation, and Leadership Research is conducted under
Army Project 2Q06210A712.

Meredith P. Crawford
President

Human Resources Research Organixation



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

PROBLEM

Commanding officers in Vietnam, and gatherings such as the Tra.,,ing Centers
Conference held at Fort Benning in 1968 have expressed a strong belief that individual
rifle marksmanship is not as good as it could and should be. Furthermore, no compre-
hensive, systematic study of Army rifle marksmanship has been conducted since the Work
Unit TRAINFIRE studies conducted by HumRRO in 1954.

The rifle used by infantrymen in Vietnam is considerably different from the weapon
(Ml) used in the TRAINFIRE studies. Compared to the M1 and also the M14, the M16
rifle is lighter in weight and uses a lighter projectile with a higher muzzle velocity, giving
it a relatively flat trajectory. In addition, the we•apon has an automatic capability and
comparatively little recoil. The effect of these changes in the weapon must be evaluated.
More importantly, however, the original TRAINFIRE studies were concerned with the
utility of the general training techniques, not directed toward the determination of what
marksmanship skills should be taught. Phase 1 of Project MARKSMAN is concerned
primarily with basic rifle marksmanship. Afthough concerned with both "how" to teach
and "what" to teach, the major emphasis of MARKSMAN was on "what" should he
taught.

METHOD

A total of 21 experiments dealing with varied aspects of rifle marksmanship arn-
described in summary fashion in this report and are reported individually in the appen-
dices. The experiments were planned and administered through cooperation among thre
different agencies: The Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO). the U S.
Army Infantry Human Research Unit (USAIHRU) collocated with HumRRO Divison No.
4, and the Rifle Marksmanship Evaluation Study Group (RM'SG) of the Weapons
Department of the U.S. Army Infantry School at Fort Benning. Georgia. In genf.ral.
HumRRO had the technical responsibility for the project; the USAIHRU provided
personnel and expertise in direct support of HumRRO; and the RMESG had oierail
administrative responsibility for the experiments and for the imphlmentation o1' the
results into training changes.

RESULTS

The results of the experimenLs conducted in Phase I of the MARKSMAN research
are summarized in the following lmiragr'l1hs.

III Mode of Fire. Semiautomat: c fin, is superior to automatic fire apains.t Singh-.
rnultiple, and area targets under conmitions of illumination which allow the use of th.
M16A! sight. Whenr the conditions of illumination are insuffiient to allow the Use of
tdw M16AI sight, the automatic mode (three-round hurst) is supl-ror to the somiauto.
mati- node. Those factors have not he.en studied for moving or . •al targets.

(21 Fminnk Technnume and Sight. fa. Aimed fire is enterallv hetter than pointing
fro,. whethetr at night or in the daytime. The Qui-k.Fm, technique is included as a
metmo of Imintinit fire. 0h) A !xvial ight woviding a luminescent front sight pmet ane
a re-ar au'lrtun in exce'x.'• of rive nailline-ter,. in diameter is required for ar•urate. khw
illumination level finng. It) The, same large rea.wperre tight can he used for aimed fire
aglnmt -low rangei targets "riquirng a quirk Fruitlon
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(3) Firing Position. (a) Defensive positions (foxhole and bunker) are superior to
offensive positions m both speed on target and accuracy. (h) Among the offensive
positions. kneelikh sipported and kneeling are the best overall for speed and accuracy
combined. (c) In 'cie prone position, support is quite important in the daytime, but its
addition makes no appreciable difference at night.

(4) Carry Position. The results are inconclusive, but there is an indication of a
possible speed advantage to a modification of the British alert position as compared to
the underarm carry. The British alert position is a tiring position, and could only be used
when there wa% potential, immediate enemy threat.

(5) Aiming Points. Aiming at the center of the target at distances out to 300
meters is equal in accuracy to the present adjusted aiming point system for the M16 rifle,
and is simpler to teach.

(6) Siht Calibration. The prezeroing of sights, using a collimator and a three-
-round ,-orrection group is equal to the personal zero established by the individual
shooting the weapon and offers the potential of simple training, facilitates simple
battlefield and a.mory checks without firing the weapon, and allows a reoluction of the
training ammunition expenditure for zeroing.

(7) Pupil-Ccach. The pupil-coach system does not have any impact upon perform-
ance. Therefore, this time could be used to better advantage.

(8) BB Gun and Tape for Night Firing. Night practice with the BB gun did not
improve performanc, in n. ght record fire. Als,, when tape was placed along the barrel of
the BB gun, night p/actice with the BB gun had a detrimental effect on night record fire.

(9) Wearing of Equipment During Marksmanship Training. The wearing of the
helmet and web gea' had no appreciable effect upon record fire scores in Basic Rifle
Marksmanship. The wearing of this equipment was originally recommended by the
TRAINFIRE studies iv' order to increase battlefield fidelity. Whether the wearing of this
equipment actually increases battlefield fidelity is not readily testable.

(10) Position of Quick Fire in Training. The sequence of Quick Fire in Basic Rifle
Marksmanship fearly or late) had no impact upon BRM record scores. However. tho-e
individuals who had Quick-Fire training late in BRM did perform better when tested on
their Quick-Fire skills than did those individuals who had the Quick-Fire training early in
BRM. This coild have beer caused either by the rvenry of the training, or by some
more important training factor. In any event, there are no disadvantr4ges to having Quick
Fire late in the BRM program. ai4j there may Ia an advantage.

(11) Evwuation of Training Changes in Night Firing. It was determined that a
414-hour night fring program outlined in the text was superior to the present 7-hour
pruoam.

112) UOw of Competitive Marksmen as Assistant lnstnntwru . The present range
training frtrmat duem not allow suffickrnt time or freedom for an inr-cnase in the quality
or the crm.tity ; asamstant instrutors to improve marksmanship Wores.

1131 PDy.4.t Tramnmt for Ntht Fitnn. Subpe-ts trained on night firing techniques
in the daytiw performed r•nadnably etiter on their night nord fire than did subjects
'MOU' on the same tk-hnsqw's for the tare klngth of time at niglht



CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

(1) The semiautomatic mode of fire should be emphasized.
(2) A night sight with a luminescent front sight post and a large-ape-tture rear sight

would be valuable not only for night firing but also against close range targets requiring a
quick response. The large-aperture rear sight could be cumbined with a small-aperture.
peep sight irn a *flip type" arrangement.

(3) The kneeling supported and kneeling position should be emphasized in training
where their use would not bring undue exposure to the infantryman. In the prone
position, support should be used whenever possible in the daytime.

(4) Aimed fire is superior to pointing fire in all cases, but a special sight is
required to accommodate both the low illumination level condition and the close range.
quick response target.

15) The use of special "alert" carry positions should be studied further.
16) A center of target aiming point system is equal to the adjusted aiming point

system in performance and would be easier to teach.
(7) A prezeroing of sights would simplify training, reduce training ammunition

requirements by six rounds per man, and allow a simple, economical, and fast method of
checking the sights of a weapon on the battlefield or in the armory without firing a
round.

18) The pupil-coach system could be eliminated without any loss in marksmanship
performmwce. and the time spent on other training.

19) The BB gun does not offer any advantage for night firing training at night.
(10) The wearing of the helmet and web gear during marksmanship training is of

questionable value, but is not detrimental to training.
111) If Quick Fire as a separately taught skill is continued, there may be an

advantage to teaching it late in the Basic Rifle Marksmanship program.
(12) A 41/.-hour night firing program outlined in the text is superior to the present

7-hour program.
113) If an increase in the quantity or quality of the assistant instructors is contem-

plated as a means of improving the quality of the training, the range training iormat
should be' 'hanged to allow the individual assistant instructors more time and freedom.

114 Students should he taught and should pr rtire night firing techniques in the
daytime pnior to night practit"e and record fire.

(15) The Quick-Fire technique was demonstrated to be inferior to aimed fire
generally at and beyond a target distance of about 25 meters. Quick Fire was superior to
aimed fire using the M16AI sight only at target distances of about 10 mett-s and leks. If
a iarge-aperature rear silht is provided for targets within 50 meters. aimed firr is equal or
superior to Quick Fire at every distance within that limit.

The Quwk-Fre technique alwpers not to he the optimal .olution. hut the
Quwk-F'.F• 'atuation requires a solution. Suddenly appearing targets requring a quirk
nr-qWVl are a leitimate 4"a of -oncern. A refinement of Quick Fre to accommodate
the' ret4anh findimn would emphasir aimed firr with the prmion of the aim, and
theefocr the tmei r•euired. dinr-sino with dt-raiung target d•itanve. A, the extrenely
t'lo- ran*-' withei 10 meterm) aiming might vunsist of looking down th- hanrti of the

The valur- 4f the iraining t,.-•nhqm-• wd in Quirk Fmr havr yet to he
dmon•ntrate-d. Such trivhrn'que a% 88 gun lw-ti-r aarmnt disr, thrown in the air shouki



he studied. Tlhose aspects of Quick Fire that have superior training merit should be
maintained in a new Quick-Fire program.

The possible adoption of a night sight must be considered in any redesign of
training for the Quick-Fite situation. If a large-aperture rear sight, primarily for night use,
is available for daytime use within 50 meters. the techniques and training for the
Quick-Fire situation will be very different from those which would otherwise be used.
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An Experimental Review of
Basic Combat Rifle Marksmanship:
MARKSMAN, Phase I



PROBLEM

Commanding officers in Vietnam, and groups such as the Training Centers Confer-
ence held at Fort Benning in 1968, have indicated a strong belief that individual rifle
marksmanship is not as good as it could and should be. To the individual foot soldier, his
marksmanship ability is not only the key skill for his job but his principal means of
survival in the struggle against a similarly equipped enemy.

In spite of the overwhelming advantages of good training, probabilities in warfare
assure that a few of even the best-trained men will be killed. For example, in r sudden
engagement, the man who fires wildly will generally miss the target and be shot by an
opponent who takes the time to align his weapon with the target. However, an occasional
wild shot will hit the target, and the man who takes the time to make his shot count will
be hit.

In such a situation, no skill level, regardless of how high, will ever be deemed
sufficient, and no amount or quality of marksmanship training will ever be free of
criticism. While complaint about rifle marksmanship is inevitable in war, it is the
impression of many senior Army officers that the volume of complaint about the
marksmanship of the American soldier in the Vietnam conflict exceeds what would
normally be expected.

Furthermore, no comprehensive, systematic study of Army rifle marksmanship has
been conducted since the TRAINFIRE studies by HumRRO in 1954. For a number of
reasons, it is time for such a review. The rifle used by infantrymen in Vietnam is
considerably different from the weapon (the M1) studied by HumXRO researchers under
Work Unit TRAINFIRE in 1954.' Compared to the M1 and also the later M14, the M16
rifle is lighter weight, and uses a lighter projectile with a higher muzzle velocity, which
gives it a relatively flat trajectory. In addition, the weapon has an automatic capability
and comparatively little recoil. The effects-on marksmanship, tactics, and potentially on
training--of these changes in the weapon need to be evaluated.

More importantly, however, the original Work Unit TRAINFIRE studies were
directed primarily at the practicability of alternate methods of marksmanship training. As
such, the major thrust of TRAINFIRE was in "how" the training should be conducted
and the general format determined by these studies is assumed to be correct. MARKS-
MAN research, on the other hand, is primarily concerned with "what" should be taught,
although in Phase 1 it also addresses the "how" of training.

Phase 1 is also directed primarily at Basic Rifle Marksmanship training. Advanced
Rifle Marksmanship will be covered in Phase 2.

METHOD

The first phase of the MARKSMAN research was in the form of a series of
experiments planned and conducted cooperatively by HumRRO and military personnel
and agencies This section of the report describes the general administrative and technical
procedures used in settintu up and conducting the experiments. The detailed methodology

1 Howard H. McFann. John A. Hammes. and John E. Taylor. TR.1NFISIE I A, New (Courw m
kisl'i Rufle Aturk.smanu.hip. HumRRO Techniceal Ri-porl 22. Ortobcr 1955

3



is des'ribed in appendices which cover the procedure and results for the individual
ex perimen ts.

The series as originally planned included 32 experiments. Results from 21 experi-
nimints are reported in this volume. Two experiments have not yet been performed
because the necessary equipment has not been available. Two others served as early-stage
advance runs for the revised Basic Rifle Marksmanship program and are not reported
here. The remaining six experiments in the original list were essentially exploratory
studies that were not designed to yield reportable results but laid the groundwork for
subsequent experimentation.

COOPERATING AGENCIES

A Work Unit Leader and one additional full-time scientist were provided by
HumRRO. along with a part-time engineer needed for the construction of experimental
equipmer,t. The U.S. Army !nfantry Human Research Unit (USAIHRU). collocated with
HumRRO Division No. 4, provided personnel for direct assistance to the Division. The
level of this assistance varied with need and availability, but was generally one officer and
two enlisted men at the minimum, and two officers and eight enlisted men at the
maximum level.

The Rifle Marksmanship Evaluation Study Group (RMESG) is a special study group
instituted by the Weapons Department of the U.S. Army Infantry School for the purpose
of this research program. The group consiba-d of a chief, who was a lieutenant colonel or
a senior major, a deputy with the rank of major. and from four to 15 other officers on
extended temporary assignment. In addition, other personnel were made available for
specific experiments by several agencies including the U.S. Army Infantry Board, the U.S.
Army Marksmanship Training Unit, and the Ranger Department of the U.S. Army
Infantry School.

WORKING ARRANGEMENTS

This project was a cooperative venture. Responsibilities for a particular job were
generally accepted by the agencies best suited to handle them, although there were
guiding principles as to their assignment. The Rifle, Marksmanship Evaluation Study
Group of the Weapons Department had the final authority on which studies would or
would not be conducted. tlumRRO had the technical responsibility for the design and
analysis of the experiments. This does not mean that all experiment designs were written
hy IiumRRO personnel. talthough several werel: many were written by RMESG person-
nel with llumRRO guidance and supervision.

Most of the experiments were' conducted at Fort Benning, using a&- subjects either
students entering Noncommissioned Officer Candidate School or trainees at the Basic
Co(mnlat "rraining ('e'nter. A list of the experiments and the locations at which they were
eon1lucti'd i' presented in Table 1.

O(n a inumbnr of the more intricate eximriments ronducted at Fort IBenning.
IlunRIt() r'Ire-t,,native-,. a.sisted by a to-am fumished by the .'SA\IHRIr. supervised the
iiwchnie'al conduct of the test and ,ne'ed as sorers. RMESX; always pro~tded a runge
,efety officer anid suplporting N('Os. and was responsihle for obtainting suhb,.'ts. ammuni-
itnou. and eethlr supix)rt a,, neded. Several expit'rinme'nts. including all of those conducted

at pie!,-t (lhe'r than Fort Kenning. were conducted ex'clu-uvely by RW.F; Ixrstfnel w,'h
the' em'-e'pt ion oef the planning and analy.i. sMagr•.



Table 1

Locations of Experiments

Experiment Location

1: Sequence of Quick-Fire Training in Basic Rifle Fort Jackson, South Carolina
Marksmanship Training Fort Gordon, Georgia

Fort Lewis, Washington
Fort Bliss, Texas

2: Effect of Wearing Combat Equipment During Fort Jackson
Marksmanship Training

3: Effectiveness of the Pupil-Coach in Basic Rifle Fort Gordon
Marksmanship Training

4: The Definition of the Interaction of the Firing Position, Fort Benning, Georgi4
Firing Method, Firing Mode, Distance, and Type of
Sights in Combat Marksmanship

5: Evaluation of the Use of Competitive Marksmen as Fort Cordon
Assistant Instructors in Basic Rifle Marksmanship

6: Effect of Additional BB Gun Training on Night Firing Foft Jacksmn
7: Center of Mass vs. Adjusted Aiming Point For t Bennong

8: Optically Produced Zero vs. Personal Zero Fort Benning
9: Semiautomatic vs. Automatic Fire at Night Fort Benning

10: Vision Technique. Sight, Mode, and Position for Use Fort Benning
in Night Fire

11: Use of the Tri-Lux Sight for Daytime Targets Fort Benning

12: Tri-Lux Sight at Night Fort Benning
13: Evaluation of Training Changes in Night Firing Fort Jackson

14: Mode of Fire for Multinle and Area Targets Fort Benning
1: Tracer Ammunition During Daylight Training for Fort Benning

Night Fire
16: Compairsons of New and Old Basic Rifle Marksmanship Fo!t Benninga

Programs
17: Comparison of Kneeling. Prone, Sitting, and Fort Benning

Squatting Positions
18: Evaluation of Possible Modification to Prone Positions Foit Benning

19: Compawison of the Standard, TritLux. Promethrum. and Fort Benring

Open Sights for Night Usage
20: Comparison uf M16A1. Tri-Lux. Open. and Promethium Fort Benning

Sights Under Daylight Conditions

21: The Eftectiveness of Different Methods of Weap.on Ca"r Fort Benning
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response to directives from CONARC, the experiments generally were selected according
to the bases outlined in the fo"owing paragraphs.

Potential areas of study could be divided into two categories-"what" should be
taught, and "how" it should be taught. Since "what" should be taught must be specified
before deciding "how" it should be taught, studies in the "what" category were
undertaken first.

In examining the "what" elements, a systems analysis concluded that much of
combat rifle marksmanship is concerned either with firing techniques, or with the firing
environment. The firing environment is divisible into five areas, while the firing tech-
niques are single areas. Generally speaking, each experiment was concerned with at least
one firing technique, and at least ore of the two choices under each of the five
environmental conditions.

This system is portrayed in Figure 1. The shaded cells represent illogical combina-
tions of firing techniques and firing environment which were excluded from consideration
(for example, it obviously makes little sense to calibrate the sights of a weapon at night).
Five experienced HumRRO staff members were requested to rank order, without consult-
ing one another, the 10 environmental conditions and the seven firing techniques. There
was considerable agreement among the five individuals as to the order of importance:
using the mode rank in each case provided a single rank ordering without any deletions
or redundanciei (Figure 1).

In order to determine the order of priority of the various combinations of firing
techniques and firing environments, the rank order of each row and colurnn were
summed, with the lowest sum receiving the highest priority. For example, automatic vs.

Comnbinations of Firing Techniques and Environment as a Function of Range

Filing Enviionumnt and Ra* Order of Impor•ntce
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semiautomatic fire was judged the most important firing technique, and stationary tsrgets
ing without any deletions or redundancies IFigure 1 ).

In order to determine the order of priority of the various combinations of firing
techniques and firing environments, the rank order of each row and column were
summed. with the lowest sum receiving the highest priority. For example. automatic Vs.
semiautomatic fire was judged the most important firing technique. and stationary targets
the most important environment. In Figure 2. a -1 was placed in the appropriate cell to
indicate that the sumn of the appropriate row and column ranks showed this- was the most
important cell in the table.

Seleiction of Most Important Combination of Firing Technkqu and Environment

Firing Environment and Rank Older Of ivnpOrtarci

FirngTecniue Illmiaton areMotion PTie RSSwe Target Location Taget Definition
6iin Tcn4 iiurnto 1. 3 9 10 2 5 8

Nih Da-vn Sainr Present Absent Aerial Giound Point Area

I Automatic ;s.
Semtiautomiatic1

2 Rapid Fite wS.
Deliberate Fre

3 Sighting Technise---

4 Sight Caliblration
Zero' -

5 Body and Weapon
Pos!'On During
Firing

6 Aimirng Pcint

F Weapon Posit on

Figure 2
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Selection of Second and Third Most Important Combinations of Firing Technique
and Environment

I Firing Environment and Rank Order of Importance

FiigTchiqe Illumination Target Motion Time Pressure Target Location Targt Definition

Night Day Moving Stationary Present Absent Aerial Ground Point Atea
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Semiattomatic 2

2 RlibFire Fie

DeliFigue 3ir
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training ranges using standard trainin~g performance measurement techniques and electro-
mechanical equipment except for the addition of (-(periment monitors, and z thorough
check of the equipment to see that it was operating properly.

INCORPORATION OF RESULTS INTO TRAINING

In addition to its other responsibilities, the RMESG develops programs of instruction
for Basic Rifle Marksmanship incorporated into the training program at training centeib
throughout the United States. During the conduct of Work Unit MARKSMAN, HumRRO
has furnished a written analysis and interpretation of each experiment soon after its
completion. These analysis reports were the basis for the construt tion by the RMMSG of
a revised Program of Instruction in Basic Rifle Marksmanship for Basic Combat Training
IBCT). In this way, the use of the results of this research was expedited.

RESEARCH CALENDAR

It was concluded at the Army Training Center Conference held at Fort Benning in
December 1968 that there was a significant training problem in the area of marksman.
ship. In January 1969. the Weapons Department of the U.S. Army Infantry School. in
cooperation with HumRRO Division No. 4 sought CONARC approval and guidance for
research on combat rifle marksmanship. This approval and guidance was given in
February 1969, and testing was initiated in March.

Also in February 1969. task analyses of wealpns training in Basic Combat Training
and in Advanced Individual Training were undertaken by the Weapon!c Department at
their own initiative. These task analyses were valuable aids in outlining the research
program. The research divided logically into two phases: Phase 1 was concerned chiefly
with basic rifle marksmanship and Phase 2 will he concerned principally with advanced
rifle marksmanship.

RESULTS

All experiments discussed in the text of this report are described in more detail
individually in the Appendices.

DAY FIRING-SINGLE TARGETS

Mode of Firu

Mode of Fire Isemiautomatic vs. automatic) was studied in Experiments 4. 1 IA. and
111B. Against nonmoving. single targets in the daytime, from most firing positions. the
semiautomatic mode was superior to the automatki mode in both the time required for a
hit and the number of trigger puIl required for a hit from 50 meters out. Within 50
nmters, therte w little difference between thew two modes, either in time to first hit, or
in tniger pull% to first hat, Within 25 meters. the automnata mode was faster than the
senmautomat- mnode, in time to first hit ip, .051. Figures it through 7 illustrate the
interaction betweren mode and target distan-e.

Timo to first hit s prothbly the more important of the two c-ntena examined.
-omrn•inhmg both swped and accuracy. The time to first hit v a functmon of target distanc,
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in Experiment 4 is plotted in Figure 4. These values are the means for the "coarse aim"
technique for all of the 'ive firing positions tested. Beyond 50 meters, the semiautomatic
mode was superior in both speed and accuracy, becoming more superior with increasing
distance. Within 25 meters, the automatic mode was superior in time to first hit (Figure
5) although not in trigger pulls to first hit (Figure 7). The superiority of the automatic
mode of fire within 25 meters ws slight, but significant (p<.05) (Figure 5).

Mean time to first hit data as a function of target distance for Experiments 11A and
11B is provided in Figure 5; the "aimed fire" portion of Experiment 11B was averaged
across all firing positions for this graph. The differences between the positions used in
Experiments i and 11B possibly account for some of the difference between Figures 4
and 5. Experiment 11A provided the only examination of the semi-automatic versus the
automatic mode within 25 meters. The data for Experiment 11Beon the same graph
support the conclusion reached in Experiment 4 that semiautomatic fire is superior to
automatic fire with the M16 rifle, beyond 50 meters (Figure 6).

Firing Technique and Sight

'rhe results of Expcrimient 4 indicated that aimed fire might be superior to Quick
Fire. The time to first hit criterion for a comparison of the Quick-Fire technique with
aimed fire using the M16A1 sight is shown in Figure 8. The difference between the
Quick-Fire and the aimed fire techniques was statistically significant at the 50- and
75-meter distances (p<.O01), but not at the 25-meter distance. It was decided that a
further ,:omparison was needed, examining Quick Fire and aimed fire within 25 meters as
well as corroborating the results beyond 25 meters. Experiments 11A and 11B were
intended to provide this information.

Time to First Hit for Quick Fire vs. Aimed Fire Beyond 25 Meters:
Expetiment 4 for Semiautomatic Fire

7

-- -- Quick Fire

6 M16AI Aimed Fire /

STesting differences: /
C At 25m: p NS

O 5 At 50 and 75m: p.-.001 ,

(3 /

M4 -

LL -

0" 3
-E

1--

I l I

0 25 50 75

Distance (meters)

Figure 8
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At about the same time, other research on night firing indicated a possible utility
for a nightsight with a large rear aperture. One such nightsight, the Tri-Lux sight, is used
by the British not only for night firing, but also for rapid aimed fire at, close targets in
the daytime. The British, in their comparison of Quick Fire with aimed fire using the
Tri-Lux sight, found that aimed fire with their sight was superior to Quick Fire'. It was
decided to include an examination of the Tri-Lux sight in Experiments 11A and Ji1B.

A comparison of Quick Fire with aimed fire using both the M16A1 sight and the
Tri-Lux sight on the time to first hit criterion for Experiment 11A, which was concerned
with ranges of 25 meters and less, is provided in Figure 9. Considering time to first hit,
the M16A1 sight was inferior at 10 and 15 meters, where the Tri-Lux sight and Quick
Fire were about equal. At 20 meters, the technique used made little difference. At 25
meters, aimed fire in general and the Tri-Lux sight in particular were superior. This
interaction of sight and technique with distance was significant (p<.01). Thus, it would
appear that aimed fire with a large aperture rear sight is superior to Quick Fire, and to
aimed fire with the M16AI sight within 25 meters. A trigger pulls to first hit criterion
was also examined. Quick Fire was significantly inferior to aimed fire beyond 15 meters,
and was never superior to aimed fire in terms of trigger pulls to first hit (p<.001). In
Experiment lIB, there was no significant difference between the M16A1 sight and the
Tri-Lux sight at 50 meters but the performance with the Tri-Lux sight deteriorated
rapidly beyond that distance (Figure 10).

From the results of Experiments 11A and liB it appeared that a larga-aperture rear
sight might have some value for rapid aimed fire in the daytime at targets within 50
meters. Before concluding this, it was decided to run one additional test, examining the
M16AI sight, the Tri-Lux sight, a second but smaller rear-aperture sight (Promethium)
and an Open sight consisting simply of the "U" of the carrying handle. This study was
conducted in Experiment 20. The time to first hit criterion for this experinont is
portrayed in Figure II, which shows that the MI16AI sight becomes superior at some

Time to First Hit for Quick Fire vs. Aimed Fire

Within 25 Meters: Experiment 11A

3 -

7 •- M16AI Sight Aimed Fire

O Quick Fire
U
* ,-,- • i Tri-Lux Sight Aimed Fire

Testing differences among sights: p - NS

"2 Testing Sight/Distance Interaction: p .01 - - - - - "

U-

E

-A1I I I I
10 15 20 25

Di stance (meters)

Figure 9

'Major D. Stopford. An Evaluation of the Quick Kill Shooting Syste.•s, FARELF G (Operational

Requirements and Analysis Branch), Report No. 3-69, March 1969.
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Time to First Hit for M16A1 Sight vs. Time to First Hit for M16A1 vs. Tri-Lux vs.
Tri-Lux Sight: Experiment 11B Promethium vs. Open Sights: Experiment 20

15 f 15
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Figure 10 Figure 11

distance between 25 and 50 meters. This superiority increases with distance. Within 50
meters, there is little difference among the three large-aperture sights.

From the results of Experiments 4, 11A, llB, and 20 it appears that aimed fire,
particularly with a large-aperture rear sight, is superior to Quick Fire. However, the
advantage of the large-aperture rear sight over the standard M16A1 sight is limited to
target distances of less than 50 meters. Within 50 meters, the Promethium sight has a
superior mean performance as compared with the other three sights, but its superiority
over the Tri-Lux and Open sights is not significant.

Firing Position

Four experiments were conducted that included a study of firing positions. In
Experiment 4, a study of the standing, kneeling supported, kneeling, prone supported,
and prone positions, it was determined that the kneeling supported and kneeling positions
generally yield the moq. rapid time to first hit. At the more distant targets (150-275
meters) prone supporzed was next, followed by standing, then prone. Support greatly
improves performance in the prone position in both time and rounds to first hit. In
Experiment 11B the prone, kneeling, and standing positions were examined and it was
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determined only that the standing position was inferior to both the prone and kneeling
positions in terms of number of trigger pulls required to first hit.

In Experiment 17 four offensive positions, the kneeling, prone. squatting. and sitting
positions, and two defensive positions, the bunker and foxhole were examined. This
experiment determined that the defensive positions are generally faster and more accurate
than the offensive positions. In addition, it was determined that the descending order of
the offensive positions considering both speed and accuracy is: (a) Kneeling, (b) prone,
(c) squatting, and (d) sitting. In Experiment 18 it was determined that a straight line.
unsupported prone position is superior to the angled, unsupported prone position when
firing the M16 rifle, but that body alignment made no difference when support was used.

In summary, the following findings were reported:
(1) Defensive positions (i.e., bunker and foxhole), are better than offensive

positions in both speed and accuracy.
(2) Among the offensive positions, the kneeling supported and kneeling posi-

tions provide the best combination of speed and accuracy.
(3) The prone supported position provides the next best speed/accuracy combi-

nation at the greater distances (150-200 meters).
(4) The sitting and squatting positions do not offer any speed or accuracy

advantages.
(5) Using the M16 rifle, a modification of the prone position to align the body

with the rifle will provide a speed and accuracy advantage.

Carry Position

The two criteria for determining the best carry position for the rifle are comfort and
speed on target. There are two carry positions, one that maximizes comfort when no
immediate threat is perceived, and one that maximizes readiness when the possibility of
an immediate threat is perceived. Only the second of these situations was considered in
the conduct of this research.

In Experiment 11A, a modification of the British ready position was compared with
an underarm carry position. In the modified British ready position the butt of the
weapon is placed high in the shoulder pocket so that when the weapon is raised, a
minimum head movement is required of the shooter. For a right-handed individual, the
right-hand is on the pistol grip, the left-hand is on the stock beyond the carrying handle.
and the weapon is slanted downward and to the left across the body. The British ready
position was superior to the underarm carry in time to first hit, but the two positions
were equal in the number of trigger pulls required to hit the target. Thus, there was no
accuracy difference, but the modified British ready position was faster. In this, study, the
gun was always fired from the shoulder.

In order to check the possibility that the underarm position might be superior to
shifting to the shoulder position for firing the weapon, this comparison was also made in
Experiment 11A. Firing from the underarm position was grossly .Jferior to firing from
the shoulder position in both speed and accuracy, even though the indi;,idual firing from
the shoulder position had to raise the rifle from the underarm carry befoke he could fire.

Experiment 21 was a comparison of the modified British ready position with a high
port position. the underarm carry, and the British ready position using a sling No
significant difference was found among these four carry positions. Since Experiment 21
failed to corrohorate the results of lxperiment 11,A. no definite conclusions can h-
reached concerning the vtarry position.
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DAY FIRING-MULTIPLE AND AREA TARGETS

Mode of Fire

In Experiments 4, 11A, and IIB it was determined that the semiautomatic mode of
fire is superior in time to first hit and total number of hits as compared with the
automatic mode of fire against single targets in the daytime. In Experiments 9 and 10 it
was concluded that the automatic mode of fire is superior against single targets at night
and in limited visihility conditions.

It was reasoned that the automatic mode of fire was superior at night because the
targets were indistinct, resulting in less accurate aiming, thereby increasing the value of
maximizing chance hits by the use of automatic fire; further, where the target was visible,
the semiautomatic mode of fire gave a higher hit rate than the automatic mode because it
was possible to re-lay the weapon for follow-up shots more rapidly in the semiautomatic
mode. Multiple targets and area targets in the daytime have characteristics of both of
these situations, so it was necessary to examine them in the daytime to determine which
mode of fire would maximize the number of hits and the number of hits per unit time.

In Experiment 14A, the semiautomatic and automatic modes were compared at four
target distances and two distribution densities for multiple targets. It was found that
semiautomatic fire resulted in more hits per second than automatic fire. Furthermore,
semiautomatic fire resulted in two to three times as many total hits as automatic fire,
anid resulted in better fire distribution as well. In addition, increasing the target density
resulted in an even greater superiority for semiautomatic fire. Ammunition expenditure
was held equal in both modes.

In Experiment 14B area targets were studied. In this experiment, the automatic
mode, which was provided three times as much ammunition as the semiautomatic mode,
3chieved more total hits and more targets hit than the semiautomatic mode. In addition,
the automatic mode achieved more hits per trigger pull than did the semiautomatic moJe.
However. the semiautomatic mode of fire still provided a faster hit rate than did
automatic fire.

The first round of a three-round burst on automatic fire should be just as accurate
as a single round fired using semiautomatic fire. Therefore, it is logical that when firing in
three-round bursts, and provided with three times the ammunition of semiautomatic fire,
the automatic mode should achieve more total hits and more hits per trigger pull than
the semiautomatic mode of fire.

However, the real question is whether the occasional extra hit per trigger pull gained
when using automatic fire is sufficient to compensate for the extra time . equired to
re-lay the weapon after firing a burst in the automatki mode. Since the semiautomatic
mode of fire achieved a faster hit rate per unit tirme than did automatic fire. it would
seem that the occasional extra hits afforded by the use of automati- fire does not
compensate for the extra re-lay time. In a given period of time, semiautomatic fire will
provide more target hits than automatic lire. Therefore, in a situation requiring the
delivery of effective fire into multi:ple or area tarets, semiautomatic fire would be
superior.

Firing Tecniue Siot. and Position

It was reasoned that th,. firing techniques. sights, and positions selected in the
studie. of single. vis,ile tarlets would also very likely he selected for multiple and area
targelt. Therore. the--• variables were held constant. Only aimed fire in tOe foxhole
pt)sition using the MIW,\I sight was investigated.
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NIGHT FIRING

Mode of Fire

In Experiments 9 and 10 semiautomatic vs. automatic fire at might was studied. ''t
was concluded in both experiments that automatic fire using the three-round burst was
superior to semiautomatic fire in total number of hits, and in hits per trigger pull. In
addition, it took no longer to fire a three-round burst of automatic fire than to fire a
single round in the semiautomatic mode at night. The conclusion must be that in a
time-critical situation at night, automatic fire using the three-rund burst is more likely
to achieve a hit than semiautomatic fire. However, since automatic fire uses more
ammunition than semiautomatic fire, the superiority of autvmatic fire at night will be
compromised by the additional ammunition expenditure.

Firing Technique and Sight

Experiments 10. 12. and 19 were concerned with firing techniques and sights for
night firing. In Experiment 11 these variables were studied under starlight (no moon)
conditions. Under these conditions no firing technique or sight tested made a significant
difference. In Experiment 12, the Tri-Lux sight was compared with the S116AI sight in
both the starlight and half-moon '-onditions and again there was no significant difference
under the starlight condition. Ho ever, under the half-moon condition the Tri-Lux was
significantly superior to the M16AI iFigwres 12 and 13).
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In Part 1 of Exprrimtnt 19 this examination was repeated under the full-moon
condition with the addition of a third sight, the Promethium. The Promethium sight
differs from the Tri-Lux only in the source of luminescence in the front sight post and in
the size of the rear aperture. The Tri-Lux rear aperture was a circle, truncated by the
carrying handle on both sides, one centimeter high and 0.75 centimeter wide. The
Promethium rear sight wab circular with a diameter of 0.70 centimeter; it is named for
the luminescent element used in it. The Tri-Lux sight used tritium as the luminescent
element in the front sight post. Both the Tri-Lux and the Promethium sights were
significantly superior to the M16A1 sight, but were not significantly different from one
another (Figures 14 and 15).

The second part of Experiment 19 repeated this examination under the
half-moon condition with the addition of an Open sight which consisted of the
Promethium front sight and no rear sight. The "U" of the carrying handle was used as
the rear sight. Again, there was a significant difference among the sights, due principally
to the superiority of all of the night sights relative to the standard M16A1 sight (Figures
16 and 17).
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Time to First Hit for MIGAl. Tri-Lux, Total Hiits lor MIGAI, Tri-Lux, Promethium, and
Promethium, and Open Sights Under Half- Open Nelhs" Under Half-Moon Illumination:
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usually in the daytime. The MARKSMAN results apply to night visibility conditions at
comparatively short ranges and at standing targets. These situational differences probably
ac.ount for the different conclusions reached in the two reports.

TRAINING CONSIDERATIONS

Aiming Points

Soldiers firing the M14 rifle with a 250-meter, battle sight zero are instructed to aim
below the center of the target for any targets less than 200 meters. and to aim at the
center of the target for targets beyond 200 ate ers. Since most combat targets are within
200 meters, this means that most combat shots are fired using the low center of target
aiming technique. This adjusted aiming point technique is necessary for the M14 rifle
because of its trajectory. However, the M16 rifle, with a higher muzzle velocity, has a
flatter trajectory.

It seems plausible that the soldier might be able to fire at a center of target aiming
point for all targets within 300 meters. This would not necessarily yield greater accuracy.
but if the accuracy of the center of target technique were equal to the accuracy of the
adjusted aiming technique the training could he simplified. Experiment 7 addressed this
problem.

The prohlem was attacked in two ways. First, the projected point. of impact on a
man-sized target, using the MI16 rifle at varying distances, and three different aiming
points were calculated. based upon trajectory data furnished by the Aberdeen Proving
Grounds. A 'standard man" according to the Hertzberg data was used for the target
projection.' The analysis showing the impact points obtained while the bullet was rising in
its trajectory are slightly to the left of the center line, %hile the impact points obtained
as the bullet was falling are slightly to the right of the center line. Clearly, an aiming
system using either the beltbuckle or the stomach area as the aiming point will result in
mor, hits in the chest and stomach area. and the present adjusted aiming point system
will result in more hits in the lower abdomen.

An argument in favor of any of these three aiming systems could probably not be
supported on the basis of these data. Similarly, the experimental evaluation of the center
oi muss vs. the adjusted aiming technique resulted in a conclusion of no significant
difference. With ro difference in hit probabilities, the choice between the aiming tech-
niques can he made on the basis of other criteria, such as the simplicity of training
obtained by using a single aiming point throughout rather than a dual system.

Prezerood Sights

A true zero is the calibration of the sights on a weapon so that when they are
aligned with the target at a specifrec range, and with a specifewd ammunition, a round
fired from the weapon hits the aiming point within the margin of error for the weapon.
It has been commonly helieved that a weapon should not be fired with the true zero but
that it should hi, ziroed by the individual doing the shooting. According to this
philtophy. t•*-entricitie in sight alignment would be eliminated by correting the sight
for the individual doing the firint.

There o. tconsiderahle log1- in opposition to th"s point of view. The man who
-on.st.tently makes an error in sight alignment tan eliminate it if the %ights am zerord

lit FZ It"rbrv and 46 (,S i DU s, I I4nipsawrin -1 F11% s•Iewv PeurDl. Amo.-dmnil L•b RelpoetUA\IX" Fli I'l, A12:1. W*41



perfectly and, through firing, he notices his error. However. when a man is allowed to
introduce an error into the zeroing of his weapon. learning to correct for it becomes
impossible because an accurate sight alignment will yield an inaccurate shot. Furthermore.
it is more difficult to maintain a consistent sight alignment when the "correct" sight
alignment is off center. Therefore, it would seem better to train a man to shoot with a
weapon that is accurately zeroed before teaching him to zero the weapon. The present
system of training the man to zero the weapon before training him to shoot with it
would seem to ensure that the inaccuracies in sight alignment existing when the training
begins will have a negative effect upon the course o; the training.

Probably the main reason why trainees have nct in the past been furnished accu-
rately prezeroed weapons is the difficulty of mass producing accurate zeroes. If a weapon
could be accurately prezeroed using a mechanical and/or optical device requiring a
minimum amount of time and money, it would then be feasible to teach the soldier to
shoot before he is taught to zero the weapon. This should make the training easier and
sve ammunition required for zeroing.

The optical collimator is potentially a device that could accurately prezero a
weapon. The collimator is inserted into the muzzle of the weapon. Through the sights, a
target is seen. When the target is centered in these sights, the alignment of the sights is
parallel to the barrel of the weapon and the windage at this point is correct. The
correction of a set number of clicks in elevation, or the alignment of the sigh'- to a
compen:;atory mark on the collimator will zero the weapon in elevation for a given range.

In Experiment 8 a collimator-produced zero was compared with the personal zero.
the results indicating no signifi'ant difference in performance. However. the data did
indicate that it was highly desirable to fire a single three-round shot group as a final
check and correction after zeroing the weapon with a collimator. The collimator-
produced zero with a three-round check was as good as the personal zero, and eliminated
two-thirds of the ammunition required for zeroing. It can Ie used to check the zero on
weapons under battlefield conditions without firing a shot.

Pupil-Coach Evaluation

The Pupil-('oach has traditionally been used as a teaching assistant during 25-meter
firing in the Basic Rifle Marksmanship program. If it were shown that the pupil-coach
madte no significant contribution. this student time would become available for other
uses. Experiment 3 addressed this problem.

One basic combat training company of 20)6 men was divided into two groups: One
group acted as coaches and received coaching during the normal 25-meter firing exercises:.
the other did neither. All students received the same fo-rmal instruction, including
in.,truction on coaching duties. The test criterion was performance in record fire I and 2.

The mean record fire ,'ors were' -19.1 and -19.q for the "with coach" and the
"'without vcach" groupsl respectively. Tes.t. of significance yielded "tis" of .73. .20, and
.18 for hits. misses, and no-firre respectively. With -204 degr•es of freedom, none' of these
is significant. Ap•arently, whether or not a man receives coaching from a pupil-coach on
his 25-,ne-tr firine has no si.gnificant effect upon his performanc, in revord fire I and 2.

Use of M8 Gun and Tape for Night Firing

•anci- b1oth Qua-k Fim' and night finng Iraclt•wes employ a pointing unaimed tevh-
niique. it was, reasoned that night firing with the rinle might beenfit from B8 gpi practice
to the anme .'xt.'nt that Quick Fin' in the daytime reportedly dom. Al•o. Srn-e white tape
14acend along the' hamrel of the rifle' i an are.ed wald expdie.e' for night firing. it was
d6-ide'd to d.te'rmi,,ie the efflect of using it on the RB gun during t'ratwce. as well as tin
thr- -..e'r ae wrapln dunng rP-, t• fire.
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Night practice with the BB gun without tape on the barrel had no appreciable effect
upon the firing of the service weapon later. However, the same practice with tape had a
detrimental effect upon later firnng with the service weapon (p<.05) The use of the BB
gun requires a substantial correction in elevation to arcount for the trajectory of the BB.
The use of tape on the BB gun probably increases the ability to make this correction.
Training in such an elevation correction would have a detrimental effect if transferred to
the service weapon. The use of tape on the service weapon, with or without the BB gun
training, had no appreciable effect upon performance.

Wearing of Equipment During Marksmanship Training

During the original TRAINFIRE research, it was suggested (although not tested) that
one method of maintaining bettiefield fidelity during nmarksmanship training would he to
wear the helmet and web gear. While the use of this equipment probably does increase
battlefield fidelity, it was idso considered possible that it might create obstructions to
learning in the early stages of marksmanship training. Experiment 2 was couducted in
order to obtain some indication of the effect of wearing this equipment upon Record
Fire I and 2.

Three conditions were studied:
(1) No helmet or web gear worn during training.
(2) No helmet or web gear worn during the first half of training.
(3) Helmet and web gear worn during the entire training period.

There was no significant difference among the three groups in terms of hits, misses,
or no-fires during Record Fire 1 and 2. Appmentiy, wearing the equipment has no ill
effect upon record fire scores. Whether it increases battlefield fidelity as originally
suggested is an open question.

S ance of Quick Fire in Training

Experiment 1 was devoted to the topic of Quirk Fire in training. Later experiments
have indicated that substantial changes in this training may he desirable. While the
Quick-Fire situation (i.e.. one in which it is necessary to fire quickly and accurately at
short ranges) is c.'-tain to remain an infantry requirement, it may he feasible to eliminate
many of the principles taught and training techniques used in the present Quick-Fire
program. It is also possible that training for the Quick-Fire situation will he integrated
with other marksmanship iraining. However, in .he event that this training remains an
isolated element of instruction, comparati-My unconnected to the rest of Basa" Rifle
Marksmanship, the results of Experiment I indicating the optimal position of Quick-Fire
training in thW BRM program will be of value.

The setruence of Quick Fire in the BRM program (i.e.. early or late in the program)
did not have any significant effect upon rmcord rue scores. However. men who had Quick
Fire late in the BRM program scored signiricantly higher on that portion of a criterion
test devotel to targets representing a Quick-Fire situation. There was nothing in the
experiment to indicate why this was so. It is possible that the Quack-Firr skill deteno-
rates rapidly. and that the relative superiority of those trained on Quick Fire late in the
regular BRM program was dur to their being in a more recent position on the forgetting
curve. On the other hand, it is also posible that the weapon familiarity gained from the
training on aimed fire greatly assisted in the klrning of Quick Fire techniqums. In any
event, there is no disadvantage to placing Quivii Fire late in the pmnm, and them may

he a ain.
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Evaluation of Training Changes in Night Firing

Prior to Work Unit MARKSMAN the night firing progkam was a considerably
scaled-down adaptation of the program of instruction recommended after testing by
HumRRO in 1954 and adopted by the Army in 1958. The program had been consider-
ably reduced on two occasions in order to free ammunition and time for other purposes.
As a result of feedback from U.S. commanders in Vietnam. the original program was
reinstated. Somv wements of this 7-hour program seemed of questionable value, both to
the present HumRtO personnel and to the RMESG.

In Experiment 13 the relative value of four differe.it programs was studied by
deleting certain elements from the 7-hour program in varying combinations. The 7-hour
program was compared with the 5-. 414-, and 2/-hour programs. The 4'-hour program
proved superior to all three of the others (p<.001). It consists of two hours of
orientation firing, followed by one-half hour of conference and demonstration of night
vision techniques, then two hours of practice and record night fire.

Wen of Competitive Marksmen n Assistart Instructors

Basic Rifle Marksmanship in the U.S. Army is. of necessity, a mass production
training program. The present program places a severe time limitation upon the instruc-
tion. Experiment 5 was conducted to determine whether the use of competitive marks-
men rather than the present cadre as assistant instructors in the BRM proparn would
improve marksmanship scores within the time limitations of the program. A secondary
objective was to determine whether additional asstant instructors would improve trai-
ing when no increase in training time was allowed.

There was no significant difference among the groups tested, either as a function of
the use of experienced, competitive marksmen in place of the usual training cadre, or as a
function of reducing the trainer/trainee ratio. This does not mean that experienced
instructors have no value in teaching rifle marksmanship nor that the teacher/pupil ratio
is of no consequence in teaching this skill. In 4,'e present program, there is only one
instructor for as many as 100 men on the line.

Th functions of the assistant instructors are mainly mechanical. There is neither
enough time nor enough freedom for the assistant instructors to act as individual
teachers. Thus, within the confmes of the present program, an increase in either the
quaiity or the quantity of assistant instructors will have little if any impact upon the
quality of the instruction. Any attempt to improve the quality of the product by
improving the quality and/or the quantity of the assistant instructors must begin with
redesigning the format in which the instruction is given in order to allow the more
experienced and/or numerous assistant 'Instructors the time and freedom in which to
operate.

Daylight Training for Night Firirl

Onr of the most fundamenial principles of tearnin, theory is that there must be a
knowledge of results in order for learning to occur. In marksmanship. this means that the
man must know where the round* that he is firing hit on and around the target in order
to make corrertions in his ruing technique. and learn to shoot better. ThIs become a
serious troblem at nrght herause of the almoot total elimination of visual feedback. Thus.
it serms ra.unable that some prartwe of night firng technilque in the daytime might he
mor. hIwifv-ial than pr-twe of the same technique$ at night. Expertment 15 treated this

MNi' trained on nht rmng technmqu i m the daytime iwr forpnw ronrdrabhly better
on their night v-ord fre than thMco trained on the same techniqur! for the mne lenleth
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of time at night (p<.001). This does not mean that a total elimination of night
practice in favor of daylight practice would be advantageous, but it does mean that a
considerable portion of the training could be held in the daytime with positive results.

Comparison Af Old and New BRM Programs

The primary purpose of Experiment 16 was to furnish a "shakedown" rim for the
new Basic Rifle Marksman•:,ip Program developed by the Rifle Marksmanship Evalu-
ation Study Group.' However, the data derived from this trial run offer an
opportunity for consideration of the total effect of the changes introduced into the
program as a result of Phase 1 of the MARKSMAN research.

Comparisons of the old and the new program based upon these data must be
treated with caution because:

(1) Weapons Department personnel, rather than the normal cadre, were used
as instructors for the administration of the new BRM program, but the
regular cadre were used in the administration of the old BRM program.

(2) The data for the old BRM program were gathered at Forts Gordon and
Jackson (the only training centers which commonly used the M16 rifle at
that time), while the new BRM program was administered at Fort
Benning.

However, the differences between the hit probabilities achieved with the new and with
the old BRM programs are sufficiently ,great to lend considerable support for the new
program (Figures 18 and 19). Another experiment will furnish a more valid compari-
son. In it, the old program conducted by the regular cadre at a training center will be
compared with the new program after it is installed and running.

5Two earlier experimnents were also conducted by the MARKSMAN working group as "shakedown"

runs fdr the new BRM progiram. Because of the preliminary natur,, of these runi, they are not reported

here.
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Comparison of Hit Probabilities for Old and New Comparison of Hit Probabilities for Old and New

BRM Programs-Aimed Supported Fire: BRM Programs-Aimed Unsupported Fire:
Experiment 16 Experiment 16
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Appendix A

EXPERIMENT 1: SEQUENCE OF QUICK-FIRE TRAINING IN
BASIC RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING

OBJECTIVE

The primary objective was to determine the proper sequencing of Quick-Fire training
in the Basic Rifle Marksmanship (BRM) program. The question was "Should Quick Fire
be taught early or late in BRM?"

METHOD

Subjects

Five BRM companies from Forts Jackson. Gordon, Lewis. and Bliss were selected
for this experiment. The data from 2,958 men were analyzed.

Procedure

The training centers at Forts Lewis and Bliss customarily gave Quick-Fire training
early in the BRM program, and at the time of this experiment were using the M14 rifle.
Forts Jackson and Gordon customarily gave Quick-Fire training late in the program and
used the M16 rifle. In order to eliminate any bias due to prior sequencing, the companies
at each post were assigned to experimental and control groups according to thf, following
design:

I Ouick Fire Test
Customary Sequencing Quick FireTest

of Quick-Fire Training E3rly Late

A .
Early Lewis/Bliss Control Lewis/Bliss Experimental

C D
Late Jackson/Gordon Experimental Jackson/Gordon Control

At each post, two BCT companies were assigned to the experimental group and two
to the control group, and one was designated as a rehearsal company. The rehearsal
company was used to train the cadre in the research procedure. The experimental group
was the group trained in Quick Fire in a location different from the normal for that fort.
This was an independent groups design.

Since the M16 rifle was not available in sufficient quantity for Forts Lewis and Bliss
there was no way to completely eliminate this variable in its interactive effect. Itowever.
this should have had no impact upon the "Quick-Fire Test" main effect.
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Three measures were obtained:
(1) Number of hits
12) Number of no-fires
(3) Number of misses

Each of these three measures were obtained for:
(1) Aimed supported fire
(2) Aimed unsupported fire
(3) Quick Fire

The measures of aimed supported and aimed unsupported fire were obtained from
the normal record fire in BRM. The Quick-Fire measure was obtained by the use of a
special criterion test that imposed a shorter time limit.

RESULTS

Tables 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3 provide the analyses of variance tables for supported fire,
unsupported fire, and Quick Fire respectively. Similarly, Table 1-4 provides the means for
supported fire, unsupported fire, and Quick Fire respectively. The lack of significance in
the "Quick-Fire Test" dimension for hits, misses, and no-fires for both supported fire and
unsupported fire indicates that the placement of Quick-Fire training in the current BRM
program in BCT has no effect upon aimed fire either in the supported or unsupported
mode.

However, there was a significant difference in the "Quick-Fire Test" dimension in
the Quick-Fire criterion test. Those who had Quick Fire after the regular BRM program
performed better on Quick-Fire targets. While there is nothing in the experiment to
indicate why this is so, it is possible that the Quick-Fire skill deteriorates rapidly, and
that the relative superiority of those trained on Quick Fire late in the regular BRM
program was due to their being in a more recent position on the forgetting curve. On the
other hand, it is possible that the weapon familarity gained from the training on aimed
fire greatly assisted in learning the Quick Fire techniques.
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Table 1-1

Effects of Ouick-Fire Training Sequence for Supported Fire:
Analysis of Variance

Number of Hits Number of Misses Number of No-Fires

So NS F p If An F p I An F Ip

Quick-Fire
Training
Late (A) 1 0.01 <1 NS 1 6.12 1.92 NS 1 4.62 6.09 <.05

Quick-Fire
Training
Early (8) 1 87.92 27.71 <.001 1 193.49 60.87 .001 1 24.38 32.17 <.001

Interaction
(AB) 1 0.02 <1 NS 1 6.21 1.95 NS 1 4.27 5.63 <.05

Error 2955 3.17 2955 3.18 2927 0.76

Table 1-2

Effects of Ouick-Fire Training Sequence for Unsupported Fire:

Analyses of Vaiance

Surc Number of Hits Number of Misses Number of No-Fires

orc MS MS F M F

Quick-Fire
Training
Late (A) 1 20.74 1.54 NS 1 290,90 18.51 <.001 1 12.42 3.67 NS

Quick-Fire
Training
Early (B) 1 979.49 72.49 <.001 1 102.61 6.53 < .05 1 1415.97 418.02 <.001

AB 1 5.28 <1 NS I 471.55 30.01 <.001 1 70.97 20.95 <.001

Error 2981 13.51 2981 15.71 2978 3.39
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Table 1-3

Effects of OWQic-Fire Training Sequence for Quick Fire:
Andlyses of Vance

Number of Hits Number of Misses Number of No-Fires

a MS I Fp T u P jIMS F p~ 'Y F P

Guick.Fire
Training

Late (A) 1 40.34 7.50 <.01 1 26.44 6.05 .05 1 0.43 <1 NS

Quick-Fire
Training
Early 1 II 1 8.02 1.40 NS 1 1732.01 396.26 .001 1 62.63 73.04 <.001

AS 1 75.59 14.05 <.001 1 11.14 2.55 NS 1 1.65 2.16 NS

Error 2948 5.38 2946 4.37 2943 0.86

Table 1-4

Effects of Quick-Fire Training Sequence: Means

Experimental Sequencing of Quick-Fire Training

Customary Sequencing of I
Quick-Fire Number of Hits Number of Misses Number of No-Fires

EarlEarly Ee Early Late

Supported Fire
Early 3.31 3.31 4.05 4.23 0.49 0.49
Late 3.66 3.65 3.63 3.62 0.59 0.75

Unsupported Fire
Early 8.08 8.16 11.73 10.31 0.62 0.80
Late 9.14 9.39 10.56 10.73 2.30 1.87

Ouick-Fire
Early 6.69 6.60 4.11 4.04 0.27 0.34
Late 6.47 7.03 2.70 2.38 0.61 0.59
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Appendix 3

EXPERIMENT 2: EFFECT OF WEARING COMBAT EQUIPMENT
DURING MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING

OBJECTIVE

In order to obtain an indication of the usefulness of wearing helmet and web gear
equipment, a test of the effect upon Record Fire I and 2 was conducted. In the original
TRAINFIRE documents, it was suggested that one means of maintaining battlefield
fidelity during marksmanship training would be to have the men wear the helmet and
web gear. This had not been tested. While the wearing of the equipment probably does
increase battlefield fidelity, it also may create obstructions to learning in the early stages
of marksmanship training. Whether the overall effect is positive or negative is an open
question.

METHOD

Subjets

One-hundred-eighty-three students from two companie% of troops in BCT at Fort
Jackson participated.

Procedurm

This was a one-dimensional, three4evel test to determine whether wearing the helmet
and web gear during Basic Rifle Marksmanship training had a positive effect upon
training. The groups tested were:

(1) No web gear worn during training
(2) No web gear worn during the first half of training
(3) Web gear worn during the entire training period

This was an independent groups design. After the men were trained in accordance with
their grouping, all of them fired for record while wearing the helmet and web gear.

RESULTS

Table 2-1 provides the analyses of variance for target hitL:. misses, and no fires
respectively. Two men from Group 2 and four from Group 3 were eliminated at random
in order to have equal numbers for the analyses. Table 2-2 provides the means for all
three groups for all three criteria. There was no significant difference among the three
groups for any of the r ee criteria.
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Table 2-1

Effects of Wowing Combat Equipment During MIakmanship Traknlnp
Andyym of Variance

Number of Hit$ Numb, of Minns Number of No-Fires
Source I I

MS F ~P 0 _1 S_ 1__F P Y>L L
Total 182 90.1 182 115.6 182 19.5

Hits 2 103 1.14 NS 2 171.0 1.49 NS 2 18.0 <1 NS

Error 180 90.0 180 114.9 180 19.6

Table 2-2

Effecs of Wawing Combat Equipment Dudng
Markamauip Training Maim

Crieria
Groups

Hirs Mmes No.Finrs

No web gear worn during training 52.76 36.56 6.77

No web gear worn during first
half of training 53.19 38.50 6.33

Wab lear worn during entire
training 1•rsod 51.20 37.64 5.74



Appendix C

EXPERIMENT 3: EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PUPIL-COACH IN
BASIC RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING

OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of this experiment was to determine whether the pupil-coach
makes a significant contribution to learning in Basic Pifle Marksmanship. The pupilc-oach
has been used traditionally as a teaching assistant during 25-meter firing in the BRM
program. If it were to be shown that he makes no significant contribution, this student
time would become available for other uses.

METHOD

Sub~s

One basic combat training company of 206 men from Fort Gordon participated in
the test.

Procedure

The company personnel were assigned to odd apd even roster numbers. The even-
roster-numbered personnel fired each of the normal 25-meter firing exercises with the
assistance of a pupil-coach, and performed as pupil-coaches. The odd.roster-numbered
personnel fired these exercises without a coach. All students received the same formal
instructions, including instruction on coaching duties. It was explained that they were
participating in a test and that only half of them would have the opportunity to act as a
coach. The test criterion was performance in Record Fire 1 and 2.

RESULTS

The mean record fire scores were 49.09 for the With-Coach and 49.91 for the
Without-Coach groups. Tests of signifiwance yieled is oi .728, .200. and .179 for hits.
misses, and no-fires, respectively. With 204 degrees of freedom, nonea of these is signiri-
cant. Apparently, whether or not a man receives coaching from a pupil.coach on his
25-meter firing has no significant effect on his performance in Record Fire I and 2.

ii
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Appendix D

EXPERIMENT 4: THE DEFINITION OF THE INTERACTION OF THE
FIRING POSITION, FIRING METHOD, FIRING MODE, DISTANCE,

AND TYPE OF SIGHTS IN COMBAT MARKSMANSHIP

OBJECTIVE

Training in combat rifle marksmanship should be based upon a thorough knowledge
of the optimnai firing technique for any combat situation. The optimal technique can vary
as the combat situation varies. For example, it is generally true that aimed fire is more
precise than pointing. unaimed fire. but that pointing, unaimed fire has a speed
advantage.

Logically, for a given target size, there should be a distance within which pointing,
unaimed fire, wculd yield a more rapid target hit, and beyond which aimed fire should
yield a more rapid target hit. This experiment attempted to define that transition
distance as well as the interaction of the other parameters under investigation.

METHOD

Experimmntal Variables

The four variab:es that were examined in this study, along with the levels of each.
were:

A. Firing Position
I. Prone supported
2. Prone
3. Kneeling supported
4. Kneeling
5. Standing

B. Firing Method
I. Quick Fire
2. ('oarse aim
3. Precision aim

C. Firing MNoti.
1. ,.Amiautomatic

2. Automatic gthre-round hursts)
D. Distance'

I. 25 meters
2. !O meters
:1. 75 met.rs
-I. 150 ol,,t,.',
5. i 75 metr
6 275 n-te.r

All miv. fr-d all fing grnsitiua•, finng mot's. asd cki..ntt ated dist-,:, es. Thr"e' inck-ent!-
4-ni a•%roul werr, rquirn-l for the thre'- firing me'thods. The only disti.wthoe tu'tw..en
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coarse aim and precision aim was that in m'oarse aim the mpn were told to fire as soon as
the target %as lint] up on their sights, thereby paying less attention to the eight steady
hold factors taught in marksmanship.

Subjets

Thirty subjects were used for eam the three firing methods, so that 90 men were
required. Students from tlý- Noncom. i: i.- .d Officer Candidate School at Fort Benning
were obtained as vubjt'its.

Counterbalancing

Since all men were exposed to all combinations of three of the variables being
studied (ruing position, rung mode and distance), it was necessary that these variables bc
presented in a fashion thas minmmized any ct nulative effect due to the order of
presentation. The counterbalaing of foui sequc"x-s of firing position and firing mode is
shown in Table 4-1. Within practical limitations, distance of targets was candomized for
each combination of position and mode. Also for a given mode, all of the positions were
tested before the next mode was examined. Subject Number One began in Position A and
Mode 1. Three target distances were presented to him on,-- in random order. He then
moved to Position B where three target distanps were again presented in random order.
This continued until he had fired all posit-ons for Mode 1. He then fired Mode 2 through
all positions in a similar manner.

Three criteria were used:
(I) Time elapsed from target presentation to first hit
(2) Number of rounds fireu to obtain the first hit
(3) Time per round fired

The first critericn measure is the most impormnt. snce the speed with which the
enemy is hit is of primary importance. The second criterion is valuable secondary
information, anJ the third is a good indication of amnmunition usage when cvmpared to
the first two criteria.

Produm
Each day nine different men (three from each of the three independent groups)

reported to the range at 0800 hours. Each of the three-man groups received separate
instruction and prac.ice on their respective types of fihing. Two hours wre allocated for
this instructite and zero fire. Or. the first day, all subjects fired the position order and
mode order of Day 1 in Table 4-1. The three members of each rf the independent groups
fired in the same order. The order in which thew groups were run was counterbalanced.
again to eliminate any order effects (Table 4-2).

The experiment was run in a manner which allowed for ample rest during natural
breekt. For example. on Day 1. Group I assumed the firing position first. they fired the
semiautomatic mode first. firitg the 25-. 7&-. and 175.meter distance in random ordr.
for rach position before procvdmng to the rext position. When this had been completed.
they retiaro and the second group did the same. When all three gmoups had fired thi
combenation. Group 1 moved 25 meo'r forward of the firing line and tired the same
postion order in the semiautomiat- mode fo, the W0-. 150- and 275-meter targets. This
arranlement continued until all positions at all distances had been fired in both modes by
all groups, Thus. r-ih of three groups assumed the firing position four times, The only
exception to this w*% the Quick-Fire group which did not rfre at distances greater than
75 meters.
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RESULTS

Analyses of variance were conducted on all three of the criteria for each of the six
distances soarately, yielding a total of 18 analyses. The conclusions drawn from these
aralyses are summarized in Table 4-3. The analysis of variance tables themselves are given
as Tables 4-4 through 4-6. Means for the time to first hit, time per round, and rounds per
target criteria are presented in Tables 4-7 through 4-9.

Quick Fire yields a significantly slower time to first hit than aimed fire at all but
the 25 meter distance. At the 25 meter distance, Quick Fire was slower than aimed fire,
but not significantly so. This was true in spite of the fact that Quick Fire is faster than
aimed fire in time per round at all three distances tested. Thus, subjects using the Quick
Fire firing method fired more rapidly with fewer hits per round, using more ammunition
with less results at all ranges tested. At the intermediate ranges (150 and 175 meters),
coarse aim was faster in time per round than precision aim, but was not significantly
faster in time to first hit, and it did not use significantlN rn,-e ammunition. Therefore,
this finding is of little functional significance.

Semiautomatic fire yields a significantly faster time t.o first hit than automatic fire
from some distance within 150 meters to all distances beyond. At no distance is
automatic fire superior in time to first hit to semiautomati,: fire. Naturally, automatic fire
uses more ammunition with a faster time per round than semiatv•omatic fire.

The kneeling supported positiou gon,'rally yields a more rapid time to first hit out
to approximately 200 meters. Beyond 200 meters the prone supported position appears
to vield a more rapid target kill. The kneeling and the prone supported positions are
aplproximately -.qual in aiamunition expenditure per target kill.

Table JA1 Table 4-2

Counterbalancing of Four Lequences of Counterbalancing of
Firing Position and Modea Group Firing Ordera

Dr Firing Positi3n Order Firing Mode OrderDay Group Firing Order

1 abcde 12 1 123
2 edcba 12 2 132
3 cbaed 12 3 213
4 deabc 12 4 231
5 abcde 21 5 312

6 edcba 21 6 321
7 cbaed 21 7 123
8 deabc 21 8 321
9 abcde 12 9 123

10 ed cba 21 10 321

aFiring Position Firing Mode aFirirng Method:

a. Prone supported 1. Semiautomatic 1. Quick Fire
b. Prone 2. Two or three round burst 2. Coarse aim
c. Kneeling supported 3. Precision aim
d. Kneeling
e. Standing
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Table 4-3

Summary of Tests of Significance for Conclusions, by range a

Range

Conclusions 
(Meters)

25 50 75 150 175 275

1. Kneeling supported position yields most
rapid time to first hit. .001 NS .05 .001 .05 Cl

2. Quick Fire yields slower time to first hit
than aimed fire. NS .001 .001 NA NA NA

3. Semiautomatic yields faster time to first
hit than automatic. NS NS NS .01 .001 .001

4. Prone supported position yields fasteqt
time to first hit. Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl .01

5. Quick Fire faster in time per round, with
coarse aim second. .001 .001 .001 NA NA NA

6. Kneeling supported or unsuppo ted gives
faster time per round (supported usually
faster). .001 .05 .05 .01 I NS Cl

7. Coarse aim faster than precision aim in
time per round. CI Cl Cl .01 .01 NS

8. On semiautomatic, standing yields faster
time per round; on automatic, kneeling
supported does. Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl .05

9. Automatic uses more ammunition and yields
faster time per round than semiautomatic. .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001

10. Quick Fire uses more ammunition than
aimed fire. .001 .001 .001 NA NA NA

11. Quick Fire uses proportionately more
ammunition on automatic than do aimed
fire methods. .01 Cl Cl NA NA NA

12. Kneeling position uses less ammunition. .05 Cl NS .01 NS Cl

13. Prone supported position uses less ammuni-
tion, with kneeling supported second. Cl .01 NS Cl NS .001

14. There is a proportionately smaller penalty
for using automatic with Quick Fire than
aimed fire. However, Quick Fire on automatic
still uses more ammunition than dimed fire. Cl .05 .01 NA NA NA

aOn semniutornatic only: NS Not significant

NA- Not ,ipplicable
Cl - Con traindicated by another conclusion
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Table 4-4

Timc to First Hit by Range: Analyses of Variance

Range/Source L dfJ MS p

25 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method (A) 2 18.10 1.77 NS
Error (A) 87 10.24

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (8) 1 3.07 1.21 NS
Position (C) 4 11.61 4.68 <.001

AB 2 2.20 <1 NS
AC 8 3.26 1.32 NS
9C 4 4.60 1.61 NS
ABC 8 5.55 1.95 NS
Error (B + AB) 87 2.52
Error (C + AC) 348 2.48
Error (BC + ABC) 348 2.85

50 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method (A) 2 110.93 8.40 <.001
Error (A) 87 13.20

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 0.35 <1 NS
Position (C) 4 9.70 1.83 NS
AB 2 7.93 <1 NS
AC 8 4.27 <1 NS
BC 4 2.57 <1 NS
ABC 8 8.65 1.85 NS
Error (B + AB) 87 9.65
Error (C + A() 348 5.16
Error (BC + ABC) 348 4.68

75 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method (A) 2 507.54 13.67 <.001
Error (A) 87 37.14

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 59.55 3.85 NS
Position (C) 4 13.53 1.13 NS
AB 2 6.88 <1 NS
AC 8 7.26 <1 NS
BC 4 24.85 2.46 <.05
ABC 8 7.53 <1 NS
Error (B + AB) 87 15.47
Error (C + AC) 348 11.96
Error (BC + ABC) 348 10.11

Continued
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Table 4-4 (Continued)

Time to First Hit by Range: Analysis of Variance

Range/Source df IMS F p

150 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method (A) 1 251.81 3.97 NS
Error (A) 58 63.38

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 387.05 10.34 <.01
Position (C) 4 336.68 9.82 <.001
AB 1 11.07 <1 NS

AC 4 23.03 <1 NS
BC 7 18.23 <1 NS
ABC 4 55.35 2.15 NS
Error (B + AB) 58 37.42
Error (C + AC) 232 34.30
Error (BC + ABC) 232 25.80

175 Meters

Between Subjects Analysis
Method (A) 1 11.18 <1 NS
Error (A) 58 66.14

Within Subjects Anaiysis
Mode (B) 1 423.53 15.85 <.001
Position (C) 4 83.47 3.15 <.05
AB 1 4.45 <1 NS
AC 4 25.54 <1 NS
BC 4 30.68 1.01 NS
ABC 4 9.57 <1 NS
Error (B + AB) 58 26.73
E1; or (C + AC) 232 26.51
Error (BC + ABC) 232 30.40

275 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method (A) 1 116.87 1.21 NS
Error (A) 58 96.43

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 865.92 16.00 <.001
Position (C) 4 204.05 4.30 <.01
AB 1 6.41 <1 NS
AC 4 24.23 <1 NS
BC 4 34.21 <1 NS
ABC 4 30.59 <1 NS
Error (B + AB) 58 54.13
Error (C + AC) 232 47.42
Error (BC + ABC) 232 44.93
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Table 4-5

Time per Round, by Range: Analyses of Variance

Range/Source Ms p

25 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method (A) 2 6.93 9.94 <.001
Error (A) 87 0.70

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 252.56 608.24 <.001
Position (C) 4 1.15 4.63 <.001
AB 2 1.42 3.42 <.05
AC 8 0.46 1.85 NS
BC 4 0.16 <1 NS
ABC 8 0.16 <1 NS
Error (B + AB) 87 0.42
Error (C + AC) 348 0.25
Error (BC + ABC) 348 0.21

50 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method (A) 2 21.97 19.23 <.001
Error (A) 87 1.14

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 290.41 548.24 <.001
Position (C) 4 0.59 2.38 <.05
AB 2 10.12 19.11 <.001
AC 8 0.43 1.77 NS
BC 4 0.20 <1 NS
ABC 8 0.24 1.05 NS
Error (B + AB) 87 0.53
Error (C + AC) 348 0.25
Error (B + ABC) 348 0.23

75 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method (A) 2 31.15 26.17 <.001
Error (A) 87 1.19

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 379.13 696.61 <.001
Position (C) 4 0.64 2.84 <.05
AB 2 5.44 10.00 <.001
AC 8 0.16 <1 NS
BC 4 0.71 2.58 <.05
ABC 8 0.24 <1 NS
Error (B + AB) 87 0.54
Error (C + AC) 348 0.22
Error (BC + ABC) 348 0.28

(Continued)
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Table 4-5 (Continued)

Time per Round, by Range: Analyses of Variance

Rzinge/Source dfi MS F p
150 Meters

Between Subjects Analysis
Method (A) 1 32.10 9.77 <.01
Error (A) b8 3.29

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 562.70 447.86 <.001
Position (C) 4 2.18 4.13 <.01
AB 1 8.8 6.97 <.05
AC 4 0.15 <1 NS
BC 4 0.99 2.03 NS
ABC 4 0.25 <1 NS
Error (B + AB) 58 1.26
Error (C + AC) 232 0.53
Error (BC + ABC) 232 0.49

175 Meters

Between Subjects Analysis
Method (A) 1 13.37 7.44 <.01
Error (A) 58 1.80

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 514.37 616.42 <.001
Positiorn (C) 4 0.87 1.54 NS
AB 1 2.88 3.45 NS
AC 4 1.22 2.17 NS
BC 4 1.20 2.38 <.05
ABC 4 0.49 <1 NS
Error (B + AB) 58 0.83
Error (C + AC) 232 0.56
Error (BC + ABC) 232 0.50

275 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method •A 1 13.39 3.05 NS
Error (A) 58 4.39

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 624.97 321.43 <.001
Position (C) 4 0.45 <1 NS
AB 1 7.11 3.66 NS
AC 4 1.20 2.40 <.05
BC 4 0.49 <1 NS
ABC 4 0.34 <1 NS
Error (B + AB) 58 1.94
Error (C + AC) 232 0.50
Error (BC + ABC) 232 0.52
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Table 4-6

Rounds to First Hit, by Range: Analyses of Variance

Range/Source df MS F p

25 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method (A) 2 76.09 14.70 <.001
Error (A) 87 5.13

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (8) 1 814.15 371.26 <.001
Position (C) 4 5.11 2.45 <.05
AB 2 15.02 6.85 <.01

AC 8 2.68 1.29 NS
BC 4 5.63 2.60 <.05
ABC 8 5.46 2.52 <.01
Error (B + A8) 87 2.19
Error (C + AC) 348 2.08

Error (BC + ABC) 348 2.17

50 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method (A) 2 333.79 31.10 <.001
Error (A) 87 10.73

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 1334.68 195.74 <.001
Position (C) 4 17.12 4.23 <.01
AB 2 29.14 4.27 <.05
AC 8 6.02 1.49 NS

BC 4 6.19 1.51 NS
ABC 8 6.28 1.54 NS
Error (B + AB) 87 6.82
Error (C + AC) 348 4.05
Error (BC + ABC) 348 4.09

75 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method (A) 2 812.71 33.29 -. 001
Error (A) 87 24.41

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 2809.00 182.16 <.001
Position (C) 4 1.61 <1 NS
AB 2 75.01 4.86 <.01
AC 8 4.32 <1 NS

BC 4 3.33 <1 NS
ABC 8 6.74 <1 NS
Error (B + AB) 87 15.4z
Error (C + AC) 348 8.61

Error (BC + ABC) 348 7.74

(Continued)
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Table 4-6 (Continued)

Rounds to First Hit, by Range: Analyses of Variance

RangelSc urce df MS p~1_

1150 Meters
Between Subiects Analysis

Method (A) 1 0.96 <1 NS
Error (A) 58 21.59

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 4150.14 230.67 <.001
Position (C) 4 55.69 3.88 <.01
AB 1 2.16 <1 NS
AC 4 23.43 1.63 NS
BC 4 15.14 1.22 NS
ABC 4 34.25 2.76 <.05
Error (B + AB) 58 17.99
Error (C + AC) 232 14.34
Error (BC + ABC) 232 12.41

175 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Method (A) 1 29.93 1.05 NS
Error (A) 58 28.42

Within Subjects Analysic
Mode (8) 1 4537.50 197.60 <.001
Position (C) 4 27.29 2.09 NS
AB 1 6.83 <1 NS
AC 4 5.44 <1 NS
BC 4 10.71 <1 NS
ABC 4 5.86 <1 NS
Error (B + AB) 58 22.96
Error (C + AC) 232 13.05
Error (BC + ABC) 232 14.15

275 Meters

Between Subjects Analysis
Method (A) 1 17.34 <1 NS
Error (A) 58 30.49

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (B) 1 7518.96 31c,.30 <.001
Position (C) 4 83.83 5.12 <.001
AS 1 5.23 <1 NS
AC 4 10.59 <1 NS
BC 4 23.12 1.35 NS
ABC 4 11,61 <1 NS
Error (B + AB) 58 23.55
Error (C + AC) 232 16.38
Error IBC + ABC) 232 17.16
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Table 4-7

Time to First Hit, by Firing Position, Method, and Mode

(seconds)

Quick Fire Coarse Aim Precision Aim
Position

SUmiautomitic Automatic Semiatmic1Automatic Semiautomatic Automatic

Standing
25-75 meters 4.06 4.71 3.05 3.28 3.04 3.16
150-275 meters NA NA 8.30 8.92 8.96 9.71

Kneeling Supported
25-75 meters 3.63 4.42 3.52 3.79 2.81 2.86
150-275 meters NA NA 5.95 8.01 6.99 8.71

Kneeling
25-75 meters 4.04 4.25 2.82 3.10 3.02 3.28
150-275 meters NA NA 6.55 9.31 7T67 8.81

Prone-Supported

25-75 meters 5.15 4.08 3.26 3.36 3.31 3.34
150-275 NA NA 6.85 8.67 7.33 9.58

Prone
25-75 meters 4.56 4.37 3.02 2.94 3.09 3.23
150-275 meters NA NA 8.13 9.95 9.29 13.30

Table 4-8

Time per Round, by Firing Position, Method, and Mode
(seconds)

Quick Fire Coarse Aim Precision Aim
Position . .. . .. .

Semiautomatic Semiautomatic Automatic Semiautomatic Automatic

Standing
25-75 meters 1.63 .71 2.13 .86 2.34 .83
150-275 meters NA NA 2.83 1.07 3.55 1.23

Kneeling Supported
25-75 meters 1.65 .79 2.04 .81 2.23 .96
150-275 meters NA NA 2.87 1.15 3.24 1.25

Kneeling
25-75 meters 1.53 .68 2.09 .96 2.25 1.00
150-275 meters NA NA 2.74 1.06 3.39 1.31

Prone Supported
25-75 meters 1.69 .76 2.28 .96 2.25 1.06
150-275 meters NA NA 3.08 1.28 3.45 1.33

Prone
25-75 meters 1.62 .77 2.19 .95 2.44 1.01
150-275 meters NA NA 2.90 1.15 3.55 1.36
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Table 4-9

Rounds per Hit, by Firing Position, Method, and Mode

Quick Fire Coarse Aim I Precision Aim
Position 1 t

Semiautomatic Automatic Semiautomatic Automatic Semauto Automatic

Standing
25-75 meters 2.70 6.71 1.42 4.00 1.26 3.71
150-275 meters NA NA 2.84 9.09 2.67 8.39

Kneeling Supported
25-75 meters 2.26 5.87 1.37 3.78 1.24 3.21
150-275 meters NA NA 2.39 8.28 2.14 7.37

Kneeling
25-75 meters 2.58 5.96 1.34 3.47 1.35 3.70
150-275 avters NA NA 2.30 8.83 2.18 7.49

Prone Supported
25-75 meters 2.87 5.39 1.40 3.78 1.36 3.34
150-275 meters NA NA 2.24 7.568 2.16 7.44

Prone
25-75 meters 2.66 6.03 1.38 3.51 1.21 3.36
150-275 meters NA NA 2.75 8.94 2.67 10.39
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Appendix E

EXPERIMENT 5: EVALUATION OF THE USE
OF COMPETITIVE MARKSMEN AS ASSISTANT INSTRUCTORS

IN BASIC RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP

OBJECTIVE

Basic rifle marksmanship in the U.S. Army is, of necessity, a mass-production
training program. The present program places a severe time limitation upon the instruc-
tion. The objective of this experiment was to determine whether the use of competitive
marksmen rather than the cadre, as at present, as assistant instructors in the BRM
program would improve marksmanship within the time limitations of the program. A
secondary objective was to determine whether additional assiqtant instructors would
improve training when no increase in training time was allowed.

METHOD

Experimental Variables

This was an independent groups design. The variables studied in this experiment
were:

A. Assistant Instrurt3rs (All
1. Competitive marksmen
2. Company t-adre

B. Ratio or Als to Trainees
1. 1/15
2. 1/10
3. 1/5

Subjects

Three hasic trainee k'omlwnies, of 200 men each. from Fort Gordon were used as
subje'ts. The division of these three companies into experimental groups is presented in
Table 5-1. Sintc the number of groups for each traner!trainee ratio %-as held constant.
the numbers of men in each group wenr- diffenrnt.

Procedures

Th th exrinient •a•L vonducted during pe;iods 5 'through 10 and piriod 13 of HRM
arvordiz:., to Army Suhjet Sckhed.ule 23-71.' The following regulastions were em.tab),hed
for the ronduct of the test:

(I) The groups having comlpetitive marksmrnn as trainers all fired fro•i. ,ti,
left-hand side of the rango, Thow' having comlany cadre t.ainers all fired from th-.
right-hand side of the range.

h Dr g) t m-ni t t r I ht- Army. Rtir M u*kep Anp $Sajert SrN-.a- II.hbi) 23 : 1. Wont

tiJ 2 etw 96.JW1 ''nim1 .fr



(2) Five competitive marksmen and five company cadre were uised as assistant
instructors. Within these two group-. the assistant instructors were rotated so that the
same suhgroul) was taught by the same assistant instructor once every five periods.

(3) There were 100 firing points on the range. Eacti company was divided into
two firing orders, and each firing order contained one-half of that company's allotment
of each subgroup, making a total of six firing orders.

(4) All lecturing instruction was presented by the Army Training Center
Committee Group.

RESULTS

These data were amenable to a two-by-three-way analysis of ,variance with inde-
pendent groups having proportional but unequal numbrs of su•'ts per group. Three
such analyses would have been rnquired, one each for the hits. miss. and no-fir,, criteria.
However, since analysis time was i a premium, the number of subjets was reduced to
50 per group by the random elimination of subjects from the larger groups. An analysis
of variance was then conducted on the hit criterion. The summary table for that analysis
is given in Table 5-2. while the means are presented in Table 5-3. It was concluded that.
under the presure of th; Ultme restrictions imliosed by the present BRNI course, neither
an increaie in the experience of the assistant instructors noor an increase in their number
had a -:: Tificant impac-t upon marksmanship scores.
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Table 5-1

Number of Experimental Groups per Company

Assistant Instructors

Competitive Marksmen Company Cadre
Trainee Company

Trainer-Trainee Ratio Trainer-Trainee Ratio

1/15 1/10 11/5 IMF T 1/10 1 1/5

1 4 2 4 4 2 4

2 4 2 4 4 2 4

3 2 6 2 2 6 2

Table 5-2

Effects of Use of Assistant Instructors:.
An3lysis of Variance

Source 17df MS F p

Trainer-Trainee Ratio 2 37.81 <1 NS

Instructors 1 36.75 <1 NS

Interaction 2 1856 <I NS

Error 289 76.96

Table 5-3

Effects of Use of Assistant Instructors:
Group Means for Hits

Assistant Instructors

Trainer-Trainee Ratio Marksmanship

Training Unit Cadre
(MTU)

1/15 40.14 39.36

1/10 41.48 40.06

1/5 39.66 39.86
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Appendix F

EXPERIMENT 6: EFFECT OF ADDITIONAL SB GUN
TRAINING ON NIGHT FIRING

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this experiment was to assess the value of providing a
one-hour, night practice period with the standard air rifle at miniature ground targets
prior to night record fire. The effect of placing white tape longitudinally along the barrel
as a field-expedient visual aid, and the relative merit of the kneeling unsupported and
prone supported positions were also studied.

METHOD

Experimental Variables
This was a three-dimensional, two-by-two-by-two, independent groups design. The

three dimensions and treatments within each were:
A. Tape

1. Present
2. Absent

B. Position
1. Kneeling unsupported
2. Prone supported

C. Extra BB Gun Practice
1. Present
2. Absent

Subjects

The members of one BCT company (192 trainees) from the Infantry Training Center
at Fort Jackson were used as subjects. This provided 24 men for each of the eight
combinations of experiment conditions.

Procedures

This experimnent was conducted completely within Basic Rifle Marksmanship Period
20 according to training text 23-71-1, with these modifications:

,1) The class on principles and techniques used during periods of limited
visibility was taught during daylight hours immediately preceding night firing.

(2) Those men who received extra BB gun trainiag were allowed to practice
with the BB gun for one hour, using no more than eight magazines of 30 BBs each. This
practical exercise was conducted after the end of evening nautical twilight. The air rifle
firing was conducted using standard, miniature ground targets at ranges of five meters or
less, as the limit of visibility dictated.

I
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In order to assis:t the firer in determining the effectiveness of his shots, a
piece of wood was placed immediately beneath the targets in such a manner that a low
shot produced a clearly audible sound. The standard targets were small metal silhouettes
that produced a distinctly different sound when struck by a BB.

(3) The service weapon night firing was conducted immediately following the
air rifle refresher. E-type silhouette targets at 25- and 50-meter ranges were used. The
targets were painted flat black to increase their contrast with the ambient environment.
The experiment was conducted on a standard, night firing range with 100 firing points.
Half of the men fired in each of two firing orders.

The eight experiment groups were equally represented in both of the firing
orders. Those who had received BB gun practice with tape on the barrel on the BB gun
fired the service weapon with tape on its barrel. Half of those who did not receive any
extra BB gun training fired the service weapon with the tape placed on the barrel, and
half fired without the tape. The tape used was white, one-half inch wide, and ran from
the base of the carrying handle to the top of the front sight on the M16 rifle. The test
was conducted on a noonless night. Each man fired eight rounds for practice and eight
rounds for record at each target.

RESULTS

The analyses of variance summary for the total hits at the 25- and 50-meter targets
are presented in Table 6-1. The mean number of hits at the 50-meter target are shown in
Table 6-2.

Apparently at 25 meters the target is sufficiently easy to hit that none of the
variables have an appreciable effect. The following comments apply only to the 50-meter
distance:

(1) The prone position was generally the more effective of the two positions
tested. It should be remembered, however, that the prone position was supported,
whereas the kneeling position was unsupported. Thus, the position difference could be
due either to the difference between the two positions, or to the difference in the use of
support.

(2) The kneeling position without tape was more effective than the prone
supported position with tape. The prone supported position without tape was more
effective than the kneeling position with tape. The use of tape was not in itself
significant.

(3) Since the group that received additional BB gun practice without the tape
was superior to those who received the practice with tape, and since those who did not
receive the BB gun practice but used the tape during record fire were superior to those
who did not receive the BB gun practice and did not use the tape in the record fire, it
appears that night training with the BB gun is best conducted without the tape, but is of
little value in any event.

In the absence of night training with a BB gun, the use of tape on the
service weapon improves performance. By way of explanation, the use of the BB gun
requires a substantial correction in elevation to account for the trajectory of the BB. The
use of tape on the BB gun probably increases the ability to make this correction.
Training in such an elevation correction would have a detrimental effect if transferred to
the service weapon. However, if the tape is not used in the early BB gun practice, its use
with the service weapon is an effective field expedient.

Apparently, night firing with the BB gun is of no benefit. The use of tape on the
BB gun then becomes a moot question. On the other hand, although it is apparent that
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night practice with the tape on the BB gun is detrimental to performance, it is probable
that the use of tape on the service weapon at night is of some assistance, at least in the
kneeling position.

Table 6-1

Effects of BB Gun Practice at Night on Total Hitq, by Range:
Analyses of Variance

Range/Source _f F p

25 Meters
Tape (A) 1 14.63 2.40 NS
Position (B) 1 1.17 <1 NS
BB Gun Practice (C) 1 2.76 <1 NS
AB 1 9.63 1.58 NS
AC 1 22.01 3.62 NS
BC 1 10.55 1.73 NS
ABC 1 0.63 <1 NS
Error 184 6.08

50 Meters
Tape (A) 1 7.93 2.92 NS
Position (B) 1 29.30 10.78 <.01
BB Gun Practice (C) 1 9.63 3.54 NS
AB 1 45.05 16.58 <.001
AC 1 11.51 4.23 <.05
BC 1 4.38 <1 NS
ABC 1 59.53 21.90 <.001
Error 184 2.72

Table 6-2

Effects of BB Gun Practice at Night:
Mean Hits at 50 Meters

Extra BB Practice at Night
No Practice

Position Rereived Practice

U Tape No Tape Used Tape No Tape

Kneeling Unsupported 3.12 3.79 3.46 3.00

Prone Supported 2.25 4.04 3.74 3.95
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Appendix G

EXPERIMENT 7: CENTER OF MASS VS.
ADJUSTED AIMING POINT

OBJECTIVE

Soldiers firing the M14 rifle with a 250 meter battle sight zero are instructed to aim
below the center of mass for any targets less than 200 meters, and to aim at the center
of mass for targets beyond 200 meters. Since most combat targets are within 200 meters,
this means that most combat shots are fired aiming at the low center of mass. This
adjusted aiming point technique is necessary for the M14 rifle because of the trajectory
of that weapon. However, the M16 rifle, with a higher muzzle velocity, has a flatter
trajectory. It seems plausible that the soldier might be able to fire at a center of mass
aiming point for all targets within 300 meters.

METHOD

Approach

This problem was attacked in two ways. First, trajectory data on the M16 rifle,
obtained from the Aberdeen Proving Ground, were plotted to ascertain the point of
impact predicted by the trajectory on a man-size target at each of 11 distances ranging
from approximately 25 to 300 meters. Second, an experiment was conducted to
determine whether the use of either of these aiming systems would make any difference
in firing ability as measured by performance on a record fire course.

It was recognized that the men would be very resistant to continuing to use an
aiming point that they knew would cause them to miss the target. Therefore it was
expected that the majority would, consciously or subconsciously, readjust their aiming
point so that they would hit the target. However, since the determination of no
significant difference would allow the choice of the simpler of the two aiming techniques,
and since this would lend concrete support to the result of a theoretical analysis, the
experiment was conducted.

Experimental Variables

Five variables were examined:
A. Aiming Technique

1. Center of mass
2. Adjusted aiming point

B. Weapon
1. NM1.4
2. N116

C. Target Size
1. F silhouette
2. E silhouette
:3. NI silhouette
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D. Target Distance
1. 25 meters
2. 50 meters
3. 75 meters
4. 150 meters
5. 175 meters
6. 275 meters
7. 300 meters

E. Position
1. Standing supported
2. Kneeling supported
3. Prone supported

Independent groups of subjects were used for the four combinations. of aiming technique
and weapon. All other variables were repeated across subjects.

Subjects

A total of 96 students entering the Noncommissioned Officer Candidate School at
Fort Benning were used as subjects.

Apparatus

The equipment used in Experiment 4 was used for this study. In addition, F-, E.,
and NM-type silhouettes were situated on a three-lane range, as shown in Table 7-1. Three
firing lanes were used. Two firing lines, one at the zero and one at the 25-meter point,
were used to reduce the total number of targets required.

Procedure

An outline of the experiment is presented in Table 7-2. The three types of
silhouettes were positioned on the three firing lanes in such a way that a man firing the
three lanes in succession would fire all combinations of silhouette and range. The subjects
fired in three-man orders. Position, subject number, and type silhouette were counter-
balanced. The counterbalancing of Order 1 on Day 1 is given in Table 7-3. This general
counterbalancing procedure was followed throughout. The order of presentation of range
was randomized. In addition, the second firing line was fired first every other day.

RESULTS

It was concluded, from the data. that there probably would be no significant
difference in the most important experimental dimension-aiming technique. The primary
interest in the other variables "oncerned their interaction with aiming technique. It was
decided to compute only a single analysis of variance on one target distance to verify the
visual conclusion of no significant differences. This analysis of variance for the 25-meter
distance is given in Table 7-4. The mean number of hits at 25 meters. by target and
weapon. and by position and aim technique, is shown in Tables 7-5 and 7-6. Although
there are significant differences between the MI-I and M16 rifles and among the three
positions tested, there was no significant difference between the two aiming techniques.
or in any of the interactions of the other variables with aiming technique.
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Table 7-1

Placement of Silhouettes on Range

Distances (meters) Targets

Firing Line Firing Line Lane Lane Lane
1 2 1 2 3

300 275 F E M
175 150 M F E

75 50 E M F

25 F E M

Table 7-2

Outline of Experiment

Order WpFiring Method of (eo Number of
Number Line Aiming W anges (meters Targets

1 1 Center M16 25, 75, 175, 300 36

2 1 Adjusted M16 25, 75, 175, 300 36

3 1 Center M14 25, 75, 175, 300 36

4 1 Adjusted M14 25, 75, 175, 300 36

5 2 Center M16 50, 150, 275 27

6 2 Adjusted M16 50, 150, 27r- 27

7 2 Center M14 50, 150. 275 27

8 2 Adjusted M14 50, 150, 275 27
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Table 7-3

Example of Sequence of Firing for Days 1 and 5 a

Order Subjects Firing Pti Range Subject and Type of Target
Number Line Imeters Lan 1 Lne 2 Lane 3

1-3 1st A 25 1F 2E 3M
75 1E 2M 3F

175 iM 2F 3E
300 1F 2E 3M

B 25 1F 2E 3M
75 1E 2M 3F

175 1M 2F 3E
300 1F 2E 3M

C 25 1F 2E 3M
75 1E 2M 3F

175 1M 2F 3E
300 1F 2E 3M

aSequence of Orders Varied Daily.

Table 7-4

Effects of Aiming Point Techniques on Number of Hits
at 25 Meters: Analyses of Variance

Source dt MSF

Between Subjects 95
Aiming technique (A) 1 3.01 <1 NS
Weapon (B) 1 176.95 43.05 <.01
AB 1 0.19 <1 NS

Error AB 92 4.11

Within Subjects 768
Target size (C) 2 29.96 16.93 <.01
AC 2 0.20 <1 Ns
BC 2 5.44 3.07 <05
ABC 2 0.24 <1 NS

Error C 184 1.77

Position (D) 2 11.19 13.01 <.01
AD 2 2.51 2.92 NS
BD 2 5.63 6.55 <.01
ABD 2 1.19 1.38 NS

Error D 184 0.86

Co 4 1.60 2.46 <.05
ACD 4 0.41 <1 NS
BCD 4 1.42 2.18 NS
ABCO 4 1,57 2.42 <.05

Etrro CD 368 0.65



Table 7-6

Mean Number of Hits. By Target and Weapon
(25 meter disetice only)

Target
wepon I Mean

L F e M

M14 4.37 5.23 4.60 4.73

M16 6.40 5.82 5.70 5.64

Mean 4.88 5.52 5.15 5.19

Table 7-6

Mean Number of Hits, By Position and Aiming Tedmique
(25 meter disc only)

Position

A im ing T ech n kq u e S S up p oote M e n

Center of Moss 5.48 5.16 5.10 5.25

Adjust d Aiming Point 5.26 5.26 4.86 5.13

Mean 5.37 5.21 4.98 5.19
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Appendix H

EXPERIMENT 8: OPTICALLY PRODUCED ZERO VS.
PERSONAL ZERO

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this experiment was to compare a collimator produced zero with
the personal zero. A true zero is the calibration of the sights on a weapon so that when
they are aligned with a target at a specified range, with a specified ammunition, the
round fired hits the aiming point within the margin of error !or the weapon. It has been
commonly believed that a weapon should not be fired with a true zero, but should be
zeroed by the individual doing the shooting. According to this philosophy, the individual
eccentricities in sight alignment would be eliminated by correcting the sight for the
individual doing the firing.

There is considerable logic in opposition to this point of view. The man who
consistently makes an error in sight alignment can eliminate this error if the sight. are
zeroed perfectly and, through firing, he notices his error. However, when a man is
allowed to introduce an error into the Teroing of his weapoit, learning to correct for this
error becomes impossible because an accurate sight al~gnment will yield an inaccurate
shot. It is more difficult to maintain a consistent sight alignment when the "carect'"
sight alignment is off center. Therefore. it would seem better to train a man to shoot
with a weapon that is accurately zeroed before teaching the man to zero the weapon.
The present system of training the man to zero the weapon before training him to shoot
with it would seem to insure that inaccuracies in sight alignment existing when the
tra.ning begins will have 2 negative Affect upon the course of the training.

Probably the main reason why trainees have not been furnished accurately prezeroed
weapons in the past is the difficulty of mass producing accurate zeros. If a weaponk could
be accurately p~rezeroed using a mechanical and/or optical device requiring a minimum
amount of time and money, it would then he feasible to teach the so'dier to shoot
before he is taught to zero the wealwo.. This should make the training easier and save in
ammunition required for zeroing. The optical coi$imator is potentially such a devkie. The
collimator is insereted into the muzzle of the weapon. Looking through the sights, a target
is se•n. In tentering this target in thm-, sights, the alignment of the sights L parallel to
the harrei cf the weapon. The windalg- at this point is correct. The corremtion of a set
number of clicks in ehev.tion, or the alignment of the sights to a compensatory mark on
the collimator will zero the weapon in elevation for a given runge.

METHOD

Expeminntel Verislis
Thk% was a 'wownAntmental expwnm.,nt detitn with thrfa, vaahria-:

A. Type -if Zero

2. Collimator ro w*:th thrm-'routA cornr-tn',
3. Cbolimator Arm ,alon
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B. Distance
1. 50 meters
2. 100 meters
3. 150 meters
1. 200 meters

Subjects

Two tests were run. One test used 12 shooters obtained from the U.S. Army
Marksmanship Training Unit as subjects, and was a subjects-by-treatment design. The
second test used 54 men from the Noncommissioned Officer Candidate School at Fort
Benning. This was an independent groups design.

Procedure

The test was a simple comparison of the record fire scores achieved on the standard,
basic rifle marksmanship, record fire II course. Those men firing the personal zero
determined their own 250 meter battle sight zero by firing the standard zeroing
technique as defined in paragraph 18 of Field Manual 23 71.V These subjects were
allowed nine rounds to zero their weapons. All collimator zeroed weapons were zeroed
by the individual doing the firing with supervision from Army Marksmanship Training
Unit personnel. In those cases where the final three-round shot group was allowed for
correction, the individual shooters fired their own shot groups.

"E" type silhouettes were used as targets, with the center of mass used as the
aiming point. The "L" sight was not used since no targets beyond 300 meters were
encountered. The presentation of the target distances was randomized. For the men from
the Marksmanship Training Unit, all target distances were fired for a given zeroing of the
weapon before going on to a weapon with a different zero.

Each of the MTU subjects was assigned to one cf the following presentation orders:
1. a c b
2. bac
3. c b a

These subjects fired all of the conditions in one day. After completing the firing of the
first weapon, each order retired. Thus, the orders were rotated through the firing line
three times, once for each zero. Two days were required for this phase of the experi-
ment. Six men fired at a time. Eight firing lanes were used. As each six-maa order
returned to the firing line for their second and third presentation, each man shifted one
space to the right. Each six-man order was composed of three pairs of men firing
different weapon zeros on a given firing presentation. The subjects zeroed their weapons
in the order in which they were fired.

Three days were used t0 fire the NCOC students in the experiment. Six subjects per
day fired each of the three experiment conditions for a total of 18 subjects per day in
the experiment. Six firing lanes were used. Two subjects for each of the three experiment
groups were on line simultaneously. As this was an independent groups design, each
subject fired only one of the zero conditions.

Both the MTU and NCOC subjects received verbal instruction on zeroing procedures.
Experienced coaches from the Marksmanship Training Unit supervised the zeroing of the
weapons. All subjects fired in the semiautomatic mode, using the M16 rifle.

'Department of the Army. Rifle Marksmanship, Field Menual (FM) 23-71, Washington, December
1966.
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RESULTS

The mean number of hits on 9 target exposures for the Marksmanship Training Unit
(MTU) subjects and the Noncommissioned Officer Candidates (NCOC) subjects, are
presented in Tables 8-1 and 8-2 respectively. Within the two subject groups, analyses of
variance were conducted separately on the hit data for each of the four distances.
Summaries of the analyses of variance for the MTU personrnel are provided in Table 8-3.
The same information for the NCOC students is presented in Table 8-4. None of the'
analyses of the NCOC subjects was significant. For the MTU subjects, the 150- and
200-meter distances achieved statistical significance (p<.Ol and p <.05 respectively), due
primarily to the inferiority of the collimator zero when the three-round correction was
not fired. Apparently, the collimator-produced zero is equal, but not superior to, the
standard personal zero when three rounds are allowed for a final correction.

Table 8-1

Mean Number of Hits on Nine Target
Exposures for MTU Subjects, by Type of Zero

Experimental Group

Distance
Meters) Persona Collimator Collimator Mean

Zero with Zean
Zero Three Rounds Zero

50 8.92 8.92 9.00 8.94
100 8.58 8.83 8.00 8.47
150 8.2 8.50 5.00 7.28
200 6.2' 7.58 3.83 5.89

Mean 8.02 8.46 6.46 7.65
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Table 8-2

Mean Number of Hits on Nine Target Exposures
for NCOC Subjects, by Type of Zero

Experimental Group

Distance Collimator Clo
(Meters) Personal Zero with Collimator Mean

Zero Three Rounds Zero

50 8.67 8.78 8.50 8.65
100 7.39 7.22 6.80 7.17
150 6.50 5.44 5.17 5.70
200 4.44 5.17 3.89 4.50

Mean 6.75 6.65 6.11 6.50

Table 8-3

Effects of Type of Zero on MTU Subjects, by Range:
Analyses of Variance

Range/Source df MS F

50 Meters
Subjects 11 0.05
Treatments (A) 2 O.b3 <1 NS
Error 22 0.06

100 Meters
Subjects 11 0.94
Treatment (A) 2 2.19 1.84 NS
Error 22 1.19

150 Meters
S ;bjects 11 6.35
Treatments (A) 2 46.78 8.74 <.01
Error 22 5.35

200 Meters
Subjects 11 3.84
Treatn.n" (A) 2 ,3.36 5.59 <.05

Error 22 7,76
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Table 8-4

Effects of Type of Zero on NCOC Subjects, by Range:
Analyses of Variance

Range/Source df MS J F p

50 Meters
Treatments (A) 2 0.35 <1 NS
Days (B) 1 0.91 2.08 NS

Error 48 0.44

100 Meters

Treatments (A) 2 1.17 <1 NS
Days (B) 1 0.02 <1 NS
Error 48 3.45

150 Meters
Treatments (A) 2 8.91 1.53 NS
Days (B) 1 8.96 1.54 NS
Error 48 5.81

200 Meters
Treatments (A) 2 7.39 1.65 NS
Days (B) 1 0.46 <1 NS
Error 48 4.47
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Appendix I

EXPERIMENT 9: SEMIAUTOMATIC VS.
AUTOMATIC FIRE AT NIGHT

OBJECTIVE

In Experiment 4 it was concluded that semiautomatic fire was superior to automatic
fire against visible point targets in the daytime. It was considered possible that this might
be reversed against visible point targets at night. At night and under other limited
visibility conditions, the target is sufficiently indistinct and the alignment of the sights is
sufficiently difficult that simply increasing the dispersion and number of rounds fired by
using automatic fire could increase the probability of a hit.

Informal contacts with the U.S. Army Infantry Board provided assurance that their
recent study had established the three-round burst as the optimal burst size for automatic
fire with the M16 rifle, so this study of automatic fire was limited to the three-round
burst. However, although three rounds is the ideal, the actual average burst size varies
considerably from one individual to another.

METHOD

Experimental Variables

This was an incomplete factorial subjects-by-treatments design, studying four
dimensions:

A. Mode of Fire
1. Semiautomatic
2. Automatic

B. Distance
1. 25 meters
2. 50 meters
3. 75 meters

C. Muzzle Flash
1. Silhouette (Non-flashing)
2. Flashing

D. Position
1. Prone
2. Prone supported
3 Prone with bipod

Those combinations of B and C which were examined are:
A. 25-meter silhouette
B. 50-meter silhouette
C. 50-meter flashing
D. 75-meter flashing

Two combinations of variables B and C were not examined. The illumination level
was starlight (no moon).
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Subjects

Subjects were 48 entering students from the Noncommissioned Officer Candidate
School at Fort Benning.

Apparatus

Three firing lanes were used. "E" type silhouettes were placed at 25 and 75 meters.
Flashers were positioned at about breastplate height on the 75-meter silhouettes. The
XM31 flashing target display was used.' Two firing lines were used. At the zero-point
firing line, the men fired at the 25-meter silhouette and the 75-meter flashing targets. At
a second firing line, 25 meters down range, the men fired at the 75-meter target in both
the flashing and non-flashing modes. This provided a 50-meter flashing and a 50-meter
non-flashing target.

Procedure

A counterbalancing of the order or presentation of the firing mode, firing position,
and firing line is presented in Table 9-1. The order of target presentation was
rar.domized. Each man fired twice, once for each mode. While on the firing line he fired
at both targets before changing positions and fired from all three positions before
changing firing lines. After firing at all targets in all positions from both firing lines in
one mode of fire the subjects retired from the firing line. He was recalled to the firing
line to fire the second mode in all combinations of all of the conditions in the same
order is before except that the targets were randomized. Twelve subjects are shown in
Table 9-1 because 12 are required for complete counterbalancing. Three men were on the
firing line at a time, and fired in succession according to the combination of conditions
designated for each.

RESULTS

Time to first hit and time per round proved to be meaningless criteria because of
the large number of cases where the subject never hit the target on a given combination
of conditions. The chi square statistic was used to analyze total hits. As indicated in
Table 9-2, the automatic mode of fire achieved more hits than did the semiautomatic
mode (p <.001). In addition, the automatic mode was proportionately better at the
closer target (p <.01). The majority of the subjects did not achieve a hit with a full
magazine (6 rounds of semiautomatic and 18 rounds for automatic) at the 75 meter
flashing target. Similarly, the majority firing in the semiautomatic mode did not achieve a
hit at the 50-meter silhouette and flashing targets.

It would appear that the automatic mode is superior to the semiautomatic mode for
firing out to 50 meters. The only possible criticism of this is that the semiautomatic
mode was limited to one-third of the ammunition allotted to the automatic mode. Had
the semiautomatic mode been allotted the same amount of ammunition as the automatic
mode, those individuals firing the semiautomatic mode could have continued to fire for
some time after those firing the automatic mode would have been out of ammunition.

An examination of the results for the 50 meter silhouette and 50 meter flashing
targets shows that the flashing target is easier to hit (p <.01). There was no significant
difference among the three firing positions. Table 9.3 provides the mean number of
bursts and rounds of ammunition used w; a function of target and mode. From this it can

Federal ,ttwk ,numlbr 6920-678-8 178.
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be seen that the mean number of bursts on automatic was no more than the mean
number of rounds on semiautomatic.

The mean time per round on semiautomatic, and per burst on automatic are
presented in Table 9-4. Automatic fire achieved more hits than semiautomatic fire while
requiring no more trigger pulls and no more time per trigger pull (Tables 9-2, 9-3, 9-4).
The conclusion must be that in a time critical situation at night, automatic fire using the
three round burst is more likely to achieve a hit than semiautomatic fire.

Nat, •'." a 1tmatic fire requires more ammunition than does semiautomatic fire.

The special conditions of this study preclude using the ammunition expenditure for this
study as a guide to ammunition requirements in combat. However, Table 9-5 furnishes
the mean number of bursts, ammunition expended per target, and burst size for auto-
matic fire. The mean burst size used in the study was 2.82 rounds per burst. It is
probably safe to say that using a three-round burst of automatic fire at night, the rate of

ammunition expenditure will probably be about 2.8 times what it would be with
semiautomatic fire. However, the number of hits will also be substantially greater using
automatic fire.

Table 9-1

Counterbalancing of Firing Mode,
Firing Position, and Firing Line

uicj Fir ing] Firing Faring
Mode Position Line

1 ab abc ab
2 ab acb ab
3 ab bac ab
4 ba bca ab
5 ba cab ab
6 ba cba ab

7 ab abc ba
8 ab acb ba
9 ab bac ba

10 ba bca ba
11 ba cab ba
12 ba cba ba
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Table 9-2

P'robability of Hit for

a Given Magazine of Ammunitiona

Mode of Fire
Target -]1 Automatic _

Semiautomaticj Auoai

25-Meter Silhouette .84 .97
50-Meter Silhouette .31 .51
50-Meter Flashing .29 .89
75-Meter Flashing .21 .28

Testing. Semiautomatic vs. Automatic X2 2.02 df = 1 p<.001
Testing- Mode/Target Interaction x 12.00 clf 3 p <.O1
Testing 50-Meter Flashing vs. Silhouette X 2  8.32 Ufý I p<.01

a Because the analysit is basedi on hits, ind individuals had mowe
than one hit, chi square (X 2 1, which assumes ci.dopendlence of observa-
tions, is technically not co'mpletely valid. In this instance, the effects of
violating the indepk.ndence Pssumption are of no consequence since they
lead to a conservative statistical test.

Table 9-3

Mean Number of Bunsts and Rounds of
Ammunition Used as a Function of Tagt and 1111110

Mode of F ire

Target SmatreiC Rounds on I Bursts on
mitcI Automtic Automa tic

25-Meter Silhouette 2.59 5.70 1.99

50-Meter Silhouette 5.15 13-20 4.67

50-Meter Flashing 5.13 11.60 4.18

75-Meter Flashing 5.40 15.60 5.54
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Table 9.4

Mean Time Per Round on Semiautomatic
and Per Burst on Automatic

(seconds)

Mode of Fire
Target - r

Semiautomatic Automatic

25-Meter Silhouette 3.36 3.53

50-Meter Silhouette 4.04 3.86

50-Meter Flashing 3.60 3.54

75-Meter Flashing 3.70 3.82

Table 9-5

Mean Number of Bunts, Ammunition Expended
per Target. and Bunt Size for Autometi. Fire

IMean Number Meen Number Mean BurstT arge t of Bursts of Rounds So--*

25-Meter Silhouette 1.99 5.70 2.87

50-Meter Silhouette 4.67 13.20 2.82

50-Meter Flstshing 4.18 11.60 2.78

75-Meter Flashing 5.54 15.60 2.82
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Appendix J

EXPERIMENT 10: VISION TECHNIQUE, SIGHT, MOCE, AND
POSITION FOR LSE IN NIGHT FIRE

OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of this study was to determine whether the British night
firing system. including tne Tri-Lux sight, is superior to the American night firing s-, .tem.
A secondar" objehive was to determine whether ,emi-,utomatic or automatic fire is
superior at night.

The British system of night firing i, an aiming technique that relies upon a
Isrge-aperture rear sight, and a luminous front sight. Th? American system of night fire is
an unaimed. pointing technique tha. does not use the sights at all.

METHOD

Experimental Variables

The followving variables, alorog with !he levels listed, wt re examined:
A. Night Vision Technique

1. Off-center alignment
2. Direct alignment

B. "Aigh t
1. Tri- Lux
2, Tri-Lux front sight with standnrd rear sight
3. Standard Aight (NI16AI)

C. Mode
1. Semiautomatic
2. Automatic t3-r'und hurst|.

D. Dist~nrv
1. 25 mt-ters
2. 50 metetý

K. rFsition
Prone supioirted

2. Kneeling -%upploted
This w-. a mixed.mnel analysis of variance drsign. Vaarles A and 8 requird indt-pend-
eit girouiv- Varahles C. D. and E wt-ir repetted avroMs ,bp-hv'u. Thus., a total of six
indeprndnrt giUluw u•-un rquirtnd for the 2 •y 3 t-omshnations of vision tr-hnique and
Wight. Th• -f-center nitht vision tht-hoquer- onsist, A of aligning the ohts in r"ktaor
with the targ-t whicv the- target %%-a-* pi ioin'-d ahout five deWro' to one 41r of tW- line
of 4ght Ontv sight alignmen• was at-hiwd. the Wife- was mtvrd into alignment with the
target and the round was in-d. This techniqu.e is a part of the BritiLh nmght filr'r s;orm.
The dirm-t alignment is the normal method tof tight ahg.rlntu
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Subjects

With six groups, using 18 men per group, a total of 108 were required. These men
were me. ibers of an entering class of the Noncommissioned Officer Candidate School,
Fort Benning.

Apparatus

There were three firing lanes with "E"-type targets positioned at 25 and 50 meters.
The tarr.ts were controlled from a tower located at the rear of the firing line. The M16
rifle was used. The Tr-Lux sight uses a slightly radioactive luminescent element (tritium)
in the front sight post. The, rear aperture is a circle, truncated on the sides by the
carrying andle. The inside dimensions of the rear aperture a 1.00 and 0.75 centimeters
for height and width respectively.

Prcedur

The six combinations of vision technique and sight provided six separate groups
tfiring orders) for record fire. 'The target ranges were randomly presented. The counter-
halancing of the firing position and firing mode is as follows:

D Position Order Mode Ore

1 1 2 1 2

2 2 1 1 2

3 1 2 2 1

4 2 1 2 1

5 1 2 1 2

6 2 1 2 1

AM three positions were fired before the firing mode was changed. The practice session.
fired before record fire, was ictrutcal to the record session except that the ammunition
allotment was 4 and 12 rowmds pe; target prentaion for semiautomatic and automatic
fire respectively rather than 6 and 18 rounds and only one of the two target distances
available was presented for e-ch combination of the expermental variables. The selection
of this targt was randomized.

"The men reported to the rane at 1800 hours where they were asigned to groups
and given the additional training in their asigned techniques. Practice firing commenced
at 1900 hioors. Record firing commuencd at 2000 hours, and was completed by 0100
hours. When a target was hit, it wai presemted aspin, and continued to he prrsented until
the subict had xpnWndrd his maguwain of ammunition. Two crite-fa wpm obtained-time
to first hit. and total nu..,i of hit%.

RESULTS

Thrn were so many craw wh~wr the a"n did not hit a target at all. that the time to
firt hit rcnenon i suspert. and therfore a not re'rtexd. Tabe I0,1 provide the
"analYu's of varian for the hits per fkrM four twor pulls for 25 &od 50 metew
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respectively. Table 10-2 provides the means for the combinations of modet and pCsition
for the 25 and 50 meter distances respectively.

This experiment furnishes conclusive evidence for the superiority of the aultomatic
mode for night fire (p <.001). and for the superiority of the prone, pmsition ai compared
to the kneeling position when firing in the automatic mode at night at the inlger ranges
(p --.001). In the seiautomatic mode, there was no difference between tile t,;,)
positions. Neither the vision technique, nor the sight produced significant differences. The
most plausible explanation is that the "no moonlight" condition did not prwovide suffi.
cient illumination to make the target visible. A target that is not readily vi ble will not
be hit frequently with rifle fire regardless of the sight or vision technique used. It was
concluded that an additional test was needed to determine the effect o1f more
illumination.



Table 10-1

Effects 04 Vision Technique, Sight, Mode, antA Position on
Hits per First Four Trigger Pulls: Analyses of Variance

Raige/Source 1 i' 1S

25 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Vision Technique (A) 1 4.90 1.75 NS
Sight (B) 2 6.78 2,43 NS
Test Night (C) 5 6.20 2.20 NS
AB 2 0.45 <1 NS
AC 5 3.34 1.20 NS
BC 10 2.53 <1 NS
ABC 10 2.85 1.02 NS
Error 72 2.79

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (D) 1 33.33 21.49 <.001
Position (E) 1 5.79 3.73 NS
DE 1 2.68 1.73 NS
AD 1 0.01 <1 NS
AE 1 0.59 <1 NS
BD 2 0.03 <1 NS
BE 2 1.23 <1 NS
CD 5 0.59 <1 NS
CE 5 1.13 <1 NS

Pooled Error 305 1.55

50 Meters
Between Subjects Analysis

Vision Technique (A) 1 0 39 <1 NS
Sight (B) 2 0.88 <1 NS
Test Night (CI 5 1).85 <1 NS
AB 2 0.11 <1 NS
AC 5 1.67 1.20 NS
BC 10 0.85 <1 NS
ABC 10 1.37 <1 NS
Error 72 1.40

Within Subjects Analysis
Mode (D) 1 11.67 18.31 <.001
Position (E) 1 0.52 <1 NS

DE 1 12.86 20.18 <.001
AD 1 0.00 <1 NS
AE 1 0.52 <1 NS
BD 2 0.54 <1 NS
BE 2 0.77 1.20 NS
CD 5 0.41 <1 NS
CE 5 0.63 <1 NS
Pooled Error 305 0.64
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Table 10-2

Mean Hits per First Four Trigger Pulls
for Mode, Position, and Range

M.ode
Range/Position Mean

Semiautomatic Automatic

25 Meters
Prone 1.97 2.64 2.31
Kneeling 1.85 2.25 2.05

Mean 1.91 2.44 2.18
50 Meters

Prone 0.46 0.87 0.67
Kneeling 0.47 0.72 0.60

Mean 0.47 0.80 0.63
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V!
Appendix K

EXPERIMENT 11: USE OF THE TRI-LUX SIGHT
FOR DAYTIME TARGETS

OBJECTIVE

In Experiment 10 of this series, the Tri-Lux sight was found to be valuable for night
firing. In Experiment 4, aimed fire was demonstrated to be superior to Quick Fire
(pointing unaimed fire) at all ranges from 25 meters out, in the daytime. The British have
concluded that aimed fire, in the daytime using their Tri-Lux sight, is superior to Quick
Fire.' The British also recommend an "on the shoulder" ready position.

Experiment 11 has five objectives:
(1) Among the three shooting techniques-Quick Fire, aimed fire with the

standard sight, and aimed fire with the Tri-Lux sight-which is best at ranges within 25
meters in the daytime where time is critical?

(2) Beyond 25 meters, how far out is the Tri-Lux sight superior or equal to
the standard sight in time to first hit?

(3) Of the two carry positions-the underarm and a modification of the British
ready position-which allows the more rapid time to first hit when firing from the
shoulder position?

(4) Within what range (if any) does the underarm firing position yield a more
rapid time to first hit?

(5) Within what range (if any) does automatic fire provide a more rapid time
to first hit?
These questions were addressed in two separate experiments (11A and 11B).

EXPERIMENT 11A

METHOD

Experimental Variables

The following variables, along with the levels listed, were examined:
A. Firing Techniques

1. Quick Fire
2. Aimed fire with Tri-Lux sight
3. Aimed fire with M16A1 sight

B. Weapon Carry Position
1. Underarm
2. Modification of British ready position

C. Mode of Fire
1. Semiautomatic
2. Automatic

Major D. Stopford. An Evalualiopi of Ihi, Quick Kill Shooting Svyslem. FARELF F (Operational

Requirements and Analysis Branch), Report No. 3-69. March 1969.
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C. Mode of Fire
1. Semiautomatic
2. Automatic

D. Range
1. 10 meters
2. 15 meters
3. 20 meters
4. 25 meters

In the modified British ready position, the butt of the weapon is placed high in the
shoulder pocket so that when the weapon is raised a minimum head movement is
required. For a right-handed individual, the right hand is on the pistol grip, the left is on
the stock beyond the carrying handle, and the weapon is slanted downward and to the
left across the body.

Subjects

Twenty-four students entering the Noncommissioned Officer Candidate (NCOC)
School at Fort Benning participated.

Apparatus

One firing lane was used with four firing lines five meters apart and seven "E" type
targets positioned alternately on the right and left of the firer at five-meter intervals. The
M16 rifle was used.

Procedure

The counterbalancing of the order of presentation of the variables is given in. Tables
11A-1 and 11A-2. Table 11A-1 lists the seven combinations of firing technique and carry
position. Table 11A-2 provides the order in which each subject fired the seven combina-
tions of firing technique and carry position, and the order in which he fired the two
modes. For example, Subject No. 1 first fired using the pointing underarm technique,
beginning from the underarm position in the semiautomatic mode. He next fired the
same combination in the automatic mode. He then fired using the pointing, shoulder
technique, beginning from the underarm position in the semiautomatic mode, and so
forth. The target ranges were presented randomly.

The men received preliminary instruction in the techniques examined and then were
given a practice firing course described in Table 11A-3. To complete each firing exercise,
the individual loaded his weapon and walked cautiously d wn the firing lane approxi-
mately five meters. At this point, one of four possible targts was raised (targets were
offset slightly to the right and left at ranges from 10 to 25 meters). The subject engaged
the target as rapidly as possible, employing his assigned firing technique, and firing until
the target was hit or the ammunition was expended. The subject then changed magazines
and again moved forward, repeating the procedure until he had fired from each of the
four firing lines. Thus, although the lane included seven targets, o'nly four of them (from
10 to 25 meters) were used at any given time.

RESULTS

Table 11A-4 gives the analysis of variance for the number of trigger pulls to first hit.
Tables 11A-5 and 11A-6 provide means for the number oý trigger pulls to first hit for
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various combinations of conditions. Table 11A-7 shows the analysis of variance for the
time to first hit criterion. Tables 11A-8 and 11A-9 provide means for this criterion for
various combinations of experimental conditions. The results can be summarized as
follows:

(1) In terms of trigger pulls, Quick Fire is inferior to aimed fire beyond 15
meters, and is never superior to aimed fire.

(2) Considering time to first hit the M16A1 sight is inferior at 10 and 15
meters where the Tri-Lux sight and Quick Fire are about equal. At 20
meters, the technique used makes little difference. At 25 meters, aimed fire
in general and the Tri-Lux sight in particular are superior.

(3) The British ready position is superior (in time to first hit) to the underarm
carry, but the two positions are equal in the required number of trigger
pulls.

(4) Automatic fire is slightly faster than semiautomatic fire in time to first hit
within 25 meters. There is no difference between the two modes in the
number of trigger pulls required to hit the target.

Table 11A-10 gives the analysis of variance for the number of trigger pulls to first
hit for the second experiment. This was a comparison of the underarm and the shoulder
firing positions for pointing unaimed fire. Table 11A-11 provides means for various
combinations oi experimental conditions. Tables 11A-12 and I1A-13 provide similar
information for the mean time to first hit criterion. An examination of these tables
shows that the underarm firing position is inferior to the shoulder firing positions in
trigger pulls to first hit, and equal in time to first hit. This is based upon a comparison of
the underarm firing position with the Quick Fire data of Experiment 1. Since Quick Fire
itself was inferior to aimed fire, especially with the British sight, there is no doubt about
the underarm firing position being inferior to the shoulder firing position.

EXPERIMENT 11B

METHOD

Experimental Variables

The following variables, along with the levels listed, were examined:
A. Firing Techniques

1. Aimed fire with the conventional M16AI sight
2. Aimed fire with the Tri-Lux sight

B. Mode of Fire
1. ,'Semiautomatic
2. Automatic

C. Position
1. Prone
2. Kneeling
3. Standing

D. Distance
1. 50 meters
2. 100 meters
3. 150 meterm
I. 200 meters
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Subjects

Twenty-four students entering the Noncommissioned Officer Candidate School at
Fort Benning participated.

Apparatus

Two points from a standard, basic rifle marksmanship, record fire course were used
in this study. The M16 rifle was used.

Procedure

The subjects received a preliminary course of instruction in the two firing techniques
and then completed a practice firing course; this course is outlined in Table 11B-1. The
men then fired the record course. The order of presentation of the target distance was
randomized. The orders of presentation for the other variables are given in Table 11B-2.
Each man fired all four ranges before changing positions; fired all three positions before
changing mode; and fired both modes before changing firing techniques. Each man was
issued one 6-round magazine for each target engaged with semiautomatic fire, and one
18-round magazine for each target engaged with automatic fire. In each case the
individual fired until the target was hit or his magazine was ?mpty. The men used a
three-round burst of automatic fire when in the automatic mode. All subjects fired all
combinations of experimental conditions.

RESULTS

Tables ilB-3, -4, and -5 provide the results of the analysis of the trigger pulls to
first hit criterion. Tables 11B-6, -7, and -8 provide the analysis of the time to first hit
criterion. An examination of these tables shows that the Tri-Lux sight is at least equal to
the standard M16 sight in time to first hit and in trigger pulls to first hit up to a range of
50 meters. By 100 meters the Tri-Lux sight is significantly inferior to the standard M16
sight (p <.05). and markedly inferior at 150 meters and beyond (p<.01). The probability
figures were determined by the Tukey -A" Test.

Experiment 11A determined that the British Tri.Lux sight offered a speed/accuracy
advantage at ranges from 25 meters in. F- periment liB determined that there is no
spved/accuracy disadvantage in using this sight out to a distance of 50 meters.
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Tuble 1 1A.1

Combinations of Firing Technique
and Carry Position

Condition I Firing Technique Carry Position
1 NuPoier ntng.Underarm . Unrrm

I Pointing Underarm Underarm
2a Pointing Shoulder Underarm

2b Pointing Shoulder British
3a Aimed Fire (M1BA1 Sights) Underarm
3b Aimed Fire (M16A1 Sights) British

4a Aimed Fire (Tri-Ltox Sights) Underarm
4b Aimed Fire (Tri-Lux Sights) British

Table 1I A.2

Counterbelanang Firing Order and Mode

Subject Firing Order S Mode Sequence

1 1 2a 3a 4a 2b 3b 4b 1 2

2 1 3a 4a 2b 3b 4b 2a 2 1

3 1 4a 2b 3b 4b 2a 3a 1 2

4 2b 3b 4b 2a 3a 4a 1 2 1

5 3b 4b 2a 3@ 4a 2b 1 1 2

6 4b2a 3a4a 2b3b 1 2 1

aSee Table I IA-.



Table 11A-3

Practice Firing Course

Nuer meters) Tget Individual Order

I Semiautomatic 10 aW 20 3 6 24
1 Automatic 15 and 20 9 18 72

2 Semiautomatic 10 and 20 3 6 24
2 Automatic 15 and 25 9 18 72

2b Semiautomatic 15 and 25 3 6 24
2b Automatic 10 and 20 9 18 72

3a Semiautomatic 10 and 20 3 6 24
3a Automatic 15 and 25 9 18 72

3b Semiautomatic 15 and 25 3 6 24
3b Automatic 10 and 20 9 18 72

4a Semiautomatic 10 and 20 3 6 24
4a Automatic 15 and 25 9 18 72

4b Semiautomatic 15 and 25 3 6 24
4b Automatic 10 aIC 20 9 18 72

aTotal Ipr day - 672; total for 6 days - 4.032. total per day Practice and Record - 2,464; total
for six days Practice end Record - 14.784. Much uneliler numoimtion ixpenditurm probalke since iring
will stop on achieving a hit.
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Table 11A4

Effects of the Use of ft Tri-Lux Sight on
Trigger Pulls to First Hit Analysis ot Variance

fFirer Experiment of I IA)

Source Oj vi S j o

Mode (A) 1 0.59 1.56 NS
Technique (B) 2 4.98 15.51 <.001
Carry IC) 1 0.17 < 1 NS
Ronge (O) 3 3.40 12.26 <.001

AS 2 0.06 <1 NS
AC 1 1.39 6.40 e 06
AD 3 0.31 1.24 NS
BC 2 0.06 <1 NS
BD 6 1.73 5.36 <.001
CD 3 0.04 <1 NS

Error (A) 23 0.38
Error (8) 46 0.32
Error (C) 23 0.35
Error (D) 69 0.28
Error (AS) 46 0.20
Error (AC) 23 0.22
Error (AD) 69 0.25
Error (BC) 46 0.27
Error (BD) 138 0.32
Error (CD) 69 0.24
Pooled Residual 552 0.26

T*lt I1A-b

Mm Trionr Pulls to First Hit
for Each Tecwjqw u' Distance

Tft..... -i s H-- -1 -2 .. ......

Ouck Fare 1.06 1.15 1.39 1.64 1.32

M16Awn 1.10 1.15 114 1,12 1.13

Brtish Aim 1.03 1,07 1.14 1.20 1.11

Mean 1.07 1.13 1.t2 1.32 1.10
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Table 1 IA-6

Mean TrigWe Pulls to First Wit
for Mode and Carry Position

WoE, Undftarm IShoukldr IMe*-

Semiautomatic 1.18 1.23 1.21

Automatic 1.21 1.12 1.16

Mean 1,20 1.17 1.18

Table I IAl7

Effects of Ut Use of the Tri-Lux Sight on
Time to First lit: Analysis of Variance

(First Experiment of I IA)

2o..c dI I 'T ý F

Mode (A! 1 6.74 7.71 <.05
Technique (8) 2 1.29 2.46 NS
Carry (C) 1 12.67 16.48 <.001
Distance (D) 3 24.53 58.69 <.001

AB 2 0.16 <1 NS
AC 1 1.83 5.12 <.05
AD 3 0.66 1.72 NS
BC 2 0.05 <1 NS
SD 6 1.94 3.71 <.01
CD 3 0.38 <1 NS

Error (A) 23 0.87
Error (8) 46 0.52
Error (C) 23 0.77
Error ID) 69 0.41
Error (AB) 46 0.35
Error (AC) 23 0.36
Error (AD) 69 0.39
Error (8C) 46 0.37
Error (SD) 138 0.52
Error ICO) 69 044
Poole• necdel 562 0.40
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Table I1A-8

Mown Time to First Hit by Aim Tedaique and Distanc
l ~Owunve IMmorS1

Tochnwpw e Ms'e
10 15 20 25

Ouick Fire 1.10 1.36 1.65 2.13 1.56

MIS Aim 1.28 1.50 1.63 1.74 1.53

British Aim 1.12 1.40 1.60 1.68 1.45

Mean 1.16 1.42 1.62 1.85 1.51

Ta IIA.9

Mime Time o FPist fit
by Mods and Carry Pmain

Mode "nkam~~~_Ms

Semiautomatic 1.65 1.52 1.59

Automatic 1.62 1.41 1.51

TdW* 1IA-10

Effaht el *Ae U of *te Tri-Lwa SiuA on
Tngp, Pvdb t rinta Wk: Andyu of Vrinsw

(Second EPm,'nwt Ofl lA

Mod. IM) 1 06 <1 NS
Tech~ 111 1 24.50 2053 ,001
DISInce 10) 3 16.47 17.29 <.001

E-rc IM) 23 1.03
Error (T) 23 1.19
Efr 10) as 0&96

UT 1 3.19 362 WS
MI 3 I.'l 21.0 "S

TO 3 1.96 1.91 NS
UTO 3 0.70 <1 "S

EnrMT( 23 MI
EN, D m) 95 A0.

EtM (TTOl 49 *LiT
Enr iNTO) 9O 095



Table I1A-1I

Mean Trger Puils to First INt, by
Firing Mode /Tednique hed Ramp Combinations

Distance (Mtewsl
Mefehkm 1 10 25d . 7 n

Semiautomatic Mode
Underarm 1.50 1.86 2.13 2.33 1.4-
Ouick Fire 1.06 1.17 1.21 1.63 1.27

Mean 1.29 1.52 1.68 1.98 1.61

Automatic Mode
Underarm 1.06 1.17 1.88 2.67 1.70
Ouick Fire 1.04 1.21 1.36 1.88 1.38

Mean 1.06 1.19 1.63 2.27 1.54

Table 11A-12

Effects of dw Use of tOe Tri-Lux light an
Time to Firt Hit: Andy* of Vaame

(Seond Expw"imet of I IA)

Mode (M) 1 3.06 3.28 NS
Technique (T) 1 2.03 1.45 NS
Distance (0) 3 25.91 24.03 <.001

Error (M) 23 0.93
Error IT) 23 1.40

Error (0) 69 1.08

MT 1 3.92 3.30 NS
MD 3 2.06 2.64 NS
TO 3 1.4 1.49 NS
MTO 3 0.96 <1 NS

Error (MT) 23 1.19
Error (MD) 6w 0.79
Error (TO) as 1.04
Error (MTO? 09 1.10
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Table 11A-13

Mean Time to First Hit, oy Mode and Distance

I l Distance (Meters) I
Mode/Technique 10 15 20 25 Mean

Semiautomatic Mtde
Underarm 1.51 2.02 2.37 2.15 2.01
Quick Fire 1.18 1.45 1.65 2.39 1.67

Mean 1.34 1.73 2.01 2.27 1.84

Automatic Mode
Underarm 0.C9 1.30 1.83 2.50 1.64
Quick Fire 1.13 1.41 1.66 2.55 1.69

Mean 1.01 2.72 1.75 2.53 1.66

Table 11B-1

Practice Firing

Technique Mooe Positions Ranges (meters) Target Ro'inds Total Rounds
(Oie Range per Presented ler T.-rget per Individual

1 Semiautompic a, b, c 1(00. 150, 200 3 3 9

2 Semiautomatic a, b, c 50, 100, 150 3 3 9

1 Automatic a, b, c 50. 100, 200 3 9 27

2 Automatic a, b, c 50, 150, 200 3 9 27

Table 11B-2

Record Fire

Subject Firing Technique Sequence - Mode Order Position Order

S1 2 1 2 a b c

2 1 2 2 1 c a b

3 2 1 1 2 b c a

4 2 1 2 1 a c b

5 1 2 1 2 b a c

6 2 1 2 1 c b a
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Table 11B-3

Effects of the Use of the Tri-Lux Sight on
Trigger Pulls to First Hit: Analysis of Variance

Source j df MS F

Sights (A) 1 230.23 67.73 <.001
Mode (B) 1 41.63 16.27 <.001
Position (C) 2 10.90 4.69 <.05
Distance (D) 3 228.31 99.92 <001

Error (A) 23 3.40
Error (B) 23 2.56
Error (C) 46 2.32
Error (D) 69 2.29

AB 1 0.95 <1 NS
AC 2 1.75 <1 NS
AD 3 33.34 20.06 <.001
BC 2 1.18 <1 NS
BD 3 5.05 3.62 <.05
CD 6 1.41 <1 NS

Error (AB) 23 4.58

Error (AC) 46 2.11
Error (AD) 69 1.66
Error (BC) 48 3.06
Error (BD) 69 1.39
Eiror (CD) 138 2.38

ABC 2 2.42 1.14 NS
ABD 3 0.55 <1 NS
ACD 6 2.16 1.13 NS
BCD 6 3.82 1.74 NS
ABCD 6 2.09 <1 NS

Error (ABC) 46 2.13
Error (ABD) 69 1.83
Error (ACD) 138 1.91
Error (BCD) 138 2.19
Error (ABCD) 138 2.16

Table 11 B-4

Mean Trigger Pulls to First Hit, by
Aim Technique and Distance

Distance (Meters)
Technique Mean

50 100 150 200

M16Aim 1.08 1.43 1.80 2.37 1.69

British Aim 1.18 2.06 2.97 4.50 2.56

Mean 1.13 1.74 2.38 3.21 2.12
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Table 11B-5

Mean Trigger Pulls to First Hit,
by Mode and, Firing Position

Firing Position

Mode Mean
Prone !Kneeling I Standing

Semiautomatic 1.73 1.95 2.10 1.93

Automatic 2.21 2.21 2.50 2.31

Mean 1.97 2.08 2.30 2.12

Table 11 B-6

Effects of the Use of the Tri-Lux Sight on
Time to First Hit: Analysis of Variance

(Experiment 118)

Source df M FP

Mode (M) 1 135.98 4.39 <.05
Technique (T) 1 2,519.9 1 49.09 <.001
Position (P) 2 33.89 1.08 NS
Distance (D) 3 4,297.23 79.58 <.001

Error (M) 23 30.93
Error (T) 23 51.33
Error (P) 46 31.45
Error (D) 69 54.00

MT 1 56.63 <1 NS
MP 2 98.77 1.61 NS
MD 3 13.80 <1 NS
TP 2 87.61 2.47 NS
TD 3 461.15 19.31 <.001
PD 6 19.84 <1 NS

Error (MT) 23 94.07
Error (MP) 46 61.25
Error (MD) 69 35.14
Error (TP) 46 35.48
Error (TD) 69 23.88
Error (PD) 138 32.93

MTP 2 16.75 <1 NS
MTD 3 65.19 2.20 NS
MPD 6 90.77 2.33 <.05
TPD 6 57.62 1.83 NS
MTPD 6 9.94 <1 NS

Error (MTP) 46 18.38
Error (MTD) 69 29.60
Error (MPD) 138 38.98
Error (TPD) 138 31.51
Error (MTPD) 138 31.55
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Table 118-7

Mean Time to First Hit, by Sight Technique

Distance (Meters)
Technique 5 io i Mean

M16A1 Sight 2.60 4.28 6.07 8.68 5.41
British Sight 2.65 6.24 9.97 14.62 8.37

Mean 2.62 5.26 8.02 11.65 6.89

Table 11B-8

Mean Time to First Hit, by Firing Position

Firing Position
Mode i i Mean

Prone j Kneeling J Standing

Semiautomatic 5.89 6.72 7.03 8.55

Automatic 7.71 6.57 7.42 7.23

Mean 6.80 6.64 7.22 6.89
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Appendix L

EXPERIMENT 12: TRI-LUX SIGHT AT NIGHT

OBJECTIVE

Experiment 10 compared the British and the American night firing systems under
starlight conditions. A significant difference in mean performance between the Tri-Lux
and M16A1 sights was not obtained. The following possible explanations were given:
(1) too little training on the British sight, (2) the use of an independent groups design,
and (3) an illumination level so low is to render the targets invisible, thus negating the
effectiveness of any sight. In the belief that the last of these three possibilities was tLe
most probable, it was decided to run an additional test to determine whether increasing
the illumination level would increase the difference between the two sights.

METHOD

Experimental Variables

The following variables, along with the levels listed, were examined:
A. Firing Techniques

1. Pointing technique
2. Aiming technique using the Tri-Lux sight

B. Distance
1. 15 meters
2. 20 meters
3. 25 meters
4. 30 meters
5. 35 meters
6. 40 meters

C. Illumination Level
1. Starlight
2. Half-moonlight

When the subjects were using the pointing technique, their weapons were equipped with
the MI6AI sight. They were instructed to use this sight if they found it to be an
advantage-otherwise they were to use the pointing technique.

Subcts

Twenty-four students entering the Noncommissioned Offcer Candidate School at
Fort Beanning participated.

A single firing lane was used. Six "E"-type tarpts iwre ansanged from 15 to 40
meters down range at 5-meter interials. The tarets were randomly piesented and
"killed" upon being hit. The M16 rifle was used

Ul



Procedure

Procedurally, this study was conduct-d as two separate, experiments. While an
attempt was made to use the same subjects under both illumination conditions, eight of
the 24 men were assigned conflicting duty on tie evening that the second illumination
condition was run. Because substitutions were made, illumination conditions were
analyzed as separate experiments.

Twenty-four men reported to the tiring range and received instruction on the use of
night vision techniques and in the firing techniques to be tested. They then fired the
record course for practice in the daytime. On the following evening, under starlight
conditions, they returned to the range and were assigned to two groups of 12 for
counterbalancing purposes. One group was tested on the pointing technique first, while
the other was tested on the Tri-Lux sight first: all subjects fired both conditions. The
presentation of distance was randomized. All subjects fired in the semiautomatic mode. If
a man hit the target in less than four rounds, the target was presented again until the
subject had fired four rounds at that target.

Four nights later, the 24 subjects again reported to the range. These men. including
the eight substitutes, fired for record under half-moonlight condition without further
practice.

RESULTS

Two .,riteria were examined-total hits. and time to first hit. The time to first hit
criterion was invalidated for the starlight condition because of the large number of cases
where no hit was obtained. Table 12-1 gives the analysis of variance of the total hit
criterion under the starlight condition. Table 12-2 furnishes the mean number of hits per
four-round magazine uzader the starlight condition. Tables 12-3 through 12-6 furnish the
analyses of variance tables and tables of means for both criteria under the half-moonlight
condition.

Under the starlight condition, the difference between the sighting techniques was
not significant in spite of the additional training. Thus it would seem that the choice of
experiment design and the amount of training in the original experiment were not central
to the outcome. On the other hand. Tables 12-3 through 12-6 show a marked superiority
for the Tri-Lux sight over the pointing. unaimed technique under a half-moonlight
condition of illumination. The illumination level appears to be the critical element in the
utilization of a night sight.

The added precision of sight alignment obtained by using the smaller rear aperture
on the N116 sight is bound to assist in achieving greater accuracy than would be obtained
with the large aperture Tri-Lux sight where the illumination is sufficient for the use of a
-;mall aperture sight. However. the large rear apuerture sight can be used at a much lower
level of illumination, thus providing the benefits of aimed fire at illumination levels where
it would otherwise not be available. In short. while the NII6A! sight is probably more
accurate when the illumination level is sufficient to piermit its use, the Tri-Lux sight is
usable at a much lower level of illumination, and no sight is effecti%e if the target cannot
he, seetn.
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Table 12-1

Effects of the Use of the Tri-Lux Sight on
Hits per Four-Round Mauine-Stualight

Analysis of Valrance

Source df US F p

Distance (A) 5 22.66 21.37 <.01
Technique (8) 1 0.78 <1 NS
AB 5 0.06 <1 NS
Error (A) 115 1.06
Error (0) 23 1.50

Error (AB) 115 0.70

Table 12-2

Maen Number of Hits per
Four-Round Maegazine-Surlight

Distance IMoetos
T ichntque is 2 1 2 1 3D Msi

Pointing 1.92 1.88 1.12 0.33 0.58 0.46 1.05
Tri-Lux 2.00 1.83 1.33 0.46 0.71 0.58 1.15
Mean 1.96 1.85 1.22 0.40 0.64 0.52 1.10

Table 12-3

Effecs of the Use of di Tn.Lux ligh on
HIs per Fow-Round Map... -H....... .I.

Analis of Vawm

SoweMSAn F J

Distance (A) 5 21.33 22.77 <.001
Technique (B) 1 2628 15.89 <.001

AB 6 11.1 2.08 NS
Error (A) 115 0.94

Error (8) 23 1.64
Error (AS) 115 0192

,'0



Table 12-4

Effects of the Use of the Tri.Lux Sigh on
Time to First Hit-Half-Moonlight:

Analy*s of Vaiae

Source MS Fp

Distance IA) 5 322.07 18.57 <.001
Technique (B) 1 234.58 6.10 <.05
AC, 5 18.90 1.21 NS
Error (A) 115 17.34
Error (6) 23 38.43
Error (AS) 116 15.63

Table 12-5

Hits per Four-Round Matline-HaO Moonight

Distance Wateril
Tchnique ,Mean

20 25 30 !35 40 451

Pointing 3.42 2.16 1.76 2.50 2.04 1.36 2.21
Tr.Lux 3.88 2.79 1.83 3.21 2.50 2.67 2.67
Mean 3.64 2.48 1.70 2.85 2.23 2.02 2.51

Table 1246

Time to Firm Hft-Half-Moorlight

I ~Distance IWMmIs
Tecvq, , mean

M Il 1 o 35 1 40 4 e
M16A1 3.35 4.50 7.14 6.43 9.27 11.83 7.09
Tri-Lux 2.70 2.80 6.16 5.26 7.05 7.05 5.28
Mean 3.03 165 6.65 5.85 8.16 9.78 6.19

I
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Appendix M

EXPERIMENT 13: EVALUATION OF
TRAINING CHANGES IN NIGHT FIRING

OBJECTIVE

Prior to Work Unit MARKSMAN the night firing program was a scaled-down
adaptation of the program of instructions recommended after testing by HumRRO and
adopted by the Army in 1954. The program had been considerably reduced on two
occasions in order to free ammunition and time for other purposes. As a result of
feedback from U.S. commanders in Vietnam, the original program was reinstated. Certain
segments of this program seemed worthy of further investigation. The purpose of this
experiment was to study the relative value of four different programs obtained by the
deletion of certain elements from the present program.

METHOD

Experimental Variables

The four selected programs and the content of eacia, are:
A. Seven-Hour Program

1. Orientation firing 12 hours)
2. Day corrective firing (21,. hours)

a. Conference and demonstration of Quick Fire and Pointing Fire .
hour)

b. Air rifle firing II hour)
c. Service rifle, day corrective firing I I hour)

3. Night practice and record firing (2ý.- hours)
a. Conf'ren'e and demonstration of night vision techniques (K hour)
b. Practice and record night fire (2 hours)

B. 5-Hour Program
I. Day corrective firing (24. hours)

a. Conferent-e and demonstration of Quick Fire and Pointing Tech-
niques (0A hour)

h. Air rifle firing I I hour)
c. Servi-e rifle, day orues-tive firing iI hour)

2. Night practive and re-wrd firing 121A. houro)
a. Conference and demonstration of night vimon ttehniquet I - hour)
h. Pr-tire and re-ord night fire 12 hours)

C. 41-iour Prwmm
1. Orientat.io firing 12 houro
2. N pight i-tx-, and re-ord fre 122'1 hour)

a. Con f•'rtwe, and dirmnstration of night vason tIrhniques I hour)
h. Pra-tie- and rn-ord night rire 12 hours)



D. 2' 2-Hour Program
1. Conference and demonstration of night vision. Quick Fire. and Pointing

Techniques I I. hour)
2. Practice and record night firing 12 hours)

Subjects

Subjects were 1.496 Basic Combat trainees from Fort Jackson.

Apparatus

A standard, night record fire range was used. The M16 rifle was used.

Procedure

Four selmrate BCT companies were divided into four equal groups. Each of the
groups was trained under one of the previously explained programs of instruction. This
was ac omplished by deleting discrete portions of the instruction for each group as
follows:

A. Group A received all of the present BRM night firing program including
Periods 20. 21. and 22 without change.

B. Group B did not attend Period 290. but attended Periods 21 ;md 22 without
change.

C. Group C did not attend Period 21. but attended Periods 20 and 22 without
change.

D. Group D did not attend BRM Periods 20 and 21. Group D received all the
instruction of Period 22 except the standard. 12-round zero exercise.
Instead of the zero exercise. Group D fired mix practice rounds per man at
,ach of the 25 and 50 meter targets prior to conducting record fire.

Each of the four Basic Combat Training companies fired on a different night. However.
each company had equal representation for all of the four groups being studied. The
record fire exercises were conducted on moonless nights.

RESULTS

The analysis of variance and the means for the number of hits in night record fire
are presented in Tables 13-1 and 13-2. These tables show that the best record fire
performance was obtained in Program C. which only required four and one-half hours of
training time. It is equally obvious that Program D is inferior. Program D is the one that
was used pnor to the reinstatement of the HumRRO-suggested seven-hour program.

I
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Table 13.1

Effects of Training Change on
Number of Hits: Analysis of Variance

Source dY WS F p

Distance (A) 1 533.06 66.74 <.001

Programs (8) 3 45.54 5.10 <.001

AB 3 7.67 <1 NS

Error 1488 7.99

Table 13-2

Mmw Nwabe of H.. by
Trainn Progra &an Di swnc

To wge tenc Imewn
Propamn Meen

A-,' hours 5.684 4.34 5.09

8-5 hours 5.48 4.61 5.04

C-4% hours 5.86 4.80 5.33

D-2% hours 5.18 3.82 4.50

Mean 5.59 4.39 4.99
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Appendix N

EXPERIMENT 14: MODE OF FIRE FOR
MULTIPLE AND AREA TARGETS

OBJECTIVE

Experiments 4. 11A and 11B determined that the semiautomatic mode of fire is
superior in time to first hit and total number of hits as compared with the automatic
mode of fire against single targets in the daytime. From experiments 9 and 10 it was
concluded that the automatic mode of fire is superior agaknst single targets at night and
under limited visibility conditions. It was reasoned thai the automatic mode of fire was
superior at night because the targets were indistinct, resulting in less accurate siming.
thereby increasing the value of maximizing chance hits by the use of automatic firn. It
was further reasoned that where the target was visible. the semiautomatic mode of fire
gave as high or higher hit protability per trigger pull as the automatic mode did, and it
was possible to re-lay the weapon for followup shots more rapidly in the semiautomatic
mode. Multiple targets and area targets in the daytime have characteristics of both of
these situations. It was therefore necessary to examine multiple and area targets in the
daytime to determine which mode of fire would maximize the number of hits and the
number of hits per unit time.

EXPERIMENT 14A: MULTIPLE TARGETS

METHOD

Experimental Variabios

The following variables along with the leveb listed were examined:
A. Taropt Arrays

1. "E"-type silhouette targets spaced 2.5 meters apart laterally and in
depth

2. "E"-type silhouette targets spated 5 meters apart laterally and in depth
B. Mode of Fire

1. Semiautomatic
2. Automatic

C. Target Distance
1. 75 meters
2. 150 meters
3. 225 meter
4. 300 meters

The foxhole firing position was used throughout the experimmnt. Two magaztines ,of 15
round& were fird• at each target any per range in vorh mode of fiv,.

Twenty four students entringt the Nonroim*mt'ioed Offiver Candidate C'nune at
Fort Brnnmgt participated.



Apparatus

There were two firing lanes, each consisting of two firing points. The first firing line
had target arrays at ranges of 75 and 225 meters. The second firing line was located 75
meters to the rear of the first line and consisted of the same target arrays at distances of
150 and 300 meter3. The new target arrays consisted of four E-type silhouette targets.
The more distant target arrays (225 and 300 meters) consisted of five E-type silhouette
targets. Each silhouette target was wired to feed hit data into an M40 hit indicator
device. The M16 rifle was used. Two 15-round magazines were used for each combination
of target distance, anI mode. A total of 240 rounds were fired for record for each man.

Procedure

The men received a briefing on the test and on concentrated fire techniques, and were
allowed to zero their weapons. They then fired the practice exercise as shown in Table 14-1.
Only selected combinations of firing point mode and range were used for practice. The
subjects fired in pairs (e~g. A & B, C & D). Each subject fired one 15-round magazine at each
of the four ranges, for a total of 60 rounds of practice firing per student. Record fire was
conducted on the sequences indicated below on days 1. 3, and 5:

Day Sequence of Distance (Meters) Mode Sequence

1 75, 225, 155, 300 Semiautomatic, Automatic
3 150, 300, 75, 25 Automatic, Semiautomatic
5 225, 75, 150, 300 Semiautomatic, Automatic

Experiment 14A alternated with Expeihment 14B. Experiment 14A was conducted on
Days 1, 3, and 5. Experiment 14B was conducted on days 2, 4, and 6. Eight men were
conducted through the experiment on each of the three days. Each group of eight received
the range and mode sequence given above according to the day on which they participated
in the experiment. Within each group of eight, the firing point and firing line were organized
as follows:

Subject Firing Point Firing Line

ACEG 1,2 1
4,3 2

BDFH 2,1 1
3,4 2

Using these tables to arrive at the order of firing, on Day 1, Subject A began at Firing
Point 1 on Firing Line !, while B began on Firing Point 2 on Firing Line 1. Both men fired
in the semiautomatic mode first at the 75 and then at the 225 meter targets. Both then
retired uniil the other six men had fired their first sequence. Then A and B returned to
Firing Line 2 in order to fire the 150 and 300 meter targets on semiautomatic. Subject A
fired from Firing Point 4; B fired from Firing Point 3. Subjects A and B returned to the
firing line twice again, firing the indicated combinations in the automatic mode.

RESULTS

Tables 14A-2 through 14A-4 summarize the analyses of variance for three criteria
according to an examination of short-range targets (75 and 150 meters) and long-range
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targets (22b and 300 meters). Table 14A-5 furnishes the raean number of hits, mean number
of targets hit, and mean number of hits per second for both of the array dispersions, at both
the short-range and long-range targets. Table 14A-6 furnishes the mean number of hits,
mean targets hit and mean number of hits per second for both modes of fire, for both the
short- and long-range targets. Tables 14A-7, 14A-8, and 14A-9 furnish the means for the
interactions that were statistically significant. From an examination of these tables, the
following conclusions can be reached:

(1) The more dense target array resulted in more hits and more targets hit than
the less dense target array, but the number of hits per second was not significantly different.

(2) rhe seimautomatic mode of fire resulted in more hits per second, yielded two
to three times as man, hits as the automatic mode of fire, using two 15 round magazines,
and resulted in more targets being hit than did automatic fire.

(3) The semiautomatic mode of fire is not only generally superior to the
automatic mode of fire, but the superiority is enhanced by a more dense target array.

(4) The greater the target distance, the greater the competitive advantage of
semiautomatic fire over automatic fire.

EXPERIMENT 14B: AREA TARGETS

METHOD

Experimental Variables

Experiment 14A was an examination of the relative effectiveness of semiautomatic and
automatic fire against area targets. The variables examined were the same as variables B and
C of Experiment 14A, that is, firing mode and target distance. The same levels of both
variables were used.

Subject

The same 24 men used in Experiment 14A were used. Experiment 14B was conducted
on Days 2, 4, and 6 of Experiment 14, using the subjects used in Experiment 14A on the
previous day.

Apparatus

The ringe configuration was identical to that used in Experiment 14A except that
instead of arrays of single targets at two distances, 12 one-square meter panels were arrayed
side-by-side at the near target distance, and 20 one-square meter panels were arrayed
side-by-side at the more distant target distance. Light brush and other camouflage was
placed in f:ont of the target panels. The M16 rifle was used. Hit data was fed into an M40
hit indicator device so as to record hits for each separate panel section as well as total hits. A
stopwatch was used to determine the time required to expend the ammunition.

Procedure

The students received instruction on distributed fire techniques ani fired the practice
exercise given in Table 14B-1. As in Experiment 14A, only selected combinations of mode
and distance were practiced. In practice, each man had one 12-round magazine for each
presentation in the semiautomatic mode, and one 20-round magazine for each target
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presentation in the automatic mode, for a total of 64 rounds. Record fire was conducted
on the sequences indicated below on Days 2, 4, and 6:

Day Sequence of Distance (Meters) Mode Sequence

2 300 150 75 225 Automatic, Semiautomatic
4 225 75 300 150 Semiautomatic, Automatic
6 300 150 225 75 Automatic, Semiautomatic

Eight men were conducted through the experiment on each of the three days. Each
group of eight received the range and mode sequence given above according to the day
on which they participated in the experiment. Within each group of eight, the firing
point and firing line were organized as follows:

Subject Firing Point Firing Line

ACE F 1,2 1
4,3 2

BDFH 3,4 1
3,4 2

These tables may be used to line up the order of firing in the same manner as used in
Experiment 14A. Twelve-round magazines were used for the 12-meter wide panel targets,
20-round for the 20-meter wide targets. Two magazines were issued for each target
presentation using semiautomatic fire, six for each presentation using automatic fire.
When firing in the automatic mode, the subjects were instructed to fire in 3-round bursts.

RESULTS

Tables 14B-2 through 14B-4 summarize the analyses of variance for three criteria
according to an examination of short-range targets (75 and 150 meters) and long-range
targets (225 and 300 meters). Table 14B-5 provides the mean performance for all three
criteria for both modes at both the near and far distrnces. Tables 14B-6 and 14B-7 give
the means for the mode-distance interaction for the ccmbinations of criteria and range at
which the interaction was statistically significant.

In the automatic mode, the man was allowed three times as much ammunition. This
was done in order to equate the number of trigger pulls in automatic and semiautomatic
fire, rather than the number of rounds of ammunition.

The following conclusions can be reached:
(1) For targets within 150 meters, the automatic mode yields more total hits

within a sector and within one meter of the ground than does semiautomatic fire, given
an equal number of trigger pulls.

(2) Within 150 meters, automatic fire provides at least one hit in a larger
number of areas of a sector within one meter of the ground, than does semiautomatic
fire, given an equal number of trigger pulls.

(3) Out to at least 300 meters, the semiautomatic mode of fire provides a
faster rate of hits per unit time for an area target within one meter of the ground than
does automatic fire.

(4) The hits per trigger pull advantage of automatic fire decreases with
increasing target distance, and is no longer a significant advantage at 225 meters.

(5) The hits per unit time advantage of semiautomatic fire decreases somewhat
with increasing distance, but is still significant at 300 meters.
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The crucial criterion in this study was the number of hits per unit time. When men
were firing in the automatic mode of fire, they were given three times as much
ammunition in order to accomodate the three-round burst. Thus, the subjects were firing
at a much more rapid rate in the automatic mode than in the semiautomatic mode. The
majority of the second and third rounds in the three-round bursts did not strike the
target. Thus, when using the semiautomatic mode, the man achieved a much higher hitprobability per round fired than when using the automatic mode. However, since the
automatic mode receives the benefit of three times as much ammunition, and since the
first round of a three-round burst should be as accurate as semiautomatic fire, it is logical
that the automatic mode should achieve a greater number of hits and greater number of
targets hit than the semiautomatic mode. This should occur even if a second or third
round hits the target only occasionally.

However, the real question is whether the occasional extra hit per trigger pull is
sufficient to compensate for the extra time that is required to re-lay the weapon after
firing the automatic mode. From these data, it is apparent that the occasional extra hits
afforded by the use of automatic fire does not compensate for the extra re-lay time. In
fact, the semiautomatic mode yields a faster hit rate than the automatic mode. Thus, in
an engagement lasting a specific time, the semiautomatic mode would result in more
target hits than would the automatic mode.
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Table 14A.1

Practice Exercise, With Multiple Targets

Firing Line Subjects Firing Point Mode Order Range Number of Rounds

1 A C E G 1 Semiautomatic 75 15
2 Automatic 225 15

8 D F H 2 Semiautomatic 75 15
1 Automatic 225 15

2 A C E G 4 Automatic 150 15
3 Semiautomatic 300 15

B D F H 3 Automatic 150 15
4 Semiautomatic 300 15

Table 14A.2

Effects of Mode of Fire for Multiple Targets on

Number of Hits, by Range: Andyem of Variance

SShort 

Range 
Long Range

Sorc MS F jo IY US "* I F p*
Array (A) 1 96.33 18.36 <.001 1 109.51 14.40 <.001
Mode (B) 1 6,721.33 309.70 <.001 1 2.443.88 118.70 <.001
Distance (C) 1 1,692.19 135.94 <.001 1 503.76 24.69 <.001

AB 1 7.52 2.75 NS 1 84.01 12.97 <.005
AC 1 16.33 1.30 NS 1 19.38 2.34 NS
BC 1 36.75 4.47 <.05 1 170.63 18.62 <.001
ABC 1 0.02 <1 NS 1 0.05 <1 NS

Error (A) 23 5.25 23 7.60
Error (B) 23 21.70 23 20.59
Error (C) 23 12.45 23 20.40
Error (AB) 23 2.74 23 6.47
Error (AC) 23 12.57 23 8.26
Error (BC) 23 8.23 23 9.16
Error (ABC) 23 8.65 23 4.30
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Table 14A-3

Effects of Mode of Fire for Multiple Targets on

Number of Targpts Hit, by Rang.: Anayses of Variance

Short Range Long Range

Array (A) 1 1.02 4.95 <.05 1 3.00 3.44 <.05
Mode (8) 1 15.19 46.16 <.001 1 168.75 120.36 <.001
Distance (C) 1 8.33 22.70 <.001 1 10.08 8.94 <01

AS 1 0.02 <1 NS 1 0.33 <1 NS
AC 1 0.08 <1 NS 1 0.08 <1 NS

BC 1 4.068 14.07 <005 1 0.75 <1 NS
ABC 1 0.33 1.41 NS 1 3.00 2.87 NS

Error (A) 23 0.21 23 0.87
Error (B) 23 0.33 23 1.40
Error (C) 23 0.37 23 1.13
Error (AB) 23 0.21 23 1.40
Error (AC) 23 0.42 23 0.89
Error (BC) 23 0.29 23 1.16
Error (ABC) 23 0.24 23 1.04

Table 14A-4

Effects of Mode of Fire for Multiple Targets on Numbw of Hits

per Second. by RaMP. for Multiple Tarts: Andyses of Varane

SoreShort Rang Long Range

dfdf MS F p

Array (A) 1 0.004 4.00 NS 1 0.000 <1 NS
Mode (8) 1 0.054 54.00 <.001 1 0.000 <1 NS
Distance (C) 1 0.019 19.00 <.001 1 0.002 <1 NS

AB 1 0.000 <1 NS 1 0.007 1.40 NS
AC 1 0.000 <1 NS 1 0.004 <1 NS
BC 1 0.003 - -1 0.001 <1 NS
ABC 1 0.000 <1 NS 1 0.014 2.00 NS

Error (A) 23 0.001 23 0.004
Error (W. 23 0.001 23 0.007
Error (C) 23 0.001 23 0.006
Error (AB) 23 0.001 23 0.006
Error (AC) 23 0.001 23 01007
lrror (BC) 23 0.000 23 0.005
Error (ABC) 23 0.001 23 0.007
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Table 14A.5

Means for Array Dispersion, for Multiple Tarptsa

Array Disperion-Short Range Array Dispersion-Long Range
Criterion 2.6 Meters 16.0 Miters 2.5 Meters 5.0 MI

Number of Hits 14.47 * 13.06 7.36 " 5.86

Targets Hit 3.73 3.568 3.21 2.96

Hits per Second 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.06

"andicates intacion is significant at tbsp <.001 k"d; *.p <.06.

Table 14A-6

M- -for Modeso Firn. for MuWt Targa

Short Rang. Long Range
Criterion

Semiautomatic Automati Sermiautomotic Autometic

Number of Hits 19.68 7.84 10.19 & 3.05
Targets Hit 3.94 " 3.38 4.02 " 2.15

Hits per Second 0.10 * 0.13 0.06 0.06

indicates interaction is significant at thep <.001 level.

Table 14A-7

MIn- for Array-Mods Interaction at

Long-Rangp Tarpts for Hit Criterion
(Mulrie Tarts)

Array
Sermnaaometec Aut icLK

2.5 Meters 11.60 3.15

5.0 Meters 8.77 2.96
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Table 14A-8

Mum for Moda-iDtance Interacton for Hit Crftarlon
(Multipie Ta&pts)

Short Ranp Tgt Distance Long Range Targat Distance
Mode

Near (75 mnew) I For 150 miters) Near 1225 matero) Far (300 meters)

Semiautomatic 23.06 16.27 12.75 7.62

Automatic 10.38 5.31 3.73 2.38

Table 14A-9

Mast for Mod.Dhunm Ceiwm at
Short Ramp for Nuwer of Tarpts Cdarlwo

(-dI*k Tws)

Nmc 175 meu) Far 1150 mtew)

Semiautomatic 4.00 3.88

Automatic 3.73 3.02

Table 148-1

Prattie Exser for Arm Taur

Firing Line Firetsj ing Point Mode Oder_- DOswancOrder Nrb fRud

I A C E G Semiautomatic 225 75 12 20

8 0 F H 2 Semiautomatic 225 75 12 20

2 A C E G 4 Automatic 300 1w 20 12
B 0 F H 3 Automatic 300 150 20 12
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Table 148.2

Effects of Mode of Fire for Arm Tagt on
Number of Hits, by Rag: Andym of Varsac

Sourc Short RI Ig Long Rang.

" if j I S F p d IU
Mode (8) 1 1,066.76 30.11 <.001 1 40.04 <1 NS
Ran•e (C) 1 195.51 5.43 <.06 1 560.67 9.60 <.005

BC 1 207.09 8.23 <.01 1 26.04 <1 NS

Error (8) 23 36.09 23 45.60
Error (C) 23 36.01 23 56.43
Error (BC) 23 25.16 23 36.67

Tabs 148-3

Effects of Mode of Fire for Am Targe n
Numbr of Tagt Hit, by Rang: Andym of Varia

Sho Range Long Row_ _

Source df -F oM- F -

Mode (B) 1 27.09 10.18 <006 1 12.04 1.54 NS

Range (C) 1 8.76 2.94 <.10 1 51.04 5.51 <.05

BC 1 0.01 <1 NS 1 2.67 <1 NS

Error (B) 23 2.66 23 7.82
Error (C) 23 2.96 23 9.26
Error (BC) 23 2.49 23 3.71

Table 14814

Effect o Modes of Fie for Arem TaretS an Numbe f
Targ Hit p Secon. by Reang: Andym of Varste

t shott RAng Loef Range

Mode (8) 1 0.767 85.22 <.001 i 0.523 130.75 <001
Range (C) 1 0.091 15.17 <.001 I 0.02 7.00 <.05

C I 0i.C9 7.25 <.06 1 0.013 13.00 <.005

Error (8) 23 0.009 23 0.004
E-ioc (Ci 23 0.005 23 0.004
Error (BC) 23 0.004 23 0.001
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Tab?* 148-5

Means for Mode at N~e r'id Far Distawne
for All Three Criteria

(Ame Tavgtsj

TaV"e Distanc ____

Critelion 75 and 150 Metea 225 and30 Met~ar

Seiuoa3 Automatic swsuamiatomsc Autumatic

Total Hits 13.96 * 20.89 18.96 20.15

Numbef Of TarPUHit 8.04 * 9.1io 11.94 11.23
Hits per Second 0.34 * 0.16 0.22 * 0.19

lwimndiaw ntaracfion is significant at the# <.001 leve; *O, <.00

T"bl 148.6

IA.. for lMsldwCO1suamm I iteacticia for
Hit Criterion at Near DlsueAm

(ARea Targets

Disance

Serniautomatic 13.92 14.00

Automatic 25.58 1-7.79

O~aotal sagntiont (p <.01 kewfl.

Ta"l 146-7

Mae. hrhhdsOisumm*.esactmsafor
Hit Per sweon Criiuike

0isunce

Wdte law Topgs FatTargt"*

1 alow L ISO M" Mess's XM Me"WI

Ssmffasasomasic 0.3 an2 0.3 0.32

AutomaiC 0.16 0.15 0112 0.l1

*iW~b'I MMemtOns' OSMIlftCWt at iD(0 ee .(6



Appendix 0

EXPERIMENT 15: TRACER AMMUNITION DURING
DAYLIGHT TRAINING FOR NIGHT FIRE

OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of this experiment was to determine the value of training
with tracer ammunition, at night and in the daytime. Based on results of informal testing
conducted at the U.S. Army Training Center at Fort Polk. it was hypothebzed that the
use of tracer ammunition in night firing exercises might increase learning on the part of
basic trainees. Such improvement could result because the firer can observe the tracer
round as it prsses either through or near the target and is therefore able to more
effectively adjust his fire on the target. Thus, it is powible that practice in the daytime,
using the pointing technique, would improve the nighL ,ecord fire.

METHOD

Explrimmntal Variablus

The following variables, along with the levels listed, were examined:
A. Practice lllummnation

I. Daylight
2. Nigt

B. Use of Traers in Training
L. Trained with t•c•ers
2. Trained without tracers

C. Use of Tracers in Record Fire
I. Fired with tracmro
2. Fired without tracers

D. Uistanuc
L. 25 meters
2. W meters

Subjuct
Two Banc Combat Training companies at Fort Benning parti•inted.

A standard, night fire rmord range was used. New targets for wh subject were
spaerd at least six mete%-A apart. The MI16 nile was used.
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Procedure

T"-e two Basic Combat Training companies fired for record on different nights. Each
company was subdcvided into *-ight groups corresponding to these eight experimental
conditions:

(1) Receive, -.. ining as outlined in TT 23-71-1 during Periods 21 and 22
including tracer training and all tracer fring.

(2) Received the same training as Group 1, except that the 20 rounds of
record fire in Period 22 were conducted with ball ammunition.

(3) Received training as outlined in TT 23-71-1 in Periods 21 and 22 except
for the 20 rounds for record fire in Period 22 were conducted with tracer ammunition.

(4) Received training wq outlined in Ti 23.71-1 for Periods 21 and 22.
(5) Received ruing as outlined in T7 23-71-1 except that they were instructed

on the ut. of tracer ammunition, and all firing with the service weapon waa done during
darkness using tracer ammunition.

(6) Received the same firing as Group 5 except that the 20 rounds of record
fire in Period 22 were conducted with bell ammunition.

(7) Received training as outlined in Tr 23-71-1 except all firing with the
service weapon was done during darkness using bell ammunition, except during Period 22
(record fire) when tracer ammunition was used.

(8) Received training as outlined in T7 23-71-1 except all service weapons
firing in Period 21 was conducted during darkness.

fHits were scored by counting the holes in the targets. All men fired in the
semiautomatic mode.

RESULTS

The analyses of variance for total hits at 25 and 50 meters retpectively are given in
Table 15-1. The mean numbers of hits are javen in Tables 15-2 and i5-3. An examination
of these tables leads to the following conclusions:

( 1) Night ruing performance inproves considerably when tracers are used.
(2) Night ring practice should be conducted with tracers if, and only if, it is

intended that they be used for night frlrig.
(3) Daytime practice for night ring is superior to night practice.

All these conclusions are commonsense-type statements, with the possible exception of
the third. It might seem strange that day practice would be more useful for night firing
than night practice would be. However, Statement (3) does not mean that the elimination
of all night practice would be desirable. Whee firing in the daytime using night
techniques, the strike of the bulleW ..O w be seen. This is not tru,- at night. Apparently at
this point in the instruction, the knowledge of results that is obtained from seeing the
strike of the bullet in the daytime more than offsets the disadvantwi of precticing in an
unreal situation.

Icy
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Table 15-1

Effects of Use of Tracer Ammunition During Daylight Training for
Night Fire on Total Hits, by Range: Analyses of Variance

Range/Source df MS Fp

25 Meters
Practice Illumination (A) 1 187.64 23.82 <.001
Tracer Training (B) 1 3.89 <1 NS
Tracer Record (C) 1 825.34 104.78 <.001
AB 1 6.28 < I NS
AC 1 10.57 1.34 NS
BC 1 45.82 5.82 <.05
ABC 1 0.64 <1 NS
Error 344 7.88

50 Meters
Practice Illumination (A) 1 9.56 1.34 NS
Tracer Training (3) 1 0.28 <1 NS
Trdcer Record (C) 1 269,50 37.72 <.001
AB 1 2.92 <1 NS
AC 1 3.28 <1 NS
BC 1 70.92 9.93 <.01
ABC 1 0.18 <1 NS
Error 344 7.14

Table 15-2

Mean Number of Hits With Practice in
Daylight and at Night, at 25 Meters

Record Fire
Traininn - Mean

Wth Tracer Without Tracer

Practice in Daylight
With Tracer 8.52 7.59 8.06
Without Tracer 7.77 6.48 7.12

Meci 8.15 7.03 7.59

Practice at Plight
With Tracer 5.00 3.55 4.27
Without Tracer 5.86 3.70 4.78

Mean 5.43 3.62 4.53
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Table 15-3

Mean Number of Hits With Practice in
Daylight and at Night, at 50 Meters

Record Fire
Training Mean

With Tracer Without Tracer

Practice in Daylight

With Tracer 4.11 4.11 4.11
Without Tracer 3.41 3.14 3.27

Mean 3.76 3.62 3.69

Practice at Night
With Tracer 1.61 1.32 1.47
Without Tracer 2.80 2.05 2.42

Mean 2.20 1.68 1.94
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Appendix P

EXPERIMENT 16: COMPARISONS OF NEW AND OLD BASIC
RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP PROGRAMS

OBJECTIVE

Before any new program is implemented, a "trial run" is needed, serving two
purposes: First, it compares the new and old programs before the new program replaces
the old; second, it allows an opportunity for a "shakedown" of the new program.
Experiment 16 was conducted to accomplish these two purposes.

METHOD

Subjects

One company of 147 basic trainees from the U.S. Army Training Center at Fort
Benning were conducted through the new program. The base data used to represent the
old program were the mean performances of all of the personnel of the eight training
companies who participated in Experiment 1 at Forts Gordon and Jackson.

Apparatus and Procedure

All men fired with the M16 rifle. A comparison of the old BRM program with the
new program prepared by the Rifle Marksmanship Evaluation Study Group is provided in
Table 16-1. additional information concerning the old pogram is available in Field
Manual 23-71, August 1969, while the new program is described in greater detail in Draft
Subject Schedule 23-72, January 1970.

The new program was administered by personnel of the Weapons Department of the
Infantry School. Having the program administered by the normal teaching cadre would
have assured a more valid comparison between the old and the new programs. However, a
second goal of this experiment was to provide a "shakedown" of the instruction, and
those writing the program were in a better position to make the necessary adjustments
seeing the difficulties first hand.

RESULTS

Since the new program differs from the old in terms of the number and type oý
targets, a statistical comparison between the two programs cannot be made without
running a separate criterion test. However, in Figures 16-1 and 16-2 the hit probabilities
for the old and new BRM programs for aimed supported fire and aimed unsupported fire
are compared. It is highly unlikely that proportional differences of this magnitude could
be due to chance.
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Table 16.1

Comparison of BRM Programs

P New Program Old Program
Instruction Rounds Hours Instruction Rounds Hours

1 Orientation and 0 4 Orientation 0 1
Mechanical Training

22 Introduction to 9 4 Mechanical Training 0 4
Marksmanship Training

3 Preparatory 0 Introduction to 0 2
Marksmanship Marksmanship

4 Preparatory 27 4 Preparatory 9 4Marksmanship Marksmanship
5 Preparatory Marks- 27 4 Preparatory 0 2

manship Training Marksmanship
6 25-Meter Firing 36 4 25-Meter Firing and 21 6

Target Detection
7 Introduction to 36 4 25-Meter Firing and 31 7

Field Firing Target Detection
8 Field Fire and 24 4 25-Meter Firing and 21 4

Target Detection Refire Zero
9 Field Fire and 36 4 Field Firing and 66 8

Target Detection 25-Meter Firing
10 Field Fire and Target 36 4 Field Firing and Target 36 4

Detection Detection
11 Field Fire and Target 36 4 Field Firing and Target 38 4

Detection Detection
12 Field Fire, Target 36 4 Field Firing 36 3

Box and Rapid
Magazine Change

13 Record Fire I and 40 4 Field Firing and Target 40 4Aerial Target Detection
Engagement

14 Air Rifle Tra~ning 600 3 Quick Fire 0 3
BBs

15 Transition to 40 4 Quick Fire 60 4
M16A1 With Ribs

16 Remedial Firing (Field) 36 4 Field Firing and 50 4
and Target Detection 25-Meter Firing

17 Field Fire (Remedial) 36 4 Field Firing and Target 36 4
Target Detection Detection

Continued
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Table 16-1 (Continued)

Comparison of BRM Programs

J New Program Ol, d Program

Peid Instruction Rounds Hours Instruction--] Round, Hours

18 Record Fire II and 40 4 Record Fire I and 56 4
Aerial Target Target Detection
Engagement

19 25-Meter Automatic 36 2 Record Fire II and 40 4
Firing Target Detection

20 Automatic Fire, 30 2 Night Fire 20 2
25-Meter Range Orientation

21 Night Firing 32 3 Night Firing 32 2½2

22 Night Corrective 72 3 Night Firing 32 2½2
Firing (Daytime)

23 Night Record Firing 72 3

TotýI 755 84 625 83
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Appendix 0

EXPERIMENT 17: COMPARISON OF KNEELING, PRONE,
SITTING, AND SOUATTING POSITIONS

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this experiment was to conduct a simple study of the effects of
firing range (distance) and firing position on the number of hits obtained and the time
required to fire.

METHOD

Experimental Variables

The following variables, along with the levels iisted were examined:
A. Range

1. 75 meters
2. 175 meters
3. 300 meters

B. Offensivt Position
1. Kneeling
2. Squatting
3. Prone
4. Siuong

C. Defensive Position
1. Foxhole
2. Bunker

Subjects

Twenty-four students entering the Noncommissioned Officer Candidate School at
Fort Benning, Georgia participated.

Apparatus

The 75-, 175- and 300-meter targets from three adjacent lanes of a standard, BRM
field fire range were used. The MI6 rifle was used.

Procedure

The men were taken to a standaid BRM. 25-meter range for preliminary
instructions and the confirming of their zero Although the weapons had been prezeroed
by a mechanical device, the men were given the opportunity to confirm the zero for each
weapon. They were then transported to the field fire range to fire for record, and divided
into two groups of 12. Since all had qualified with the M16 rifle and had received
instruction in all positions in their BRM and AIT programs, no further practice was given.
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During record fire, each man loaded an 18-round magazine and prepared to fire in
the position described by the tower operator. When instructed to fire from an offensive
position, the men were told that upon observing the target, they were to assume the
prescTibed firing position and engage the target in the shortest possible time. For
offensive targets, the firer always began in the standing position. The firer was allowed
only one round per target presentation, regardless of whether he obtained a hit. Each
man engaged a 75-, 175- and a 300-meter target from each position.

The order of the presentation of range was randomized. The man was located on the
middle of the three lanes. The lane in which the target was presented was randomized to
increase the number of potential targets in each situation. The counterbalancing of the
position sequence and target sequence by order is shown in Table 17-1; four
counterbalancing orders were used.

The two defensive positions were examined at the same time, and identically except
that the individuals assumed the position prior to the presentation of the targets.

Time to fire, measured from target presentation and number of hits were the
measures obtained. All men fired in the semiautomatic mode.

RESULTS

The analyses of variance are given in Tables 17-2, 17-5, and 17-8. The mean
numbers of hits and the mean times to fire are given in Tables 17-3, 17-4, 17-6, 17-7,
17-9 and 17-10. Both firing range and firing position had a significant effect on the
number of hits obtained. A significant difference in performance was not obtained
between the kneeling and the prone firing positions in total hits. However, all other
positions were significantly different from each other in terms of the number of hits
obtained. The rank order of superiority of the firing positions in total hits with the best
ranked first, was:

(1) Bunker
(2) Foxhole
(3) Prone and kneeling
(4) Squatting
(5) Sitting

Among the offensive firing positions, the kneeling configuration was found to be
significantly faster in firing than the other three positions tested. Thus, although the
prone position is as accurate as the kneeling position, and both are superior to the
squatting and sitting positions in accuracy, the kneeling position is superior to all three of
the other offensive positions in time to fire. There was no significant difference between
the two defensive positions (bunker and foxhole) in time to fire.

Considering both hit and time data, the bunker position appeared to be superior to
the foxhole position, while the rank order of superiority for the offensive positions was:

(1) Kneeling
(2) Prone
,3) Squatting
(4) Sitting
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Table 17-1

Counterbalancing of Variables

Order IPosition Sequence Distance Sequence

I o(meters)

A Foxhole 175 300 75
Bunker 175 300 75
Prone 75 300 175

Sitting 75 300 175
Kneeling 300 175 75

Squatting 300 75 175

8 Squatting 175 300 75

Kneeling 75 300 175
Sitting 75 175 300
Prone 75 175 300
Bunker 300 175 75
Foxhole 175 300 75

C Sitting 75 300 175
Kneeling 300 75 175

Squatting 175 300 75
Foxhole 300 175 75
Bunker 75 175 300
Prone 75 175 300

D Prone 300 175 75

Bunker 75 300 175
Foxhole 75 175 300

Squatting 300 75 175
Kneeling 300 175 75
Sitting 175 300 75

Table 17-2

Effects of Firing Position on Hits:
Analysis of Variance

Range (A) 2 128.01 145.47 <.01
Position (B) 5 24.80 30.24 <.01
AB 10 0.82 1.06 NS
Error (A) 446 0.88
Error (8) 115 0.82
Error (AB) 230 0.77
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Table 17.3 Table 17-4

Mean Number of Hits, by Range 'vwe.m Number of Hits,
by Position

Range I Mean Number
(meters) of Hits Positiorn Mean Number of Hits

75 2.72 Bunker 2.94

175 2.65 Foxhole 2.79

300 1.05 Prone 1.94

Kneeling 1.89

Sqa3tting 1.72

Sitting 1.53

Table 17-5

Effects of Offensive Positions on
Time to Fire: Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation

Range (A) 2 341.43 89.61 <.01

Position (B) 3 56.54 10.13 <.01

AB 6 3.63 1.92 NS
Error (A) 46 3.81
Error (B) 69 5.58
Error (AB) 138 1.89

Table 17-6 Table 17-7

Mean Time to Fire. by Range, For Me nTime to Fire. by Position, For

Offensive Positions Offensive Positions

Range Mean Time Poson Tm
(meters, to Fire to Fatre

75 5.39 Kneling 5.51

175 5.74 Squatting 5.81

30 6.32 Prone 5.96

Sitting 5.99
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Table 17-8

Effects of Defensive Positions on
Time to Fire: Andysis of Variance

Source ofVauriation j ef MS

Range (A) 2 142.07 60.52 <.01

Position (B) 1 7.11 3.61 NS
AB 2 11.55 8.62 <.01
Error (A) 46 2.43
Error 18) 23 1.97
Error (AB) 46 1.34

Table 17-9

Muan Tim to Fire, by Ran. For
Defensive Positions

Range Men Tmni

(manms) to Fire

75 3.13

175 3.58

300 4.01

Table 17-10

Mea Tim to Fw. by Position and Range.
for Defensive F'ni'i-,m

p~~tio0, J R&,ige T '.
Imirets) - o F ýra

Foxhole 75 2.95
175 3.65
3W0 .96

Bunker 75 31.1
175 16:
3M) 4.0
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Appendix R

EXPERIMENT 18: EVALUATION OF POSSIBLE
MODIFICATION TO PRONE POSITIONS

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this experimtnt was to determine the relative superiority of the
angled and straight linp variations of the prone and prone supported firing "ositions.
BRNI trainees 'we presently taught that the optimum angle formed by the firer's body
and 'he line of sight of the rifle in the prone/prone supported firing position, using the
M1 4 Rifle, is approximatcly 30". In Field Manual 23-9. paragraph 25 c. it is stated that a
straight line firing position is the most stable for the M16 rifle. No data comparing the
positions were available. All other things being equal, the straight line firing position
would be more desir-ah!, than the angled position, because a smaller percentage of the
Firer's body wouli ý." exposed to hostile fire.

METHOD

Experimmntat Variabies

The following variables, along with the Iev,,I listed, wecn examined:
A. Mode

I. Semiautomatic
2. Automatic itsme-round buhst)

B. PAnition
8 , Anad (30 Degsrees)
2. Straight line

C Support
1. Prone supported
2. Prone unsupported

D. Distance
1. 75 mete"
2. 175 r.wterm
3. 300 mrters

Subom

Twent.yfour itudernt ente&rnp "h Nonr, iým.i-•.nrd Ofiteer r.,dLd.' School at

Fort isennuig Participated ir the ~wkroiantm

Appwatus

The 75.. 7,-, aid 3MO.-iwtrr targ-et. from a unah- lane of a mandard %RMt +;rld f'-r
mir '..rr- ,ývwd. The M116 rifle wai uw4.d
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Procedure

The subjects fired one at a time and each man came to the firing line twice. The
first time he fired all combinations of position, support and distance in one of the two
modes. He then retired from the firing line and waited while all the others fired their
first order. When all the men had fired their first order they were returned to the firing
line one at a time to fire the same combinations of position, support, and target distance
for the other mode of fire. There were four different counterbalancing groups, as shown
in Table 18-1, six men in each group. The study took two days, and three men from
each of the four counterbalancing groups participated on each day. The study was
conducted in December 1969 at Fort Benning.

RESULTS

The analyses of varian,.- nd the means for various combinations of the variables for
the number of trigger pulls required to first hit and the time to first hit are presented in
Tables 18-2 through 18-5. The conclusions of this experiment, as illustrated in the tabves,
are:

(1) The straight line unsupported position is superior to the angled
unsupported position in both trigger pulls and time to first hit. There was
no difference between the straight line and the angled position when
support was used.

(2) Semiautomatic fire is superior to automatic fire in both number of trigger
pulls and time to first hit.

(3) Supported fire is superior to unsupported fire in both trigger pulls to first
hit and time to first hit.

In summary, the straight line position is superior when no support is available.
Support is preferable when available. When support is used, the choice of straight line vs.
angled body position is irrelevant. The semiautomatic mode is superior to the automatic
mode of fire.
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Table 18.1

Counterbalancing of Variables

Group Mode-Position-Support Sequence Target Distance Sequence
I (meters)

A Semiautomatic-Angled-Prone 75 175 300
Semiautomatic-Angled-Prone Supported 175 300 75
Semiautomatic-Straight-Prone 300 75 175
Semiautomatic-Straight-Prone Supported 75 300 175
Automatic-Angled-Prone 175 75 300
Automatic-Angled-Prone Supported 300 175 75
Automatic Straight-Prone 175 300 75
Automatic-Straight-Prone Supported 75 175 300

B Automatic-Straight-Prone Supported 75 175 300
Automatic-Straight-Prone 175 300 75
Automatic-Angled-Prone Supported 300 75 175
Automatic-Angled-Prone 75 300 175
Semiautomatic-Straight-Prone-Supported 175 75 300
Semiautomatic-Straight-Prone 300 175 75
Semiautomatic-Angled-Prone Supported 175 300 75
Semiautomatic-Angled-Prone 75 175 300

C Automatic-Angled-Prone 75 175 300
Automatic-Angled-Prone Supported 175 300 75
Automatic-Straight-Prone 300 75 175
Automatic-Straight-Prone Supported 75 300 175
Semiautomatic-Angled-Prone 175 75 300
Semiautomatic-Angled-Prone Supported 300 175 75
Semiautomatic-Straight-Prone 175 300 75
Semiautomatic-Straight-Prone Supported 75 175 300

D Semiautomatic-Straight-Prone Supported 75 175 300
Semiautomatic-Straight-Prone 175 300 75
Semiautomatic-Angled-Prone Supported 300 75 175
Semiautomatic-Angled-Prone 75 300 175
Automatic-Straight-Prone Supported 175 75 300
Automatic-Straight-Prone 300 175 75
Automatic-Angled-Prone Supported 175 300 75
Automatic-Angled-Prone 75 175 300
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Table 18-2 Table 18-3

Effects of Modifications to Prenj Positions on Mean Number of Trigger Pulls
Trigger Pulls to First Kit: Analysis of Variance Required for

Various Treatment Conditions

Source of VariatCo n Mean Number

Mode (A) 1 38.03 21.01 <.01 of Pulls

Position (B) 1 2.51 3.54 NS Semiautomatic 2.13
Support (C) 1 42.25 20.31 <.01 Automatic 2.64
Distance (D) 2 210.51 169.77 <.01 Supported 2.11
AB 1 0.44 <1 NS Unsupported 2.66
AC 1 18.06 22.86 <.01AD 2 4.74 3.25 <.05 Range
BC 1 7.11 7.26 <.05 75 Meters 1.74
BD 2 0.84 <1 NS 175 Meters 1.82
CD 2 3.17 1.98 NS
ABC 1 0.01 <1 NS Supported
ABD 2 0.24 <1 NS Semiautomatic 2.03
ACD 2 0.33 <1 NS Automatic 2.19
BCD 2 1.62 2.03 NS Straight Line 2.16
ABCD 2 0.13 <1 NS 300 2.07

Error (A) 23 1.81
Error (B) 23 0.71 UnsupportedErrr () 3 071Semiautomatic 2.22
Error (C) 23 2.08 Automatic 3.09

Error (D) 46 1.24

Error (AB) 23 1.33 Straight Line 2.48
Error (AC) 23 0.79 300 2.83
Error (AD) 46 1.46
Error (BC) 23 0.98
Error (BD) 46 0.95
Error (CD) 46 1.60
Error (ABC) 23 1.36
Error (ABD) 46 1.32
Error (ACO) 46 1.20
Error (BCD) 46 0.80
Error (ABCD) 46 1.30
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Table 18-4 Table 18-5

Effects of Modifications to Prone Positions on Mean Time to First Hit
Time to First Hit: Analysis of Variance for Various Treatment Conditions

SC it Mean Time to
Source of Variation df MS F p Treatment Condition First Hit

Mode (A) 1 1,898.78 70.04 <01 Semiautomatic 8.45
Position (B) 1 120.82 4.52 <.05 Automatic 12.08
Support (C) 1 1,153.73 21.89 <01 3 10.72
Distance (D) 2 7,525.67 205.39 <01 Straight Line 9.81

AB 1 0.95 <1 NS
AC 1 20.25 <1 NS Supported 8.85
AD 2 935.18 28.71 <.01 Unsupported 11.68
BC 1 350.31 8.36 <.01 Range
BD 2 38.76 1.86 NS 75 Meters 6.09
CD 2 26.76 1.01 NS 175 Meters 7.24
ABC 1 73.11 2.65 NS 300 Meters 17.46
ABD 2 10.98 <1 NS Supported
ACD 2 24.61 <1 NS Strted
BCD 2 8.80 <1 NS Straight Line 9.17
ABCD 2 86.06 2.60 NS 300 8.53

Error (A) 23 27.11 Unsupported

Error (B) 23 26.72 Straight Line 10.44

Error (C) 23 52.71 300 12.92
Error (D) 46 36.64

Error (AB) 23 40.68
Error (AC) 23 23.29
Error (AD) 46 32.57
Error (BC) 23 41.91
Error (BD) 46 20.82
Error (CD) 46 26.62
Error (ABC) 23 27.60
Error (ABD) 46 34.93
Error (ACD) 46 31.22
Error (BCD) 46 20.57
Error (ABCD) 46 33.08
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Appendix S

EXPERIMENT 19: COMPARISON OF THE STANDARD, TRI-LUX,
PROMETHIUM, AND OPEN SIGHTS FOR NIGHT USAGE

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of various night sights
under half- and full-moon conditions. Previous tests have not examined the different
sights under the Increased illumination obtained with a full moon, or the use of the
Promethium and Open night sights.

METHOD

Experimental Variables

The following variables, along with the levels listed, were examined:

Part 1 - Full Moon Part 2 - Half Moon

A. Sight A. Sight
1. Standard M16A1 1. Standard M16A1
2. Tri-Lux 2. Tri-Lux
3. Promethium 3. Promethium

4. Open

B. Distance B. Distance
1. 25 meters 1. 25 meters
2. 50 meters 2. 50 meters
3. 75 meters 3. 75 meters

The data for both parts of the experiment were analyzed using a Lindquist
treatments-by-subjects design. Two analyses were conducted for each phase with variables
A and B as within-subject factors. The criteria of performance measures used for the
analyses of each phase were the total number of hits and the time, in seconds, required

to obtain the first hit.

Subjects

Forty-eight members of a class of the Noncommissioned Officer Candidate School at
Fort Benning participated in this study, 24 under the full-moon condition of Part 1, and

24 in Part 2, the half-moon corndition.
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Apparatus

One firing lane was used with three targets placed in a staggered configuration in
front of the firer at ranges of 25, 50, and 75 meters. Each target was equipped with a
microswitch that started a clock when the target appeared and stopped it when the target
was hit. The clock was capable of measuring the response time to the nearest hundredth
of a second. The test was conducted with the M16 rifle using the M16Ai, Tri-Lux, Open,
and Promethium sights. The Tri-Lux sight is described in Experiment 10. The
Promethium sight was similar to the Tri-Lux, except that Promethium was used as the
luminescent element. The rear aperture was circular with an inside diameter of 0.70
centimeter. The Open sight was simply the "U" of the carrying handle without a sight.

Procedure

On the afternoon of the test, the men were instructed briefly on the proper use of
the different night sights, then given a total of 18 rounds each for practice firing. After
being instructed on the range configuration, the location of targets, and the procedure to
follow on the firing line, each firer was moved to the firing line and requested to assume
a good prone supported position. The man was then given a six-round magazine and told
to "watch your lane." The firer was instructed to fire six rounds at each target when it
appeared, always using the semiautomatic mode of fire. The time required to obtain the
first hit and the total number of hits were both recorded.

Each man followed this procedure until he had fired at all targets with all sights,
using a six-round clip, under each experimental condition. The order of firing with each
type of sight was counterbalanced and the targets at the various ranges appeared in
random sequence. The record firing for Part 2, which was the half-moon condition, was
conducted three weeks after the record firing for Part 1.

RESULTS

Part I

Number of Hits. This analysis indicated that the type of sight employed had a
significant effect on the number of hits obtained (p<.01). When this effect was examined
further with the Tukey A procedure, it was determined that the Tri-Lux and Promethium
sights obtained significantly more hits than did the Standard sight (p<.01). The means
for the number of hits were 2.79, 4.51, and 4.58 for the Standard, Tri-Lux, and
Promethium sights, respectively. The analysis also indicated that all firing ranges were
significantly different from each other with respect to the number of hits obtained
(p<.01). The means were 5.47 at 25 meters, 4.03 at 50 meters, and 2.39 at 75 meters.
When Tukey's test was applied to the significant •0ght by Distance interaction, many
significant differences were obtained (p<.01). Those relevait to the experimental
objectives were: (a) Tri-Lux and Promethium vs. Standard (25 meters), (b) Tri-Lux and
Promethium vs. Standard (50 meters), and (c) Promethium vs. Standard (75 meters). The
analysis of variance summary is presented in Table 19-1 and the Sight by Distance
interaction is represented in Figure 19-1.

Time to First Hit. The time analysis indicated that both sight and distance
significantly affected the amount of time required to obtain the first hit (p<.01). Tukey's
test indicated that significantly more time was required for the first hit with the Standard
sight (11.02 seconds) than was necessary with either the Tn-Lux (6.33 seconds) or the
Promethium (5.91 seconds) sight (p<.01)
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All the firing ranges were found to be significantly different from each other
with respect to the amount of time r,-quired to obtain a hit (p<.01). The mean times
required were 2.65 seconds at 25 meters, 8.01 seconds at 50 meters, and 1264 seconds
at 75 meters. Using Tukey's test, the Sight-by-Distance interaction indicated that the
Tri-Lux and Promethium sights required significantly less time to record the first hit at
50 meters (p<.01) and also at 75 meters (p<.05) than was necessary for the Standard
sight. The summary for the analysis of variance is shown in Table 19-1 and the Sight by
Distance interaction is plotted in Figure 19-2.

Part 2

Number of Hits. This analysis indicated that both weapon sight and firing range had
a significant effect on the total number of hits recorded (p<.01). The mean numbers of
hits obtained with each of the weapon sights were: Standard, 2.0:; Tri-Lux, 3.33;
Promethium, 2.83; and Open, 3.19. Wher the Tukey A procedure was applied to these
means, the Standard sight was found to be significantly inferior to the other three sights
tested (p<.01). The means for each of the firing ranges were 5.14 at 25 meters, 2.32 at
50 meters, and 1.07 at 75 meters. Tukey's test indicated that these means were all
significantly different from each other (p<.01). A summary of the analysis of variance is
given in Table 19-2.

Time to First Hit. Weapon sight (p<.05) and target distance (p<.01) both had a
significant effect on the amount of time required to obtain the first hit. The mean time
required to obtain a hit with each of the sights was 16.94 seconds for the Standard,
12.85 for the Tri-Lux, 13.92 for the Promethium, and 12.13 with the Open sight. It was
determined by Tukey's test that the significance of this main effect was due to a
significant difference between the Standard and Open sights (p<.05). All target distances
were significantly different from each other with respect to the amount of time required
to record the first hit (p<.01). The analysis of variance summary table ii presented in
Table 19-2.

DISCUSSION

Under full-moon illumination, the Tri-Lux and Promethium sights were found to be
significantly superior to the Standard M16A1 rifle sight with rpspect to the total number
of hits obtained and the amount of time required to record the first hit. Although no
significant differences were obtained between the Tri-Lux and Promethium sights, the
Promethium sight resulted in significantly more hits than were achieved with the
Stnadard sight at the 75-meter range, but no difference was obtained between the
Tri-Lux and Standard sights at this range. The Tri-Lux and Promethium sights were both
significantly faster in obtaining the first hit than was the Standard sight at the 50-meter
range (p<.01) and also at the 75-meter range (p<.05).

The Tri-Lux. Promethium, and Open sights all obtained significantly more hits than
the Standard sight under half-moon illumination. The Open sight was found to be
significanrly faster than the Standard sight in scoring the first hit, but this was the only
significant time difference obtained between sights for the half-moon condition.

The differences between sights tend to be reduced or eliminated as target distance
increases and as the amount of illumination decreasei. The differences bwtween sights in
the form of Sight by Distance interaction effects that were present in Part I were lost
under the reduced illumination of thr half-moon condition. The over-all effects of
reducing the illumination from a full to a half-moon condition appear to approximatety
double the amount of time required to score the first hit and to red-ce the number of
hits obtained by about one-third.
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In general, the Tri-Lux, Promethium, and Open sights were found to be superior to
the Standard sight for night firing in terms of the number or hits recorded and the
amount of time required to obtain the first hit. Although no significant differences were
obtained between the Tri-Lux, Promethium, and Open sights, one set of treatment
conditions favored the Promethium sight and the Open sight was foLnd to be faster
under the half-moon condition. A more definitive statement concerning the best sight
could probably be made if data were available on the effectiveness of the Open sight
under full-moon illumination.
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Table 19-1

Effects nf Various Night Sights on Total Number of Hits and
Time to First Hit, Part I: Arodyses o' Variance

Number of Hits Time to Firt Hit
"Source ir d - so

Sight (A) 2 74.17 26.12 <.01 2 575.38 9.85 <01
Distance (B) 2 171.35 87.87 <.01 2 1.801.47 29.A3 <.01
AB 4 5.40 4.29 <.01 4 94.12 2.64 <.06
Error (A) 46 2.b4 46 58.43
Error (B) 46 1.95 46 45.92
Error (AB) 92 1.26 92 35.71

Table 19-2

Effeect of Variou Night Siglts on Tow Number of Hits end
Time to First Hit. Part 2: Analyses of Variance

Number of Hits Time tc First Hit
Source d 0 ---uJ--

Sight (A) 3 25.24 10.93 <.01 3 323.37 2.97 <.05
Distance (8) 2 415.63 230.91 <.01 2 9.20269 91.82 <.01

AB 6 1.30 <1 NS 6 143.62 2.04 NS
Error (A) 69 2.31 69 108.83
Error (S) 46 1.80 46 100.23
Error (AS) 138 1.74 138 70.50
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Appendix T

EXPERIMENT 20: COMPARISON OF M16A1, TRI-LUX, OPEN,
AND PROMETHIUM SIGHTS UNDER DAYLIGHT CONDITIONS

OBJECTIVE

It was concluded from Svbexperiments 11A and 11B that the Tri-Lux sight has a
speed/accuracy advantage within 25-meter target distance, and that there is no
disadvantage to its continued use to a distance of 50 meters. Beyond 50 meters, the
Tri-Lux sight became increasingly inferior to the standard M16A1 sight.

The Tri-Lux sight has an extremely large rear aperture (1.00 x 0.75 cm) that
increases the capability for fast, coarse aim at near targets. However, it makes more
accurate aim at more distant targets difficult. The Promethium sight is an already
developed night sight, similar to the Tri-Lux, except that a different luminous element is
used :nd the rear aperture is smaller, but still quite large (.070 cm in diameter). It was
reas,-.,ed that this smaller, but still large rear aperture might provide a better compromise
: between the requirements of coarse aim for near targets, and the requirements for
precision aim at more distant targets, thus providing a larger safety zone beyond which it
would be necessary to change to a smaller peep sight.

METHOD

Experimental Veriables

The following variables, along with the levels listed were examined:
A. Sights

1. Standard M16A1
2. Tri-Lux
3. Promethium
4. Open

B. Range
1. 15 meters
2. 25 meters
3. 50 meters
4. 75 meters
5. 100 meters
6. 125 meters
7. 150 meters

All subjects fired the M16 rifle, from the kneeling position, in the semiautomatic mode
of fire.

Subjects

Thirty-two students entering the Noncommissioned Officer Candidate School at Fort
Benning participated as subjects.
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Apparatus

A single firing lane with seven pop-up "E"-type silhouette targets positioned in a
staggered configuration to the left and right at ranges from 15 to 150 meters were used.
A microswitch on each target actuated an electric clock as the target was raised, and
stopped the clock when the target was "killed." Th~e clock measured to the nearest
hundredth of a second. The M16 rifle was used.

Procedure

Before the test, the firer was briefed on the range configuration, location of targets,
and procedures on the firing line. To complete each exercise, the firer moved to the
firing line and assumed a good kneeling supported position. He was then handed a
six-round magazine and instructed to "watch your lane." When the target appeared the
man fired at it until a hit was obtained or until he had fired all six rounds. The time
from target presentation to target hit, and the total number of trigger pulls to target hit
was recorded by a scorekeeper. The seven targets were presented in random order, and
the order of presentation of the four sights was counterbalanced as shown in Table 20-1.
Each man took his position on the firing line three times. In each case he fired using one
sight, at all target distances.

Before firing for record, the experiment sequence was conducted for practice. The
practice was identical to record fire except that only a three-round magazine was used for
each target, and only the 15, 75, and 150 meter targets were used. The experiment
required three days. Eleven suojects were conducted through the experiment on each of
the first two days. Ten subjects were cond'," ed through on the third day.

RESULTS

Summaries of the analyses of variance on Lhe number of -igger pulls and the time
required to hit the target are provided in Table 20-2. Summaries ,... the means for all the
sight/distance combinations for both of these criteria are given in Table 20-3. The
difference among the four sights was ql,•te significant (p<.001). The principal cause for
this significance was the overall superiority of the M16AI sight, considering both criteria.
However, the interaction between the type of sight used and the target distance was also
significant (p<.001).

In the case of the time to first hit, the significance of this interaction was due
primarily to the comparative speed of the large rear-aperture sight, and to a lesser extent
to the open sight at the 15- and 25-meter targets (Table 20.3). In terms of trigger pulls
to first hit, all of the sights were about equal within 50 meters, but the large
rear-aperture sights became increasingly inferior with increasing distance.

These results tend to support the results of Subtest 11A and I1B which concluded
that a large rear-aperture sight would decrease the time required to hit a target in the
daytime out to a distance of about 50 meters. Beyond 50 meters, thie more precise
alignment made possible by the smaller aperture of the M16A1 sight is required.
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Table 20-I

Counterbalincing and Rindomnztion of Variables

Subject Target SequenceOrder(N - 32) Sih 1euec !mvtMI

A 1.5,9,1 3,17,21,25,29 Standard 12,125,50,75,25,100,150
Tri-Lux 100,25,50,150,75.15,125
Promethium 75,100,125,15,25,150,50
Open 125,50,100,75,150,25,15

B 2,6,10,14,18,22,26,30 Open 25,125,150,50,15,100,75
Promethium 15.100,75,150,125,50,25
Tri-Lux 100,125,25,75,15,150,50
Standard 15,125,25,150,100,75,50

C 3,7,11,15,19,23,27,31 Tri-Lux 125,75,50,150,100,25,15
Standard 150,25,50,100,125,75,15
Open 15,25,150,50,125,75,100
Promethium 75,50,15,150,25,125,100

D 4,8,12,16,20,74,28,32 Promethium 15,150,50,25,100,125,75
Open 125,15,150,100,25,75,50

Standard 125,15,50,100,150.75,25
Tri-Lux 75,100,125,25,50,150,15

Table 20-2

Effects of Various Sights, in Daylight, on Trigger Pulls and
Time to First Hit: Analyses of Variance

STr ;gger Pulls Time

Source
df A ~ Fp df MS

Sight (A) 3 42.38 28.77 <.001 3 390.61 28.71 <.001
Distance (8) 6 71.00 56.71 <.001 6 942.42 72.83 <.001
AB 18 7.03 6.10 <.001 1i 72.63 5.64 <.001
Error (A) 93 1.47 )3 10.09
Error (B) 186 1.25 186 12.94
Error (AB) 558 1.15 1658 12.88
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Table 20-3

Mean Number of Trigger Pulls and Time (in seconds)
to First Hit, by Sight and Distance

Sight-• (moors Mean

Trigger Pulls
M16AI 1.03 1.03 1.06 1.06 1.12 1.66 1.34 1.22
Tri-Lux 1.03 1.03 1.06 1.84 3.19 3.50 3.63 2.25
Promethium 1.03 1.00 1.12 1.28 1.66 2.50 2.31 1.61
Open 1.12 1.00 1.12 1.72 2.03 3.44 3.06 1.99

Mean 1.05 1.02 1.09 1.48 2.00 2.77 2.58 1.71

Time to First Hit
(seconds)

M16A1 1.43 1.14 1.42 1.61 2.26 3.93 3.01 2.11
Tri-Lux 1.15 1.06 1.62 3.65 8.24 9.63 10.49 5.12
Promethium 1.33 1.00 1.57 2.11 3.77 6.23 6.28 3.18
Open 1.43 1.10 1.74 3.29 4.56 9.85 8.50 4.35

Mean 1.34 1.07 1.59 2.66 4.71 7.41 7.07 3.69
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Appendix U

EXPERIMENT 21: THE EFFECTIVENESS OF DIFFERENT
METHODS OF WEAPON CARRY

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study was to confirm the hit probabilities and engagement times
obtained during Subexperiment 11B for different weapon carries. The results of this
previous test indicated that the modified British alert position (without sling) was
superior to the underarm carry (in time to first round hit) up to a distance of 25 meters.
The present study was an attempt to replicate this result and also to include comparisons
of the modified British alert (with sling) and high port methods of weapon carry.

METHOD

Experimrental Variables

The following variables, along with the levels listed, were examined:
A. Weapon Carry

1. High port
2. British alert with sling
3. Underarm
4. British alert without slinF

B. Firing Distance
1. 10 meters
2. 25 meters
3. 50 meters
4. 75 meters

The data were analyzed using a Lindquist treatments-by-subjects design. Two
analyses were conducted with variables A and B as within-subjects factors. The criteria or
performance measures used for these analyses were the number of trigger pulls and the
time, in seconds, required to obtain the first hit.

Subjects

A total of 60 men participated in this phase of the test which was conducted over a
two-day period at Fort Benning. They were a cross-section of Noncommissioned Officer
Candidates.

Apparatus

One firing lane was used with four targets placed in front of the firer at ranges of
10, 25, 50, and 75 meters. Each target was equipped with a microswitch which started a
clock when the target appeared and stopped it when the target was hit. All firing was
conducted in the semiautomatic mode with the M16A1 rifle.
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Procedure

All men were given range orientation, a safety briefing, and practice firing. Before
each trial, the firers were instructed on what technique to employ while carrying the
weapon, either the modified British alert position (with or without sling), the position of
high port, or the underarm carry.

At the beginning of each move-out phase for each of the marrying positions, the firer
was provided with one magazine containing eight rounds. The man loaded his weapon
and advanced approximately five meters. When the firer reached a predetermined point,
one of four targets appeared and the firer engaged the target as rapidly as he could
identify it, using his assigned firing technique. The firer had instructions to continue
engaging the target until a hit was recorded and the target disappeared or until his
ammunition had been expended. All four targets and weapon carries were used during the
practice firing. For the record firing, the order in which the subjects used the various
weapon carries was counterbalanced and target range was administered in random
sequence.

A scorekeeper followed the subject down the firing lane and recorded the number of
trigger pulls requirec. to hit the target, and the control tower operator who raised the
appropriate targets recorded the time to first hit from a timing device in the tower.

RESULTS

Target distance was the only significant (p<.01 for both analyses) variable obtained
for either the analysis of the number of trigger pulls required for a hit or the amount of
time required to obtain the first hit. In general, the number of trigger pulls and the
amount of time required for a hit increased with increasing target distance. The analysis
of variance summaries are presented in Table 21-1.

DISCUSSION

Since this study did not replicate or confirm the results of Subexperiment 11B, the
conclusions drawn from the previous test should be regarded with extreme caution. The
significant differences obtained with Subexperiment 11B probably should be considered
chance occurrences and the results of the present test should be regarded as the most
reliable since a larger number of men participated (N=60 vs. N=24).

Table 21-1

Effects of Different Methods of Weapon Carry on
Trigger Pulls and Tim to First Hit: Analyses of Variance

Trigger Pulls Time
Source S F F

Carry (A) 3 0.42 1.83 NS 3 2.33 2.24 NS
Distance (B) 3 9.76 51.37 <.01 3 145.91 155.22 <.01
AB 9 0.25 1.04 NS 9 1.06 1.12 NS
Error (A) 177 0.23 177 1.04
Error (8) 177 0,19 177 0.94
Error (AB) 531 0.24 531 0.95
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